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ABSTRACT
In sports sponsorship, sellers and management seek to shorten their sales cycles to renew,
upsell, and close new business. This research covers what professional sports organizations can
do to help shorten the sales process. The study includes an industry analysis, literature review,
and a mixed method survey of 212 people within the North American Sports Sponsorship
Industry. The surveyed individuals are C-suite sponsorship salespeople and managers. These
individuals work in the following professional sports leagues in North America: The National
Football League (NFL), National Basketball League (NBA), National Hockey League (NHL),
Major League Baseball (MLB), and Major League Soccer (MLS). The goal is to evaluate what
internal and external factors help close sponsorship sales faster in North America.

x

CHAPTER ONE:
INTRODUCTION

Background of Researcher
Dan Kaufmann is highly familiar with the phenomenon under investigation. He is a
sports industry veteran, working in the industry for over 16 years. Kaufmann has worked for
minor professional, major professional, mid-major collegiate athletics and a ‘Power 5’ college
athletic department. While conducting this research, Kaufmann was a director of corporate
partnerships with the New York Jets, a professional National Football League (NFL) team.
Kaufmann’s role was to prospect for-profit and nonprofit organizations to be paying sponsors of
the New York Jets. Kaufmann went to Hamilton College in Clinton, New York. He double
majored in communication studies and government. Kaufmann received his Master of science in
marketing (MS-MKT) and Master’s in business administration (MBA) at the University of
Tampa. Upon successful completion of this dissertation, Kaufman will be granted a doctorate of
business administration (DBA) from the University of South Florida.

Motivation of Study
In the sports sponsorship, sellers and management seek to shorten their sales cycles to
renew, upsell, and close new business. Ideally, more deals can be proposed in the same
timeframe by shortening the sales cycle. Each year, sports organizations have goals to raise
revenue through tickets, suites, and sponsorship every year, and every year, sales goals increase.
1

Sellers and managers try to close business faster to achieve their revenue goals and target more
prospective companies to close, renew, and upsell business. However, they face many
challenges. Companies and firms often wait to engage with sellers until the sports season is about
to begin. Sports sponsorship salespeople, in a rush to make deals, might not qualify prospects
with the right questions about the company’s decision-making process, marketing budget, or
timing. While sports sponsorship salespeople strive for prospects to reach a decision, the seller’s
organization might not have enough time, resources, or correct procedures to activate the
sponsorship efficiently or appropriately. The goal of this dissertation is to do an exploratory
analysis on what characteristics and factors help close sales cycles faster. This dissertation will
focus on external and internal factors.

Research Questions and Hypothesis
In order to move this study forward, the following research questions were developed:
RQ1: What external factors do sales professionals and executives perceive to have the
most impact on shortening the sponsorship sales cycle within the professional sports industry?
RQ1: What internal factors do sales professionals and executives perceive have the most
impact on shortening the sponsorship sales cycle within the professional sports industry?

About North American Professional Sports Industry
For North American professional sports organizations teams, revenue comes in through
multiple channels: media rights, merchandise, concessions, season ticket sales, individual ticket
sales, group ticket sales, premium/club seat sales, luxury suite sales, and sponsorships. For this
dissertation’s industry analysis, the focus is on the sponsorships of professional sports teams.
“Sponsor” is defined as “a cash and/or in-kind fee paid to a property (typically a sports,
2

entertainment, nonprofit event, or organization) in return for access to the exploitable
commercial potential associated with that property” (IEG, 2000T). NFL team sponsorships could
have the following assets: digital, social, activation, gameday signage, radio, television, gameday
hospitality, non-gameday hospitality, community relations, player endorsement, usage of
stadium for events, usage of training center for private events, and usage of team logo rights.
There are five major North American Professional Sports Leagues: National Football League
(NFL), National Basketball League (NBA), National Hockey League (NHL), Major League
Baseball (MLB) and Major League Soccer (MLS).

Major League Baseball
MLB is a professional sports organization headquartered in New York, New York
(mlb.com, n.d.). The MLB is composed of 30 teams in North America, 29 in the United States,
and one in Canada (mlb.com, n.d.). Within the MLB, there are two leagues: the National League
of Baseball Clubs (i.e., National League) and the American League of Baseball Clubs (i.e.,
American League; mlb.com, n.d.). Each league is composed of three divisions: NL East, NL
Central, and NL West (mlb.com, n.d.). Within the American League, the division are AL East,
AL Central, and AL West. (mlb.com, n.d.). There are 162 games in a typical MLB season. The
winners of each league play each other in the World Series in a best of seven games series
(mlb.com, n.d.). The winner of the series becomes champion of the season. Table 1 shows a chart
of MLB teams.
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Table 1
List of Major League Baseball Sports Organizations
LEAGUE
DIVISION
American League
AL Central
American League
AL Central
American League
AL Central
American League
AL Central
American League
AL Central
American League
AL East
American League
AL East
American League
AL East
American League
AL East
American League
AL East
American League
AL West
American League
AL West
American League
AL West
American League
AL West
American League
AL West
National League
NL Central
National League
NL Central
National League
NL Central
National League
NL Central
National League
NL Central
National League
NL East
National League
NL East
National League
NL East
National League
NL East
National League
NL East
National League
NL West
National League
NL West
National League
NL West
National League
NL West
National League
NL West
Note. The source for this table is mlb.com (n.d.).

TEAM
Chicago White Sox
Cleveland Indians
Detroit Tigers
Kansas City Royals
Minnesota Twins
Boston Red Sox
Baltimore Orioles
New York Yankees
Toronto Blue Jays
Tampa Bay Rays
Houston Astros
Los Angeles Angels
Oakland Athletics
Seattle Mariners
Texas Rangers
Chicago Cubs
Cincinnati Reds
Milwaukee Brewers
Pittsburgh Pirates
St. Louis Cardinals
Atlanta Braves
Miami Marlins
New York Mets
Philadelphia Phillies
Washington Nationals
Arizona Diamondbacks
Colorado Rockies
Los Angeles Dodgers
San Diego Padres
San Francisco Giants

Major League Soccer
MLS is a professional sports organization headquartered in New York, New York
(mlssoccer.com, n.d.). The MLS is composed of 26 teams in North America: 23 in the United
States and three in Canada (mlssoccer.com, n.d.). Four expansion teams plan to begin in the
2020s: Austin FC to begin in 2021, Charlotte FC to begin in 2022, and the Sacramento Republic
FC and St. Louis City SC to begin in 2023 (mlssoccer.com, n.d.). There are two conferences
4

within the MLS: the Eastern Conference and Western Conference (mlssoccer.com, n.d.). In a
typical MLS season, there are 34 games during the regular season (mlssoccer.com, n.d.). The
winners of each conference play each other in the championship (mlssoccer.com, n.d.). The
winner of the series becomes the season champion. Table 2 displays the MLS teams; teams with
an asterisk (*) represent an expansion team.

Table 2
List of Major League Soccer Sports Organizations
CONFERENCE
Eastern Conference
Eastern Conference
Eastern Conference
Eastern Conference
Eastern Conference
Eastern Conference
Eastern Conference
Eastern Conference
Eastern Conference
Eastern Conference
Eastern Conference
Eastern Conference
Expansion Team
Expansion Team
Expansion Team
Western Conference
Western Conference
Western Conference
Western Conference
Western Conference
Western Conference
Western Conference
Western Conference
Western Conference
Western Conference
Western Conference
Western Conference
Western Conference
Western Conference
Note. The source for this table is mlssoccer.com (n.d.).

TEAM
Atlanta United FC
Chicago Fire FC
Columbus Crew SC
D.C. United
Inter Miami FC
Montreal Impact
Nashville SC
New England Revolution
New York City FC
New York Red Bulls
Orlando City SC
Toronto FC
Austin FC
Charlotte FC*
St. Louis City SC*
FC Cincinnati
FC Dallas
Houston Dynamo
Colorado Rapids
LA Galaxy
Los Angeles FC
Minnesota United FC
Philadelphia Union
Portland Timbers
Real Salt Lake
San Jose Earthquakes
Seattle Sounders FC
Sporting Kansas City
Vancouver Whitecaps FC

5

National Basketball Association
The NBA is a professional sports organization headquartered in New York, New York
(nba.com, n.d.). The NBA is composed of 30 teams in North America: 29 in the United States
and one in Canada (nba.com, n.d.). Within the NBA, there are two conferences: the Eastern
Conference and Western Conference (nba.com, n.d.). Each conference is composed of three
divisions. Divisions within the Eastern Conference are the Atlantic, Central, and Southeast
(nba.com, n.d.). Divisions within the Western Conference are the Northwest, Pacific, and
Southwest (nba.com, n.d.). In a typical NBA season, there are 82 games during the regular
season. The winners of each league play each other in championship in a best-of-seven games
series (nba.com, n.d.). The winner of the series becomes the season champion. Table 3 lists the
NBA teams.

Table 3
List of National Basketball Association Sports Organizations
CONFERENCE
Eastern Conference
Eastern Conference
Eastern Conference
Eastern Conference
Eastern Conference
Eastern Conference
Eastern Conference
Eastern Conference
Eastern Conference
Eastern Conference
Eastern Conference
Eastern Conference
Eastern Conference
Eastern Conference
Western Conference
Western Conference
Western Conference
Western Conference
Western Conference
Western Conference

DIVISION
Atlantic
Atlantic
Atlantic
Atlantic
Atlantic
Central
Central
Central
Central
Central
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Southeast
Northwest
Northwest
Northwest
Northwest
Northwest
Pacific
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TEAM
Boston Celtics
Brooklyn Nets
New York Knicks
Philadelphia 76ers
Toronto Raptors
Chicago Bulls
Cleveland Cavaliers
Detroit Pistons
Indiana Pacers
Milwaukee Bucks
Atlanta Hawks
Charlotte Hornets
Miami Heat
Orlando Magic
Denver Nuggets
Minnesota Timberwolves
Oklahoma City Thunder
Portland Trail Blazers
Utah Jazz
Golden State Warriors

Table 3 (Continued)
Western Conference
Pacific
Western Conference
Pacific
Western Conference
Pacific
Western Conference
Pacific
Western Conference
Southeast
Western Conference
Southwest
Western Conference
Southwest
Western Conference
Southwest
Western Conference
Southwest
Western Conference
Southwest
Note. The source for this table is nba.com (n.d.).

Los Angeles Clippers
Los Angeles Lakers
Phoenix Suns
Sacramento Kings
Washington Wizards
Dallas Mavericks
Houston Rockets
Memphis Grizzlies
New Orleans Pelicans
San Antonio Spurs

National Football League
The NFL is a professional sports organization headquartered in New York, New York.
The NFL is composed of 32 teams in the United States. Within the NFL, there are two
conferences: the American Football Conference (AFC) and the National Football Conference
(NFC). Each conference is composed of four divisions. Within the AFC, the divisions are the
AFC East, AFC North, AFC South, and AFC West. Within the NFC, the divisions are the NFC
East, NFC North, NFC South, and NFC West (nfl.com, n.d.). As of 2020, the NFC schedule is 17
games. Before 2020, it was a 16-game schedule (nfl.com, n.d.). Before the 2020 season, the top
six teams within each conference made it to the playoffs. In the 2020 season, the top seven teams
in each conference will make it to the playoffs (nfl.com, n.d.). The winners of the AFC and NFC
playoff brackets face one another in the Super Bowl and the winner of that game is deemed
champion of that season. Table 4 lists the NFL teams (nfl.com, n.d.).
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Table 4
List of National Football League Sports Organizations
CONFERENCE
DIVISION
AFC
AFC East
AFC
AFC East
AFC
AFC East
AFC
AFC East
AFC
AFC North
AFC
AFC North
AFC
AFC North
AFC
AFC North
AFC
AFC South
AFC
AFC South
AFC
AFC South
AFC
AFC South
AFC
AFC West
AFC
AFC West
AFC
AFC West
AFC
AFC West
NFC
NFC East
NFC
NFC East
NFC
NFC East
NFC
NFC East
NFC
NFC North
NFC
NFC North
NFC
NFC North
NFC
NFC North
NFC
NFC South
NFC
NFC South
NFC
NFC South
NFC
NFC South
NFC
NFC West
NFC
NFC West
NFC
NFC West
NFC
NFC West
Note. The source for this table is nfl.com (n.d.).

TEAM
Buffalo Bills
Miami Dolphins
New England Patriots
New York Jets
Baltimore Ravens
Cincinnati Bengals
Cleveland Browns
Pittsburgh Steelers
Houston Texans
Indianapolis Colts
Jacksonville Jaguars
Tennessee Titans
Denver Broncos
Kansas City Chiefs
Las Vegas Raiders
Los Angeles Chargers
Dallas Cowboys
New York Giants
Philadelphia Eagles
Washington Redskins
Chicago Bears
Detroit Lions
Green Bay Packers
Minnesota Vikings
Atlanta Falcons
Carolina Panthers
New Orleans Saints
Tampa Bay Buccaneers
Arizona Cardinals
Los Angeles Rams
San Francisco 49ers
Seattle Seahawks

National Hockey League
The NHL is a professional sports organization headquartered in New York, New York.
The NHL is composed of 31 teams in North America, 24 in the United States, and seven in
Canada (nhl.com, n.d.). The Seattle Kraken is an expansion team starting in the 2021 season
(nhl.com, n.d.). There are two conferences within the NHL: the Eastern Conference and the
Western Conference (nhl.com, n.d.). Each conference is composed of two divisions. Divisions
are Atlantic and Metropolitan within the Eastern Conference and Central and Pacific within the
8

Western Conference (nhl.com, n.d.). The winners of the Eastern and Western Conference
brackets face one another in the championship in a best-of-seven series. The winner of that game
is deemed champion of that season and is awarded the Stanley Cup (nhl.com, n.d.). Table 5 lists
NHL Teams; any teams with an asterisk (*) represent an expansion team.

Table 5
List of National Hockey League Sports Organizations
CONFERENCE
DIVISION
Eastern Conference
Atlantic
Eastern Conference
Atlantic
Eastern Conference
Atlantic
Eastern Conference
Atlantic
Eastern Conference
Atlantic
Eastern Conference
Atlantic
Eastern Conference
Atlantic
Eastern Conference
Atlantic
Eastern Conference
Metropolitan
Eastern Conference
Metropolitan
Eastern Conference
Metropolitan
Eastern Conference
Metropolitan
Eastern Conference
Metropolitan
Eastern Conference
Metropolitan
Eastern Conference
Metropolitan
Eastern Conference
Metropolitan
Western Conference
Central
Western Conference
Central
Western Conference
Central
Western Conference
Central
Western Conference
Central
Western Conference
Central
Western Conference
Central
Western Conference
Central
Western Conference
Pacific
Western Conference
Pacific
Western Conference
Pacific
Western Conference
Pacific
Western Conference
Pacific
Western Conference
Pacific
Western Conference
Pacific
Western Conference
Pacific
Note. The source for this table is nhl.com (n.d.).9
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TEAM
Boston Bruins
Buffalo Sabres
Detroit Red Wings
Florida Panthers
Montreal Canadiens
Ottawa Senators
Tampa Bay Lightning
Toronto Maple Leafs
Carolina Hurricanes
Columbus Blue Jackets
New Jersey Devils
New York Islanders
New York Rangers
Philadelphia Flyers
Pittsburgh Penguins
Washington Capitals
Chicago Blackhawks
Colorado Avalanche
Dallas Stars
Minnesota Wild
Nashville Predators
St. Louis Blues
Vegas Golden Knights
Winnipeg Jets
Anaheim Ducks
Arizona Coyotes
Calgary Flames
Edmonton Oilers
Los Angeles Kings
San Jose Sharks
Seattle Kraken*
Vancouver Canucks

Sales Cycle Performance
Sales cycle performance is important. Within sports sponsorship in North America, the
sales cycle is timed by when the sports season starts. Sports sponsorship sellers attempt to get
prospects to make a decision quickly and efficiently. Sports teams need time to launch, create,
and activate sponsorships. Often within the seller’s organization, there is not enough time,
resources, or correct procedures to activate the sponsorship effectively or appropriately. This
research will explore what factors North American Sports Organization executives, sellers, and
mangers perceive affect the sports sponsorship sales cycles. The goal of this dissertation is to do
an exploratory analysis on what characteristics and factors help close sales cycles faster. This
dissertation will focus on external and internal factors.
A common sales cycle performance goal is to shorten the time it takes a sports
organization to complete a sales cycle, particularly for sports sponsorships. The sales cycle
consists of several phases, starting with prospecting, researching, and the initial contact with a
client, through signing the sales agreement, post-sell, and fulfillment. The sales cycle is broken
down into three areas: the courting stage, the deal-making stage, and the fulfillment and
activation stage.
•

Metrics used to evaluate the courting stage includes number of days in this stage, the
number of outreaches to get an initial meeting, internal meetings to gather
information to prospects, the number of external meetings with the prospect, and
measurements to decide whether to move forward in the process.

•

Metrics used to evaluate the deal-making stage comprise of: number of days in the
deal-making stage, number of internal meetings for presentations to prospects,
number of external meetings with the prospect, the decision to move forward in the
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process or not, number of days it takes companies to get “thought starters” and/or
presentation back to the prospect, number of counterproposals within the deal-making
process, resources used to compile data and create presentations and assets for the
partnership, resources used to create an agreement for the partnership, and number of
days to get the sponsorship agreement signed.
•

Metrics used to evaluate the fulfillment and activation stage consist of the following:
number of external meetings with the client, the number of internal discussions about
the client, and resources used to activate the partnership.

About North American Professional Sports Sponsorship
Sports sponsorship is any fees a company or government pays a sports organization to
have a brand associated with a team, league, facility, or event (PWC Sports Outlook, 2019). The
North American sports sponsorship segment has grown from $14.6 billion in 2014 to a projected
$20.6 billion in 2023 (PWC Sports Outlook, 2019). This estimate was made prior to the 2020
COVID-19 pandemic. Over time, the North American sports sponsorship segment has had a
compound annual growth rate (GAGR) of 3.8% (PWC Sports Outlook, 2019). New inventory
related to gambling, legalized sports betting, digital media, uniform rights (i.e., patches and/or
jersey naming rights), new buildings, and naming rights opportunities could support the future of
North American sponsorship (PWC Sports Outlook, 2019).

About Sponsorship Assets of the North American Professional Sports Industry
North American professional sports organization sponsorship groups go through a
process to work with firms, businesses, and governments to develop a sponsorship. As
referenced earlier, NFL team sponsorships could include the following assets: digital, social,
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activation, gameday signage, radio, television, gameday hospitality, non-gameday hospitality,
community relations, player endorsement, usage of stadium for events, usage of training center
for private events, and usage of team logo rights.

Logo Rights
One of the most important assets an NFL has to offer is the usage of logo rights for
marketing purposes. For example, in the NFL by-laws, a home marketing area is considered 75
miles from the stadium (NFL By-Laws, 2006). Firms, business, or government marketing can
use logo rights. If a company has logo rights, they could use them in its advertising,
consumer/trade promotions, packaging, business cards, giveaway promotion products, or other
ways the current sponsor and NFL team mutually agrees on.

Digital Media
Depending on the company’s strategy, key performance indicators (KPI’s) and
objectives, a firm, business, or government could concentrate a part of its sponsorship on digital
and social media assets the North American professional sports organization owns. Digital assets
are broken down into three areas: desktop, mobile, and an NFL team’s app. Desktop content is
any content available on a personal computer or laptop where a North American professional
sports organizations fan can go to a team’s website to view information. Mobile content is
content available from any mobile device accessible from a tablet, cellular phone, or other
mobile device. Some examples of North American professional sports organization team’s
digital assets on desktop, mobile, and app could be digital advertisements, digital takeovers (i.e.,
ownership of all digital assets on the homepage for a day), entitlements of video content, or any
other digital asset on North American professional sports organizations’ digital mediums.
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Social Media
The other section of content is social media. North American professional sports
organizations’ social media are their own Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, You Tube, Snap Chat,
Tik Tok, or any other social media platform accounts. Many firms, businesses, and government
agencies want to incorporate their product or service into a North American professional sports
organization’s content. Examples of social media are ownership of shows, clips, or segments
where a brand can be incorporated naturally to their sport or a current or former athlete.

Custom Content
Custom content is content a North American professional sports organization creates that
incorporates a brand endemic to their sport. The sponsor could be a company, association, or
government that wants to showcase their product or service. However, if the company is not
endemic to the content, there could be a negative effect. For example, a legalized sports betting
(LSB) company and a North American professional sports organization should not promote a
product directly; rather, they would need to incorporate a story with the sport because sports fans
are focused solely on the sport and not a sponsored product or service. For example, many fans
repel being sold to but want to engage with their team. A mutually beneficial scenario for the
brand and fans might involve customized content with fan interaction that allows the brand to
collect data. The product should be woven into a content piece that would make sense. For
example, the LSB could include a pregame custom content piece challenging fans to guess how
many points a team will score in the first quarter to win a prize.
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Gameday Signage
Gameday signage is when a firm, business, or government includes their branding at a
live NFL game. This is considered “street-to-seat” signage. At a North American professional
sports organization game, fans are active; they walk into a stadium or arena, participate in
activities with their family, go to the restroom, go to the concessions stand, and sit in their seat
and/or suite to watch the game. Some examples of gameday signage are LED ribbonboard,
internet protocol television (IPTV), videoboard/jumbotron, field level signage, and any other
signage at a North American professional sports organization’s stadium and/or arena.

Gameday Activation
Activation is any sponsor investment above and beyond the sponsorship (O’Reilly &
Horning, 2013). Activation is broken down into two different areas: gameday and non-gameday.
The sponsor could activate in many ways, including running an event on gameday to collect
information for prospective customers and co-branded item giveaways on non-gamedays.
Additional gameday activation costs include a prospective company engaging human capital,
resources, and company-specific marketing materials. For example, an activation could include a
new product tasting that a firm or business wishes to sample and solicit feedback from potential
customers. Another activation example is a company encouraging North American professional
sports organization fans to download their app and use it to become a potential customer. Other
activations outside of gameday are companies and firms wanting to feature a North American
professional sports organization’s player at a non-gameday event.
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Television
Television is broken down into three different sections: national broadcast, regional
broadcast networks/cable providers, and local broadcasts. The national broadcasters are
American Broadcasting Company (ABC), Columbia Broadcasting System (CBS), National
Broadcasting Company (NBC), and Fox Broadcasting Company (FOX). These television
networks pay rights fees from the MLB, MLS, NBA, NHL, and NFL to broadcast games and
other sports programming. In turn, the sales teams from the television network go out into the
marketplace for firms and business to purchase television products. Many North American
professional sports organizations have media partnerships with a local television channel and a
regional broadcast partner. For example, a North American professional sports organization
could have a head coach show, late night television show, and a pregame and postgame show.
Each North American professional organization is different according to the sports property’s
agreement.

Radio
Radio is broken down into three areas: pregame, in-game, and postgame. Radio can be
further broken down into the following: 30- or 60-s commercials, 10-s live reads, 15-s features,
5-s billboards, entitlements of segments, entitlements of quarters, and entitlements of pregame
and postgame show. A North American professional sports organization could also have teamowned shows. For example, they could have a weekly review show one night and a player show
on a different night featuring a match that upcoming week.
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About Sponsorship Levels of the North American Professional Sports
North American professional sports organizations have yearly sales goals. The North
American professional sports organizations’ goals vary from sport to sport. During the offseason,
each sport organization must renew, retain, and/or increase their book of sponsorship business.
North American professional sports organization sponsorships can take between 3 months to
several years to complete a sponsorship deal. Sponsorships can be broken down into five
categories: 1) naming rights, 2) cornerstone/building/founding/jersey/training center, 3)
official/exclusive sponsor, 4) non-exclusive sponsor, and 5) media partner. Each sponsorship is
different depending on the category and complexity of the deal. For example, naming rights for a
stadium or arena would take much longer than a company’s media purchase. Figure 1 illustrates
these five sponsorship categories.

Naming Rights
Cornerstone/Founding
Exclusive
Non-Exclusive
Media

Figure 1. Pyramid of Sports Sponsorship in North America
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Naming Rights Partner
Stadium naming rights is when a company, government, or association has their brand
named to the stadium and/or arena. The company’s name is advertised in all aspects at the North
American professional sports organization’s home game locations. It is referred in media,
government institutions, team marketing, league marketing, or any other stakeholder with the
North American professional sports organizations. The unique factor is that a naming rights
partner can integrate their products or services within the arena and/or stadium with the goal of
promoting their products and services, promoting customer retention, engaging employees,
increasing market share, corporate social responsibility, and creating relationships with other
stakeholders.

Cornerstone/Building/Founding/Jersey/Training Center Partner
The next level of partners are cornerstone, building, founding, jersey, and training center
partners. These are typically in common categories that sponsor North American professional
sports organizations. These are partners at the next level in the pyramid of North American
professional sports sponsorship (see Figure 1). Some examples of sponsorship categories include
automotive, airlines, beer, banking, energy, financial, soft drink technology, or
telecommunications. Many of these assets include stadium club entitlements or ownership within
the stadium. For example, the Bud Light Beer Garden is an open place where sports fans can
watch the game and have food and drinks. Another example of sponsorship is a partner wearing
their patch or logo on a jersey or practice jersey. Each North American professional sports
organization differs from one another. In the MLS, an organization can have naming rights for a
jersey and a jersey sleeve patch. In the NBA, a team can have a patch on their jersey. However,
in the NFL, the patch can only be worn on the practice jersey. Finally, a company could be the
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naming rights of the training center and/or practice facility of the North American professional
sports organization. Often, the hospital and/or media partner is the naming rights of the facility.
For example, the Atlantic Health hospital system signed a naming rights agreement with the New
York Jets training center (New York Jets, n.d.). However, a company that is based in or has a
footprint in the North American professional sports organization market could be the naming
rights partner of the training center or practice facility.

Official/Exclusive Partner
Sponsorship category ownership determines the next tier of sponsorship as an official or
exclusive partner. This means they are the only firm with an exclusive partnership. For example,
ABC Hospital is the official hospital of the North American professional sports organization. As
such, ABC Hospital will be the only “hospital” sponsor for the North American professional
sports organization. Exclusive partnerships can eliminate any category competitors. Both
sponsors and North American Professional sports organizations would mutually agree on a
category competitor. Some examples of exclusive partners are the following: access to a North
American professional sports organization’s marks, stadium signage exclusivity, stadium
activation exclusivity, social media, and digital media exclusivity.

Nonexclusive Partner
Nonexclusive partnerships are where multiple partners can advertise at once, such as
quick service restaurants (QSR), food service products, retail, automotive dealerships,
universities, law firms, grocery stores, utilities, and other categories. For example, Papa Johns,
Dunkin’ Donuts, McDonalds, Chick-Fil-A, Subway, Taco Bell, and Wendy’s represent the QSR
category. These sponsorships would have to differentiate between one another because each
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brand wants to connect with North American professional sports organization fans. For example,
one QSR company could implement a trigger promotion where everyone in the stadium wins a
free product (e.g., fries/side/drink) if a kicker misses a field goal. The sports organization would
not want another trigger promotion because it would cannibalize the QSR category. Instead, a
North American professional sports organization should choose something other than another
trigger promotion, like a videoboard promotion where a lucky section could win a free product.
Also, nonexclusive partners could have nonexclusive rights to use a North American
professional sports organization’s marks.

Media Partner
Media partners are partners who invest in a North American professional sports
organization’s media. Media can be classified into two different areas: television and radio.
Many of these sponsors also purchase gameday hospitality for their clients, employees, and
stakeholders. A large number of these sponsors are competitors of naming rights partners,
cornerstone partners, and exclusive partners. For example, if State Farm is a naming rights
partner, Cornerstone Partner or Exclusive-Partner then American Family Insurance, Geico,
Nationwide, or any other insurance company could become a media partner.

Stakeholders Within the Sports Sponsorship Industry Sales Process
Human capital and stakeholders play a significant role in sponsorship sales cycles.
Human capital and stakeholders for North American professional organizations are broken into
two different areas: internal stakeholders including individuals (e.g., salespeople) or departments
(e.g., media) and external stakeholders the sports team does not employ. For internal
stakeholders, North American professional organizations have a business side and a sporting
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side. Many departments on both sides are involved with the process of sponsorship. Other
internal stakeholders are media partners of a North American professional sponsorship team. For
external stakeholders, there are prospective sponsors, current sponsors, and competitors of a
North American professional sponsorship team organization. As sponsorship deals grow more
complex in size and scope, stakeholders increase. As stakeholders are added, potential
sponsorship often slows down. In this study, this process will be surveyed via quantitative and
qualitative methods.

Internal Stakeholders
Internal stakeholders are broken down into three different areas: business operations,
sporting operations, and media partners. The communication department handles all aspects of
communication, including press releases, news, outside press, internal communication, and
external communication. Often, a North American professional organization’s sponsorship
department works with the communication department on announcements of a new sponsor.
Community relations handles community events and corporate social responsibility. Sponsorship
departments work with the community relations department for any potential events that would
benefit the community. Content and multimedia manage all television, radio, social media, and
digital media content. Corporate partnership sales is the sales team that prospects firms,
businesses, and governments for new business opportunities. The Corporate Partnerships
Activation team is the service side of the corporate partnerships team. They help the sports seller
fulfill and service the sponsorship agreements. The events and game operations team handles all
gameday and non-gameday events. They work with the corporate partnership team on assets
where potential sponsors can be incorporated. The facilities operations team handles all the
facilities, and if potential sponsors want to leverage their business, the corporate partnerships
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team would work with them. The Fan Commerce department oversees merchandise and
concessions. The corporate sponsorship works with the fan commerce department for any
stadium concessions and any brands seeking physical sales of their products. The finance, human
resources, and strategy departments deal with all the finances, human resources, and accounting
for the North American professional organization. The information technology department
manages videos, computers, security, or any other aspect of information technology. The
sponsorship sales department works with the information technology department if prospective
sponsors want to leverage their products or services with the North American professional
organization. The legal department manages contracts and works with the corporate partnerships
team on creating the sponsorship agreements. The marketing department manages all marketing
for platforms, ticket sales, events, or merchandise sales. The premium partnerships, group sales,
and ticket sales departments are responsible for attracting people to attend games. They work
together with the sponsorship sales team if a firm or business wants hospitality in their
sponsorship.
The sporting operations side of the North American professional organization include
coaches, current players, former players (alumni), player agents, football personnel, medical
staff, player development, and team operations. Coaches’ responsibilities are to train current
football players and help position their North American professional organization to win. Players
are the athletes that play for the North American professional organization. Former players are
alumni that used to play for a North American professional organization. A former North
American professional organization player is responsible for running an internal department for
player development to connect current players’ families with the market. For example, the North
American professional organization player development department would help the current
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player find a house and show them where the local businesses are located. A player or former
player’s agent is a person who represents the players in their marketing deals and endorsements.
North American professional organization personnel consist of the general manager, scouts, and
football administration. They are the operations of human capital for the team. The goal of a
North American professional organization’s personnel is to recruit and sign players and have
coaches coach the players. North American professional organization sponsorship sellers work
with coaches, current players, former players, and the general manager on appearances and
content for sponsors. The medical staff is the department that helps players with recovery and
ensures they are healthy. The team operations department handles all the logistics of team travel
and/or any other necessary business dealings. Sponsorship sales departments work with the
medical and team operations staff to leverage business within a sponsorship agreement.
Other internal stakeholders are media partners (e.g., television and radio) of the North
American professional organization. These partners have formal agreements to help distribute
their content. Television has local affiliates that carry a North American professional
organization’s local market preseason, in-season games, and shoulder programming.
The North American professional organization’s league negotiates national television
rights and the North American professional organization negotiates the local rights. Radio
partner affiliates work with the North American professional organization to advertise their
games on their station. There is often a “flagship station” that works with the North American
professional organization and the signal from that station broadcasts the live game. A North
American professional organization team’s radio network consists of all local radio stations that
carry the North American professional organization’s game. Sponsorship sellers and
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management work with each affiliate to see how much radio inventory can be sold during the
broadcast. Table 6 illustrates how a North American professional organization works.

Table 6
List of Internal Stakeholders Within a North American Sports Organization
Internal Stakeholders Within a North American Sports Organization
Operation
Department
Business & Sporting Operations
Executive
Sporting Operations
Athletic Training
Sporting Operations
Coaching Staff
Sporting Operations
Football Administration
Sporting Operations
Equipment
Sporting Operations
Scouting
Sporting Operations
Grounds
Sporting Operations
Medical
Sporting Operations
Player Development
Sporting Operations
Team Operations
Sporting Operations
Video Operations
Business Operations
Communications
Business Operations
Community Relations
Business Operations
Content/Multimedia/Social/Digital
Business Operations
Corporate Partnerships Sales
Business Operations
Corporate Partnerships Activation
Business Operations
Events & Game Operations
Business Operations
Facilities Operations
Business Operations
Fan Commerce
Business Operations
Finance & Strategy
Business Operations
Human Resources & Business Operations
Business Operations
Information & Technology
Business Operations
Marketing
Business Operations
Premium Partnerships Sales (Suite Sales)
Business Operations
Premium Partnerships Service (Suite Service)
Business Operations
Security
Business Operations
Ticket Operations
Business Operations
Ticket Sales & Service
Team Media Partner
Radio Rights Partner
Team Media Partner
Regional Sports Television Network
Team Media Partner
Third Party Digital Media Outlet

External Stakeholders
External stakeholders are broken down into four areas: prospective sponsors, current
sponsors, outside agencies, and competitors. Prospective sponsors are firms, businesses, or
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government agencies interested in marketing or advertising with a North American professional
organization. North American professional organization sponsorship sellers contact prospective
sponsors to gauge their interest in becoming a sponsor. Current sponsors are firms, businesses, or
government agencies that have a sponsorship deal with a North American professional
organization. North American professional organizations’ internal stakeholders work with
current sponsors on their objectives and KPIs. Outside agencies are firms that work with
prospective or current sponsors on negotiation and/or execution of a sponsorship agreement.
Many agencies provide expertise in the following areas: strategic planning, research, traditional
media buying and planning, account support, account management, analytic reporting, creative,
digital media buying, direct response planning, sports sponsorships, music and event
sponsorships, content marketing, influencer marketing, and others. North American professional
organization sponsorship teams and other stakeholders work with agencies on initiating,
planning, negotiating, executing, and valuating sponsorship agreements.

Competitors
Competitors are a significant factor within the sponsorship selling cycle. The current
study will test this using a survey through different geographic markets and different
professional sports within North America. The competitors of North American professional
organizations are divided into three sections. The first section is sports organizations/leagues in
North America. There were a total of 153 professional sports organizations in North America
across all five major professional leagues (mlb.com, n.d., mlssoccer.com, n.d., nba.com, n.d.,
nfl.com, n.d., nhl.com, n.d.). The second section are sports organizations, music, arts, and/or any
other events within a North American professional organization’s local market. The third section
are local and national media entities. Prospective firms and businesses have a limited budget
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when it comes to the following areas: marketing, public awareness, communication, advertising,
hospitality, sponsorships, or any other promotional activities. All these entities compete for
money from prospective and current sponsors. For current sponsors, North American
professional organizations want to renew, extend their agreement, and/or upsell them for more
opportunities.
Music, arts, and other events within the North American professional organization’s
market also compete for sponsorship dollars. With music, there could be a concert series, music
festivals, or music venues that receive sponsorship from prospective sponsors. For arts, there are
exhibits, festivals, exhibitions, or any other events associated with the arts that could generate
sponsorship dollars. Other events could include nonsporting festivals such as South by
Southwest (SXSW), film festivals, Comic-Con, and others.
Television competitors are the local channels and cable networks that sell media
inventory through local commercial breaks during sporting events, local news, and any other
programming on television channels. Many times, the local affiliates will compete with the
North American professional organization for media and sponsorship dollars. These networks
can target different commercials based on household geography. For example, automotive
dealerships only target households within range of their dealership—whether the distance is one
mile, three miles, or 10 miles. Often, cable television targets local businesses with a smaller
marketing budget and footprint.
Radio is another competitor of North American professional organizations. The radio
category is made of broadcast radio, regional radio, sports radio, satellite radio, streaming radio,
and podcasts. Broadcast radio is programming nationally distributed throughout North America.
Sports radio is any radio station that carries sports programming. Satellite radio is programming
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on Sirius XM with rights for national broadcasts and another unique sports programming. Via
streaming radio, sports fans can listen through a desktop or mobile device. Many people who
work in offices and/or have mobile devices listen to streaming broadcasts. Podcasts have become
more popular over time, and now many sportscasters, professional athletes, former professional
athletes, and other sports stakeholders own a podcast. All these mediums can remove
sponsorship dollars from a North American professional organization.
Other mediums that are competitors with North American professional organizations are
out-of-home (OOH) advertising, digital media, and social media. OOH advertising is used for
people in transit or on the go. OOH may include signage on train stations, billboards, subway
stations, subway cars, bus advertising, mobile billboard, digital billboard, posters, taxi
advertising, and aircraft advertising, among other mediums. Digital, social, and influencer media
are connected because these advertisements can target specific demographic characteristics such
as location, age, sex, salary, family life cycle, income, socioeconomic status, education, and
other characteristics. Additionally, digital and social media can track websites the targeted
demographic has visited and present them with a specific advertisement. Most firms, businesses,
and governments have a social media presence. They are broken down by national, local, and
regional sports networks. Regional sports networks (RSN) are broadcasting networks that
distribute games and programming through a local or geographical market.

Definition of Terms
The defined terms are related to stakeholders, constructs, and time measured through
each stage of the sales cycle. These terms were derived from NFL sponsorship executive’s pilot
interviews. The stakeholders involved in this dissertation are executives and sponsorship
executives. Constructs derived from the pilot interviews are grit, research and prospecting skills,
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knowledge sharing skills, sales presentation skills, closing skills, relationship skills, organization
skills, and internal factors. Methods of measurement for the sponsorship sales cycle are
prospecting, initial contact time, analysis and qualifying time, information sharing time, and
closing time.

Managers
Executives are members of a management team who run a professional sports
organization. The positions can range from ownership, president, C-suite, or SVP depending on
the organization. Some title examples are chairman, chief executive officer (CEO), chief
operating officer (COO), chief revenue officer (CRO), chief ticketing officer (CTO), executive
vice president, corporate partnership/sponsorship, senior vice president corporate
partnership/sponsorship, or vice president corporate partnership/sponsorship.

Sponsorship
Sponsorship includes any assets that assist a company, firm, nonprofit, or government in
marketing its product or service through professional sports teams’ resources. Resources may
include: stadium naming rights, naming rights of clubs, entitlement of jersey sponsorship,
entitlement of jersey sleeve, entitlement of logo on players’ shorts, interior signage, exterior
signage, field signage, in-venue advertisements, radio and TV commercials, print, in-market logo
rights, co-branded digital and social content, vending partnerships, hospitality, community
impact activations, or any other assets.

Sponsorship Salesperson
Sports sponsorship salespeople are responsible for procuring revenue by obtaining money
from companies to sponsor or advertise with the sports organization. A few example titles
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include senior director corporate partnership/sponsorship, director corporate
partnership/sponsorship, senior manager corporate partnership/sponsorship, manager corporate
partnership/sponsorship, senior account executive corporate partnership/sponsorship or account
executive corporate partnership/sponsorship.

Grit
Grit is hard work, passion, perseverance, and persistence toward long term goals
(Duckworth et al., 2007). The pilot interviews suggest grit is an indicator of success in the sports
sponsorship industry. Many sponsorship executives know the North American sports
sponsorship industry is competitive and grit is necessary for success.

Research and Prospecting Skills
Research and prospecting skills involve investigating and discovering information about
industries, companies, emerging companies, other companies, or individuals who also have
either a geographical presence with customers, employees, and other stakeholders within the
geographic region of the sports organization, the sports organization is nationally or internally
recognized and the brand wants to link with the sports organization, or the company spends with
other North American sports organizations. It can consist of sponsorship websites, news
websites, reading 10-K, and watching television or any other medium. Prospecting also consists
of finding the correct decision maker in charge of the marketing or sports sponsorship budget.

Knowledge Sharing Skills
Knowledge sharing skills are when a seller shares information to the prospective client
(i.e., individual and/or company) about the organization, such as the narrative, demographic of
the sports organization, psychographics, buying behavior of the sports organization, and products
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the sports organization provides (e.g., hospitality or sponsorship assets). The stakeholders must
also solicit input from prospects on what they like and dislike about the information the sports
organization has presented.

Sales Presentation Skills
Sales presentation skills are when members of a North American sports organization
present a proposal to a prospect. The prospect can be an individual in charge of the sponsorship
and/or marketing budget. In many cases, there are multiple people in the presentation involved
with the sponsorship decision. From the pilot interviews, mastery of this skill is considered a top
indicator of success in the sports sponsorship industry. It takes preparation and practice to
present a presentation to a prospect or current sponsor.

Closing Skills
Closing skills involves a salesperson completing the sponsorship sale with the
prospective sponsor. This skill is used after the presentation and the time needed to get the
prospective sponsor to a contracted sponsor. This skill involves negotiating and aligning all
parties within the sponsorship process to finalize the sports sponsorship. Closing skills are also
needed to move the prospect to a decision, even if they do not agree to terms to become a
sponsor. The decision to become a sponsor can range from (a) yes to terms agreement; (b) no,
not this year but next year, or (c) a change to the terms to move forward with the agreement.
Some closing skills factors that may facilitate a decision within sports sponsorships may include
price, term, opting out of the agreement, or assets.
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Relationship Skills
Relationship skills facilitate connection development between sports organization
stakeholders and the prospect. These skills produce a non-tractional connection with a deeper
understanding of the company, its goals, its people, or any other factors that pertain to the
connection. These skills involve trust, knowledge, knowing, and understanding to create,
communicate, evolve, grow, and maintain relationships.

Organization Skills
Sports organizations’ salespeople focus on organization and time management to improve
efficiency with their time during the sponsorship sales process. Examples include clear
communication skills with internal and external stakeholders, follow through on prospects, clear
sales presentations, or any other activity dealing with task completion.

Internal Factors
Internal factors are actions sports organization can control within the sponsorship sales
process. These factors are relevant for North American professional sports organization
sponsorship salespeople working with different departments in their sports organization. Other
departments the sponsorship team works with are community relations, communications,
marketing, game operations, content, social media, and/or any other stakeholders.

External Factors
External factors are actions stemming from outside the organization that North American
professional sports organization sponsorship executives cannot control. Examples could be
economic, health, timing, population market size, competitors within the marketplace, team
performance, and other factors. External factors could also include different stakeholders outside
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their sports organization, such as the brand, advertising agency, sports advertising agency, digital
agency, or anyone else associated with the prospective sponsor.

Prospecting Time
Prospecting time includes activities and time spent researching prospective companies
that may qualify as appropriate sponsors for a sports organization. This time involves
investigating emerging industries and companies growing within the marketplace.

Initial Contact Time
Initial contact time is the time it takes to contact a prospective sponsor for a first
engagement. Initial contact may include telephone calls, social media outreach, email, snail mail,
express mail, or text messaging.

Analysis and Qualifying Time
Analysis and qualifying time is the time after initial contact time used to evaluate the
prospective sponsor and make the decision to move forward to the information sharing stage or
disqualify them from the sponsorship selling process.

Information Sharing Time
Information sharing time is the time from to closing time phase. The sports sponsorship
salesperson exchanges information such as demographics, sponsorship thought starters,
sponsorship proposals, and sponsorship presentations.
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Closing Time
Closing time is when a professional sports seller is negotiating terms with the prospect.
Terms may include price, payment, category definition, contract term, opt-out language, or any
other legal language. Closing time is the time from presentation to signing the agreement.
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CHAPTER TWO:
PILOT STUDY

Overview
In-depth, semi structured interviews were conducted in March 2020 with eight NFL
executives as part of a pilot study to better understand and provide direction to the
student/researcher. Each NFL executive was a salesperson or manager in corporate sponsorships.
All NFL divisions were represented within the interviews. All respondents followed a specific
interview guide from the researcher. The goal was to establish a baseline to identify the
characteristics that make sports sponsorship people successful. The semi structured interview
guide for participants contained the following research questions:
Research Question 1: What are the best practices of closing new business, renewing
business, and upselling current business?
Research Question 2: How long is your sales cycle for closing new business, renewing
business, and upselling current business?
Research Question 3: What skills sets do you excel at in closing new business, renewing
business, and upselling current business?
Research Question 4: What skills sets do you need to improve on in closing new
business, renewing business, and upselling current business?
Research Question 5: When is the best time to start the process of new business,
renewing business, and upselling current business?
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Research Question 6: When have you seen the most success of closing new business,
renewing business, and upselling current business?
Research Question 7: Where have you seen the pitfalls of closing new business,
renewing business, and upselling current business?
Research Question 8: Who has been the target person within an organization to close
new business, renew business, and upsell current business?
Research Question 9: What communication tactics have been the most successful in
contacting new business prospects?
Research Question 10: What reasons have prospects provided for why they did not want
to close business?
Research Question 11: What external factors have extended your sales cycles of closing
new business, renewing business, and upselling current business?
Research Question 12: What internal factors have extended your sales cycles of closing
new business, renewing business, and upselling current business?

Process
The researcher individually coded respondents’ live answers and generated themes from
the coding for thematic analysis. Renewal and upsell business for current partners were
unaccounted for, so respondent answers were based on new business.

Demographics
The demographics of the eight interviews were: six males and two females, eight
White/Caucasian participants, one participants between 20-29 years old, five participants
between 30-39 years old, two participants between 40-49 years old, five married participants,
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three never married participants, one participants with 1 to 5 years of experience, one
participants with 6 to 10 years of experience, three participants with 11 to 15 years of experience,
three participants with 16 years of experience, one participants was a senior account executive,
two participants were manager level, four participants were director level, one participants was
vice president level, five participants had a bachelor’s degree, and three participants had an
advanced degree. Table 7 lists participant demographic information.

Table 7
Table of Demographics of the Semistructured Interviews
Demographic
Gender
Race/Ethnicity
Age range

Marital status
Years of sports industry experience

Employment title level

Education

Demographic Split
Female
Male
White/Caucasian
21-29
30-39
40-49
Married
Never married
1-5 years
6-10 years
11-15 years
16+ years
Senior account executive
Manager
Director
Vice president
Bachelor’s degree
Graduate degree

N
2
6
8
1
5
2
5
3
1
1
3
3
1
2
4
1
5
3

Results
Surveys were coded to quantify the response rate of how many times each participant
endorsed a particular theme. The themes that emerged across the eight interviews were: Grit,
Research/Prospecting Skills, Listening Skills, Knowledge Sharing Skills, Sales Presentation
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Skills, Closing Skills, Relationship Skills, Organizational Skills, and Internal Factors. The goal
of coded themes was to determine the emergence of a saturation effect where interviewees
endorse the same theme (NCBI.com, 2020). From the interviews, the following traits and skills
were considered most important for shortening the sales cycle (see Table 8):
•

Six out of eight participants endorsed grit.

•

Eight out of eight participants endorsed research and prospecting skills.

•

Eight out of eight participants endorsed listening skills.

•

Eight out of eight participants endorsed knowledge sharing skills.

•

Seven out of eight participants endorsed sales presentation skills.

•

Five out of eight participants endorsed closing skills.

•

Eight out of eight participants endorsed relationship skills.

•

Five out of eight participants endorsed organization skills.

•

Eight out of eight participants endorsed internal factors.

Table 8
Table of Constructs Mentioned of the Semistructured Interviews
Construct
Grit
Research/Prospecting Skills
Listening Skills
Knowledge Sharing Skills
Sales Presentation Skills
Closing Skills
Relationship Skills
Organization Skills
Internal Factors

Construct
Mentioned in
Interview
6
8
8
8
7
5
8
5
8
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Total Number of
Interviews

Percentage of Construct
Mentioned in Interviews

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

75%
100%
100%
100%
87.50%
62.50%
100%
62.50%
100%

Next Steps
The researcher conducted a literature review using the following key terms: grit,
research/prospecting skills, listening skills, knowledge sharing skills, sales presentation skills,
closing skills, relationship skills, organizational skills, and internal factors. Gaps in the literature
were determined based on the extant research on these constructs. From there, certain constructs
will be tested via an instrument to identify the characteristics of determining sales cycle
performance.
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CHAPTER THREE:
LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction
The goal of this chapter is to review the literature pertaining to this dissertation topic.
Chapter 3 will explain the process and protocols to search and select articles used for this
literature review. Next, concepts relevant to sales cycle performance will be explained via
pertinent research and insights of sales researchers. Exploratory pilot interviews with sales
professionals within the professional sports were used to identify key concepts to investigate and
minimize potential bias from the student/researcher. The pilot interviews provided nine
characteristics of interest to this topic: (1) grit, (2) research and prospecting skills, (3) listening
skills, (4) knowledge sharing skills, (5) sales presentation skills, (6) closing skills, (7)
relationship skills, and (8) internal factors. After the review, contributions to industry, academia,
and teaching will be explained. Finally, gaps and opportunities for future research will be
discussed.

Search Article, Selection Process, and Protocol
An initial review of the area of interest was conducted to determine the extant literature
using the University of South Florida online library, ABI/Inform Global database, and Google
Scholar. The search included the constructs of interest. Search terms included “salesperson
performance” and “sales cycle” in the abstract, which returned 68 articles. Other filters added
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were “full text” and “peer-reviewed.” All 68 article abstracts were screened based on their
relevance to the research questions to shortlist the following three articles for further review:
Brashear et al. (1997), Dubinsky (1981), and Johlke (2006).
Another article search was conducted through the University of South Florida online
library, ABI/Inform Global database, and Google Scholar for the following terms: grit, research
and prospecting skills, listening skills, knowledge sharing skills, sales presentation skills, closing
skills, relationship skills, internal factors, and external factors.
Nine articles returned for grit: Anestis and Shelby (2015), Brasher (1997), Datu et al.
(2017), Duckworth et al. (2007), Duckworth and Quinn (2009), Kelly et al. (2014), Maddi et al.
(2017), and Robertson-Kraft and Duckworth (2014).
Ten articles returned for prospecting and researching skills using “sales” and
“prospecting” and “sales cycle” and “prospecting” as search terms: Dubinsky (1981), Johlke
(2006), Landau and Werbel (1995), Macintosh and Gentry (1999), Moncrief and Marshall
(2006), Pelham (2002), Syam and Sharma (2018), Pettijohn et al. (2007), Szymanski (1988), and
Szymanski and Churchill (1990).
Thirteen articles returned for listening skills using “sales” and “listening” and “sales
cycle” and “listening” as search terms: Brooks (2003), Castleberry and Shepherd (1993), Comer
and Drollinger (1999), Drollinger et al. (2006), Dubinsky (1981), Johlke (2006), Johnston and
Marshall (2008), Luthy (2000), Marshall et al. (2003), Pelham (2002), Ramsey and Sohi (1997),
Rentz et al. (2002), and Shepherd et al. (1997).
Seventeen articles returned for knowledge sharing skills using “sales” and “knowledge”
and “sales cycle” and “knowledge” as search terms: Anderson et al. (2006), Cannon and
Perreault (1999), Churchill (1997), Cicala et al. (2012), Ford et al. (1987), Garver and Mentzer
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(2000), Johlke (2006), Johnston and Marshall (2008), Leong et al. (1989), Macintosh et al.
(1992), Pelham (2002), Pettijohn et al. (2007), Rentz et al. (2002), Verbeke et al. (2011), Weitz
and Bradford (1999), and Weitz et al. (1986).
Ten article returned for sales presentation skills using “sales presentation” as a search
term: Churchill (1997), Cicala et al. (2012), Ford et al. (1987), Johlke (2006), Johnston and
Marshall (2008), Landau and Werbel (1995), Rentz et al. (2002), Sparks and Areni (2002),
Syzmanski (1988), and Weitz (1981).
Twelve articles returned for closing skills using “sales” and “closing” and “sales cycle”
and “closing” as search terms: Alexander et al. (1994), Brasher (1997), Graham (1987), Hawes et
al. (1996), Johlke (2006), Jolson (1997), Kozubska (1986), Marshall et al. (2003), Pettijohn et al.
(2007), Weitz et al. (1986), and Wotruba and Castleberry (1993).
Thirteen articles returned for relationship skills using “relationship skills,” “sales,” and
“relationship” and “sales cycle” and “relationship” as search terms: Bagozzi (1978), Boles et al.
(2000), Cannon and Perreault (1999), Cicala et al. (2012), Cravens (1995), Crosby et al. (1990),
DelVecchio et al. (2003), Hawes et al. (1996), Kotler (1980), Ohiomah et al. (2020), Pettijohn et
al. (1995), Saxe and Weitz (1982), and Weitz and Bradford (1999).
Thirteen articles returned for organization skills using “sales” and “organization,” “sales
cycle,” and “organization” and “organization skills” as search terms: Ames and Archer (1988),
Barling et al. (1996), Chowdhury (1993), Cravens (1995), Kaydo (2000), Marshall et al. (2003),
Macintosh et al. (1992), Pettijohn et al. (2007), Sujan (1986), Sujan et al. (1994), Weitz (1978),
and Weitz et al. (1986).
Nine article returned for internal factors using “sales” and “managers,” “sales
management” and “sales cycle,” and “sales operations” as search terms: Brashear et al. (2003),
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Deeter-Schmelz et al. (2008), Delvecchio (1998), Hulthén et al. (2016), Kotler et al. (2006),
Mehta et al. (2000), Ohiomah et al. (2020), Stan (2012), and Weitz et al. (1986).

An Overview of Sales Cycle Performance Research

Sales Process
Introductory concepts for salesperson behaviors essential to the sales process that
emerged in the literature included the following: prospecting, fact-finding, selling, closing, and
servicing customers (Brashear, 1997; Johlke, 2006). The research stressed the sales process
should be customer-oriented and relationship-building focused (Brashear, 1997; Johlke, 2006).
Time spent in the sales cycle indicated the majority of the time was spent investigating and
uncovering prospects' needs and then designing a solution to achieve their objectives (Brashear,
1997; Johlke, 2006). During the process, the seller would also manage customer objections and
questions to the salesperson’s proposed solution, close the sale, and negotiate the transaction
(Johlke, 2006). Dubinsky (1981) stated there are seven steps in most situations: prospecting, preapproach, approach, presentation, overcoming objections, close, and follow-up. This sales
process model is used extensively in research (Dubinsky, 1981).

Grit
The definition of grit is the ability to pursue long-term goals despite obstacles and
adversity in a person's path (Anestis & Shelby, 2015; Duckworth et al., 2007; Duckworth &
Quinn, 2009). Duckworth et al. (2007) conducted an experiment to predict West Point Cadets'
success, operationalized as graduating (Duckworth et al., 2007; Kelly et al., 2014; Maddi et al.,
2017) and retention (Kelly et al., 2014). Based on her development of the Grit Scale, multiple
studies demonstrated grit was a stronger predictor of success than IQ, follow-through, and non41

intellectual obstacles for overcoming success (Duckworth et al., 2007). Duckworth and Quinn
(2009) created a Short Grit Scale, also known as the Grit-S Questionnaire. The Grit-S
Questionnaire was an efficient measure for testing passion and perseverance for long-term goals
and traits (Duckworth & Quinn, 2009). Robertson-Kraft and Duckworth (2014) showed
biographical data could accurately measure grit. Teachers who displayed grit outperformed their
less gritty colleagues and were less likely to leave their classrooms mid-year (Robertson-Kraft &
Duckworth, 2014). Duckworth (2016) also found resiliency, hard work, and determination
predicted grit. The development and validation of the Triarchic Model of Grit Scale (TMGS)
focused on Filipino undergraduate students and outcomes similar to Duckworth’s findings
emerged (Datu et al., 2017). In association with grit, Brasher (1997) stated hard work is a
requirement for success in sales.

Research and Prospecting Skills
The literature has demonstrated research and prospecting is a fundamental step in the
personal selling process (Dubinsky, 1981; Johlke, 2006; Landau & Werbel, 1995; Moncrief &
Marshall, 2006). Prospecting involves salespeople identifying a significant number of potential
quality customers the salesperson can directly contact (Johlke, 2006) and qualify (Syam &
Sharma, 2018). Prospecting is often considered the initial step in the sales process and is
extremely important to the sale’s success (Johlke, 2006; Landau & Werbel, 1995; Pettijohn et al.,
2007; Szymanski, 1988). Successful salespeople are better at identifying and classifying
potential customers as more or less desirable (Johlke, 2006; Szymanski & Churchill, 1990).
Salespeople, who also focus on high quality prospects' key characteristics, are higher performing
(Johlke, 2006; Macintosh & Gentry, 1999). Baber (1997) stated a salesperson is “both a
consultative salesperson and a consultant” (as cited in Pelham, 2002, p. #). A consultative
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salesperson’s objective is to identify a customer's need, problem, or opportunity. Next, the
salesperson determines how their products and services can solve or fulfill that problem. A
consultant’s objective is to develop industry, customer, and/or technical knowledge, become an
expert in some area of value to the customer, and then identify and solve customer desires,
needs, problems, and opportunities related to that knowledge and expertise" (Baber, 1997;
Pelham, 2002, p. 162).
There are four factors and techniques salespeople use to prospect for new customers:
external sources, internal sources, personal sources and contacts, and miscellaneous (Dubinsky,
1981). External sources emerge through a referral approach, or asking each prospect for the
name of another prospect (Dubinsky, 1981). Community contact is asking friends and
acquaintances for the names of potential prospects (Dubinsky, 1981). The introduction approach
involves obtaining an introduction from one prospect via phone, letter, or in person (Dubinsky,
1981). Contact organizations are when salespeople meet prospects through service clubs,
chambers of commerce, or other civil organizations (Dubinsky, 1981). Noncompeting
salespeople are salespeople who seek leads from noncompeting salespeople (Dubinsky, 1981).
Cultivation of visible accounts are when a salesperson's accounts cultivate other prospects who
are interested in the product and/or service (Dubinsky, 1981). Internal sources are examining
records to conduct advertising and phone/mail inquiries (Dubinsky, 1981). Personal contact is a
personal observation that searches and listens for evidence of good prospects and cold
canvassing, making cold calls to potential prospects (Dubinsky, 1981). Miscellaneous consists of
a salesperson who attends a trade show or bird dogs with junior salespeople locating prospects
for senior salespeople (Dubinsky, 1981). There are two types of prospectors: hunters and farmers
(DeCarlo & Lam, 2016). Farming activities generate sales by maintaining and enhancing existing
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customer relationships (DeCarlo & Lam, 2016). Hunting activities include prospecting for new
customers (DeCarlo & Lam, 2016).
Sometimes salespeople spend too much time on prospecting and have call reluctance
(Brashear, 1997). Another negative trait is desurgency, or overanalyzing and underacting;
salespeople with this trait spend too much time prospecting and planning (Brashear, 1997). Other
salespeople who do not prospect efficiently are lower performers who use cold calling instead of
impersonal prospecting techniques (Pettijohn et al., 2007).

Listening Skills
A definition of listening is “the cognitive process of actively sensing, interpreting,
evaluating, and responding to the verbal and nonverbal messages of present or potential
customers” (Castleberry & Shepherd, 1993; Comer & Drollinger, 1999, p. #). Other research has
found effective listening includes receiving messages, evaluating the message, and providing
feedback (Johlke, 2006). Sales managers have stated it's one of the most important sales skills
(Johlke, 2006; Luthy, 2000; Marshall et al., 2003). Active Empathy Listening (AEL) is when
salespeople combine empathy with listening (Comer & Drollinger, 1999; Drollinger et al., 2006).
AEL is classified into three dimensions: sensing, processing, and responding (Brooks, 2003;
Castleberry & Shepherd, 1993; Comer & Drollinger, 1999; Drollinger et al., 2006). Sensing is
hearing the speaker’s actual words ( Comer & Drollinger, 1999; Drollinger et al., 2006). Sensing
also includes reading nonverbal signs such as body language, proxemics, and facial expression,
and mood, tone, and the speaker's general feeling (Drollinger et al., 2006). Processing is referred
to as the cognitive function of salesperson listening (Drollinger et al., 2006). Processing involves
understanding the meaning, interpreting the underlying implications, evaluating the importance
of various cues, and remembering the message (Drollinger et al., 2006). Responding is when a
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salesperson signals what he or she has heard back to the speaker (Drollinger et al., 2006).
Responding can be both verbal and nonverbal when they receive a message (Drollinger et al.,
2006). Examples of nonverbal communication could be head nods or facial expressions; verbal
communication could be short verbal prompts or follow-up questions to seek clarification
(Drollinger et al., 2006). Listening techniques are important for understanding a prospect’s or
customer’s needs (Brooks, 2003; Dubinsky, 1981; Johlke, 2006; Johnston & Marshall, 2008;
Ramsey & Sohi, 1997; Rentz et al., 2002; Shepherd et al., 1997) and questions (Pelham, 2002;
Pettijohn et al., 2007). Research has also found poor listening skills can lead to salespeople’s
poor performance (Ingram et al., 1992; Shepard, 1997).

Knowledge Sharing Skills
Knowledge sharing is defined as an information exchange that may be useful to both the
salesperson and the buyer (Cannon & Perreault, 1999). Open sharing and knowledge sharing are
defined as sharing information between the buyer and salesperson (Cannon & Perreault, 1999).
Examples of this may even include proprietary information, such as the early stages of product
design, opening books and sharing cost information, discussing future product development
plans, or jointly providing supply and demand forecasts (Cannon & Perreault, 1999). Having
knowledge of salespeople’s products, customers, industries, and benefits is a critical skill (Cicala
et al., 2012; Ford et al., 1987; Rentz et al., 2002; Macintosh et al., 1992; Pelham, 2002; Weitz &
Bradford, 1999; Weitz et al., 1986). Buyers feel salespeople need to know as much about their
product as possible (Cicala et al., 2012) and communicate well, expedite orders, solve problems,
understand their needs, and refer them to the right people to satisfy their needs (Garver &
Mentzer, 2000; Pettijohn et al., 2007). Salespeople should have technical knowledge of product
features and benefits (Rentz et al., 2002). Salespeople who understand and satisfy customer
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needs demonstrate increased performance (Anderson et al., 2006; Johnston & Marshall, 2008;
Pettijohn et al., 2007). Knowledge-based solutions and selling-related knowledge are when
salespeople use the firm’s products and services in ways that might help solve customer
problems across different industries (Rentz et al., 2002). Salespeople use two types of
knowledge: category structures and script structures (Leong et al., 1989). Category structures are
the information needed to describe and classify different kinds of customers, including customer
traits, motives, and behaviors (Leong et al., 1989). Script structures are sequences of events and
actions used during sales situations (Leong et al., 1989). Other types of knowledge sharing are
vocabulary related to the company’s product line, the company, and its policies (Churchill, 1997;
Johlke, 2006). Knowledge is an essential skill for relationship managers and salespeople to know
the strengths and weaknesses, opportunities and threats, and strategies for developing a
competitive advantage (Weitz & Bradford, 1999). Knowledge skills are necessary to identify
opportunities and approaches to create value for potential customers and prospects (Weitz &
Bradford, 1999). A knowledge broker is a salesperson who shares knowledge with a prospect
(Verbeke et al., 2011).

Sales Presentation Skills
A clear definition of sales presentation skills is “effectiveness in sales interactions is
defined by the degree in which the 'preferred solutions' of salespeople are realized across their
customer interactions” (Cicala et al., 2012; Weitz, 1981, p. #). Salespeople who know how to
develop an effective presentation are essential to the sales cycle (Churchill, 1997; Cicala et al.,
2012; Ford et al., 1987; Johlke, 2006; Johnston & Marshall, 2008; Rentz et al., 2002) and likely
perform at a higher level (Johlke, 2006). Sales presentations are the sales cycle's main body
(Moncrief & Marshall, 2005) and are useful to the sales process (Landau & Werbel, 1995;
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Syzmanski, 1988). Sales presentation quality and delivery are essential to the sales presentation
(Sparks & Areni, 2002). Sales presentation quality is when a salesperson delivers a verbal
message (Sparks & Areni, 2002). Salespeople need to have effective presentations to find them
valuable (Sparks & Areni, 2002). Participants have reported higher recall of face-to-face sales
presentations ( Cicala et al., 2012; Symanski, 1988). Salespeople and buyers have expectations
of the sales presentation. Salespeople would expect to know about the product, adaptability,
stories, and pictures, and display trust and sincerity (Cicala et al., 2012). Buyers want
salespeople to learn more about their company and facts (Cicala et al., 2012). A salesperson and
buyer must ensure the sales presentation expectations are met (Cicala et al., 2012).

Closing Skills
Closing skills are defined as explaining a benefits approach, asking confirming and
clarifying questions, and addressing the buyer’s objections (Hawes et al., 1996; Johlke, 2006;
Marshall et al., 2003; Pettijohn et al., 2007). Another definition of closing and negotiating is
when buyers and salespeople resolve conflict areas and arrive at an agreement (Weitz et al.,
1992). Other definitions of closing are asking and obtaining the order (Johlke, 2006; Jolson,
1997). Closing and negotiating skills are imperative to the sales process (Kozubska, 1986;
Wotruba & Castleberry, 1993) and dramatically impact sales performance (Alexander et al.,
1994). The salesperson’s ability to negotiate beneficial solutions will affect sales performance
(Kozubska, 1986) and national account salespeople (Wotruba & Castleberry, 1993). Sales
presentations must be customer-oriented and showcase relationship-building knowledge,
customer needs, and solutions to problems to yield higher closing (Brasher, 1997). Other
negotiating and closing skills are demographic and personality variables, process-related factors,
and outcomes to the sales negotiation process (Alexander et al., 1994). Some examples of
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negotiator characteristics are age, income, education, experience, generalized, self-esteem, taskspecific, self-esteem, and relationship emphasis (Alexander et al., 1994). Process-related factors
are competitive and coordinative behavior (Alexander et al., 1994) and trust (Hawes et al., 1996).
Situational outcomes are nonconcessional offer, charge fault, flexibility, opening, and others
(Alexander et al., 1994). Response tactics salespeople should be prepared for are topic changes,
asserting wants, personal rejection, offer rejection, point rejection, support/rejection, approving
the offer, other support, extension question, and information provision (Alexander et al., 1994).
Other negotiating and closing characteristics include questioning, setting demands, discipline,
and topic control (Graham, 1987). Practical closing skills also help salespeople account for the
following objectives: uncovering hidden objections, overcoming the buyer inertia, closing the
sale, competing for budget dollars, discovering what stage of the buying process the customer is
in, and deciding whether greater time investment is needed (Hawes et al., 1996). Salespeople
who spend too much time on premature closing and lack understanding of the buyers are lower
performing salespeople (Brasher, 1997).

Relationship Skills
Relationship skills are essential in the sales process and enhanced buyer and salesperson
relationships (Boles et al., 2000; Cannon & Perreault, 1999; Cicala et al., 2012; Cravens, 1995).
Buyer's intention to conduct future business with salespeople is indirectly related to relationship
quality, future purchases, customer loyalty (Boles et al., 2000; Crosby et al., 1990), and longterm relationships (Saxe & Weitz, 1982; Kotler, 1980). Relationship connectors are where
buyers and salespeople form relationships. The six dimensions of relationship connectors are
information exchange, operational linkages, legal bonds, cooperation, buyers’ and sellers’
relationship-specific adaptations (Cannon & Perreault, 1999), and providing customer
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satisfaction and establishing mutually beneficial, long-term relationships with its market (Kotler,
1980). Customer-orientated selling is where salespeople assist customers in the purchase
decision-making process to satisfy the buyer's needs (Saxe & Weitz, 1982). Relationship
managers are salespeople who sell complex products and build relationships with the buyer
(Crosby et al., 1990). Other characteristics of relationship skills are when salespeople’s tasks
change from selling to advising, from talking to listening, from pushing to helping, ensuring
empathy, demonstrating regard and congruence (Pettijohn et al., 1995), establishing rapport
(Bagozzi, 1978), building customer trust (Ohiomah et al., 2020), producing customer satisfaction
(Ohiomah et al., 2020), and promoting relationship quality (Ohiomah et al., 2020). Consultative
selling and relationship skills enhance buyer and salesperson relationships and trust (Hawes et
al., 1996). Buyer/seller relationships are defined across three different scenarios: customerfocused, competitor-focused, or product-focused (DelVecchio et al., 2003), relationship and
transactional (Weitz & Bradford, 1999). Companies should focus more on building relationships
than short-term sales, and building sustainable, competitive advantages by developing and
maintaining close, cooperative relationships with a limited set of suppliers, customers, and
channel members (Weitz & Bradford, 1999).

Organization Skills
Researchers have determined organization skills for salespeople includes working
smarter (Sujan, 1986; Sujan et al., 1994; Weitz, 1978; Weitz et al., 1986 ), maximizing time
(Sujan et al., 1994), showing self-management, self-evaluating their performance (Weitz et al.,
1986), goal orientation (Ames & Archer, 1988; Sujan et al., 1994), demonstrating self-efficiency
(Chowdhury, 1993), and optimizing time management (Barling et al., 1996). Other organization
skills for salespeople include developing a communication strategy, including the creation of a
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strategy, a method for implementing the strategy, a specific message format (Weitz, 1978),
learning strategies, task choices, attitudes, causal attributions (Ames & Archer, 1988), nimble,
adaptable (Cravens, 1995; Marshall et al., 2003), attentive, and conduct follow-up activities
(Kaydo, 2000; Pettijohn et al., 2007). Salespeople must leverage technology for sales success
(Cravens, 1995; Marshall et al., 2003). Some areas where salespeople can leverage technology
are communication technology and selling technology (Cravens, 1995; Marshall et al., 2003).
Salespeople may also benefit from practicing relationship development skills (Macintosh et al.,
1992; Marshall et al., 2003).

Internal Factors
Internal factors consist of determinants within an organization. Some internal factors are
sales managers (Mehta et al., 2000) and relationships between sales managers and salespeople
(Brashear, 2003; Deeter-Schmelz et al., 2008; Delvecchio, 1998). Sales managers can contribute
to enhancing the following skills for salespeople through mentorship: communication skills,
listening skills, human relations skills, organization skills, time management skills, knowledge
possession, coaching skills, motivational skills, honest skills, ethical skills, selling skills,
leadership skills, willingness to empower, adaptability skills (Deeter-Schmelz et al., 2008), trustbuilding (Brashear, 2003) and salesperson latitude (Delvecchio, 1998). Sales and operations
planning are also factors in the sales process (Hulthén et al., 2016). Factors in sales and
operations planning help organizations standardize measures, enhance organizational
transparency, engage cross-functional measures, increase comprehensiveness, improve internal
process efficiency, horizontal and vertical integration, internal comparability, and usefulness
(Hulthén et al., 2016). Sales and marketing departments must align to make organizations more
efficient (Kotler et al., 2006). There are four relationships between sales and marketing
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departments: undefined, defined, aligned, and integrated (Kotler et al., 2006). Organizational
alignment is where stakeholders act in their interest through agency theory (Hill & Jones, 1992).
Organizational culture is vital for the firm's performance and for workers in the organization
(Weitz et al., 1986). Organizational support of salespeople is essential for success (Ohiomah et
al., 2020; Stan, 2012). Some organizational support determinants include the following
departments: information systems, training, and facilities support (Ohiomah et al., 2020). When
organizations work together, employee stress is reduced, motivation is enhanced, job satisfaction
is improved, and employees are provided with resources to serve and satisfy customers
(Ohiomah et al., 2020).

Gaps and Opportunities for Research Contributions
Patterns from pilot interviews emerged pertaining to the constructs found in the literature.
There are articles about salesperson performance, specifically regarding salespeople's
characteristics. Trends of these factors emerged from a generalized review across a few
researchers. Among each article, none pertained to the sports industry. Rather, many articles
focused on the insurance or manufacturing industry. There was a significant gap in the research
on salespeople’s sales cycles and reducing or becoming more efficient in sales cycles. This topic
introduces a potential area for research. Many articles were based on motivation, usage of
technology, creating competitive advantages, strategic partnerships, market orientation, and other
topics. Grit can be tested on salespeople to determine whether they could be successful in a sales
role, so additional research should be conducted on grit. Additionally, more literature is needed
on how listening skills can affect questioning and potential qualifying prospects. Further, more
research is needed on knowledge sharing; specifically, research should explore how salespeople
can become experts in their field. Moreover, further research is needed on the types of
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presentations that close sales cycles most quickly. More research is also needed on the types of
closing skills that are most successful in closing sales cycles more quickly and efficiently.
Further research is also needed on the relationships that close sales cycles most quickly. In
addition, future research should explore what kinds of organizational skills would help
salespeople close their sales more quickly. Finally additional research should be conducted on
organizations that work together with salespeople to help them close sales. Based on the
literature review, the author found the research questions are appropriate for the sales industry
because this new research knowledge can transcend across multiple areas of sports sponsorship
sales and sports marketing.
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CHAPTER FOUR:
METHODOLOGY

Overview
The overarching goal of this dissertation research is to explore the nature of the selling
cycle within professional sports sponsorship and to build a stream of meaningful research.
During the early stages of the exploratory research, it became clear a secondary goal is to create
a baseline of data that identified, defined, and determined the extent to which internal and
external factors affect the success and failure of the selling cycle in professional sports. Chapter
1 introduced the reader to the importance of understanding the topic. Chapter 2 reviewed the
pilot study of semi structured interviews. Chapter 3 provided a review of the pertinent literature.
The goal of Chapter 5 is to explain the mixed quantitative survey study. The aim of Chapter 6 is
to explain the qualitative results in a thematic analysis. First, as is customary with exploratory
research, semi structured interviews of NFL professional sports sponsorship sellers and managers
were used to frame the most important elements of investigation within one league. Based on
those results, a more expansive survey was used to better understand the depth and breadth of
those elements across all North American professional sports sponsorship executives in football,
basketball, baseball, hockey, and soccer. The entire data collection process took place during the
COVID-19 pandemic, creating an additional set of issues to work through.
In addition, this chapter will review the Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval and
research methods used for instrument design, participant selection, recruitment, data collection,
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and data analysis. The research design establishes a sound foundation to clearly define what
elements drive the selling cycle as perceived by active sales professionals. In the first step of the
research design, semi structured interviews were conducted with NFL professional sports
sponsorship sellers and managers. Those interviews were then coded via thematic analysis and
constructs were extrapolated from the data. In the second step, the interview data were used to
craft survey questions to gauge whether the findings extended to other football teams and sports.
Hence, the individuals surveyed were executives and sponsorship executives of the following
North American professional sports leagues: NFL, NBA, NHL, MLB, and MLS.

IRB Approval: Study Number STUDY001713
The University of South Florida’s IRB guidelines were followed both in the application
for approval and collection of data from participants. IRB staff reviewed the application and
determined this exploratory research was “exempt” because it only exposes participants to
minimal risk as defined by federal regulation 45 CFR 46 (U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services, 2021). The data collection tools are easily understood and nonthreatening to
participants (i.e., semistructured interviews and survey questions). The questions do not appear
to cause psychological harm, and the requested demographic information is commonly collected
within this professional sports industry (e.g., sports league, geographic region, education, gender,
work experience/years within the sports industry, title of position, and marital status). Individual
research participants remained anonymous. Collected data were secure from theft. Participants
were sponsorship professionals within the North American sports industry and appropriate
sources for the data needed.
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Pilot Interviews of NFL Professional Sports Sponsorship

Salespeople & Management
The author collected preliminary data through eight semi structured interviews of NFL
sports sponsorship salespeople and managers in March 2020. The study purpose was discussed in
Chapter 2. One participant was randomly selected from a team within the NFL in each of the
eight divisions: AFC East, AFC North, AFC South, AFC West, NFC East, NFC North, NFC
South, and NFC West.
As an additional validity check and to strengthen the rigor of the overall study, two
groups of experts reviewed the findings of the pilot study, and those findings shaped the survey
for data collection. First, the dissertation committee acted as a panel of expert researchers to
review the steps used within the pilot study to collect the data and interpret findings. Second, a
separate panel of selling experts within professional sports who have extensive understanding of
sponsorship selling (i.e., the core phenomenon under investigation) reviewed the steps and study.
Both groups helped confirm the process and discern whether results could be trusted and used to
form the survey. The next step was to test the survey and receive input to maximize response rate
and determine if the instrument was viable for data collection.

Test and Modification of Survey
Before the survey was administered to participants, it was tested for length and question
interpretation. The survey was administered to all eight participants in the semi structured
interviews described in Chapter 2. Participants in the test survey were omitted from the final
survey. The constructs tested were grit, research/prospecting skills, listening skills, knowledge
sharing skills, sales presentation skills, closing skills, relationship skills, organizational skills,
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and internal factors. Questions were asked about all eight constructs in the sponsorship selling
cycle.
All eight participants completed the survey. The issue was the average survey completion
time was over 60 min. Therefore, the researcher chose to truncate the constructs to reduce the
completion time to ensure surveys were completed. Along with the co-chairs, the researcher
decided to test internal and external factors to establish a baseline for sports sponsorship selling
cycles. Questions were shortened and restructured for the survey. The result was a rank order
survey for internal and external factors with a qualitative structure to explore why the participant
chose the most and least important internal and external factor.

Survey of the North American Professional Sports Sponsorship Executives
As Braun and Clarke (2006) found in their seminal work on thematic analysis, “although
all projects are guided by research questions, these may also be redefined as the project progress”
(p. 85). In this study, a series of external and internal constructs that have shaped the perceived
success or failure of a sales team’s selling cycle became apparent as part of the pilot study’s
thematic analysis. Hence, a second study would be needed to further pursue these themes. A
survey could be used to cast a larger net to capture insights shaping external and internal
constructs effecting the selling cycle.
The survey was created through Qualtrics. The sample frame was sent to multiple people
within the sports marketing industry. Surveyed individuals were sponsorship executives in the
following North American professional sports leagues: NFL, NBA, NHL, MLB, and MLS.
The author created an excel spreadsheet of all five professional sports organizations. At
the time of the dissertation, there were 149 teams surveyed (mlb.com, n.d., mlssoccer.com, n.d.,
nba.com, n.d., nfl,com, n.d., nhl.com, n.d.). The following expansion teams were not included in
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this survey: Austin FC (MLS), Charlotte FC (MLS), Sacramento Republic FC (MLS), St. Louis
City SC (MLS), and the Seattle Kraken (NHL; nhl.com, n.d.). Each sheet included a different
professional sports organization. Each sheet contained the sports team, first name, last name,
title, category, and email. Sponsorship and revenue executives were listed in the category cell.
Surveyed people included the management of sponsorship departments and sponsorship sellers.
Examples of titles were the following: chief revenue officer, chief revenue and marketing officer,
senior vice president of corporate partnership/sponsorship, vice president of corporate
partnership/sponsorship, senior director corporate partnership/sponsorship, director corporate
partnership/sponsorship, senior manager corporate partnership/sponsorship, manager corporate
partnership/sponsorship, senior account executive corporate partnership/sponsorship, or account
executive corporate partnership/sponsorship.

Survey Design and Creation
Data collection was conducted via an online survey embedded in an email send to
randomly sampled participants. The email was sent from the author’s USF email account. The
email stated the author was working on a research doctorate from the University of South Florida
and the IRB study number is STUDY001713. Within the body of the email, it specified the goal
to examine and gauge professionals and executives on shortening selling cycles within the
professional sports industry. The survey's goal was to help sports organizations hire individuals
with the right skills and improve internal processes for efficiency. The survey included less than
75 questions and took less than 15 min to complete. The survey was voluntary, and all
information collected was anonymous and confidential. The participant used the Qualtrics survey
link to access the survey.
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The participants’ mindset was framed around the sponsorship selling process. Each step
of the process was designed so the participant would understand where each step fit in the selling
cycle. Framing is important because it promotes the interpretation of the vernacular of the selling
cycle (Entman, 1993).
None of the survey questions led anyone to answer questions in a specific manner. The
survey included a combination of general sponsorship questions, demographic questions, and
rank order questions of internal and external factors. There were also qualitative questions for
reasoning the most and least important internal and external factors within the North American
professional sports sponsorship selling cycle.
To confirm the survey accurately reflected issues relevant to selling cycle, those involved
in the pilot interviews (i.e., experts who understand the phenomenon under investigation)
reviewed the first survey draft. The related literature was then used to refine the developed items
(i.e., experts in the sales domain) and then dissertation advisors were used as a panel of
methodology experts to reduce and refine the items used in the final survey. It was decided to
survey internal and external factors within the sponsorship sales cycle. Table 9 displays the
survey questions and participant choices.
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Table 9
Survey Questions and Respondent’s Choices
Question
Size in sponsorship sales, each sponsorship is different due to
the size and complexity of the deal. Please answer the level
(size) of sales deals you have personally been involved in the
sales process. (You can choose multiple answers below, so
please check all that apply.)
Size latest When considering the last sponsorship deal you
completed pre-COVID 19 pandemic, what was the size of the
deal you last completed?

How long did the sponsorship deal take to complete? (from the
"prospecting time" stage through the "closing time" stage?)

Is this the stage that typically takes the longest?
In this deal, what factors caused this stage to take longer than it
typically takes?
How does your organization measure return on investment to
the client?
How has competition outside your sports organization (e.g.,
other sports entities, media companies, performance
marketing) affected your sales cycle?
How many people are typically involved in your approval
process for your presentation to a prospect?
How strong are your internal relationships within your sports
organization?

External factors that are out of direct control of the salesperson
can impact the sales cycle. Please drag and drop the external
factors below and order them from most impactful (1) to least
impactful (8) on what external factors you feel currently have
the biggest impact on the sales cycle.
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Possible Choices
Naming Rights (1)
Cornerstone / Founding (2)
Exclusive (3)
Non-Exclusive (4)
Media (5)
Naming Rights (1)
Cornerstone / Founding (2)
Exclusive (3)
Non-Exclusive (4)
Media (5)
Prospecting Time (1)
Initial Contact Time (2)
Analysis & Qualifying Time (3)
Information Sharing Time (4)
Closing Time (5)
Yes (1)
No (2)
Open Ended
Open Ended
Open Ended

Open Ended
Not strong at all (1)
Slightly strong (2)
Strong (3)
Very strong (4)
Extremely strong (5)
Budgetary issues (sponsorship is too
expensive) (1)
Competitors (e.g., other sports entities,
media companies, performance
marketing, etc...) (2)
Coronavirus (3)
Economy (4)
Market size (5)
Return on investment (or inability to
measure ROI) (6)
Team performance (7)
Timing (The timing in the year of your
sports season) (8)

Table 9 (Continued)
You chose "Budgetary issues" (sponsorship is too expensive)
as the most impactful external factor. Why do you view
budgetary issues as the most impactful external factor on the
sales cycle?
You chose "Competitors" as the most impactful external factor.
Why do you view competitors as the most impactful external
factor on the sales cycle?
You chose "Coronavirus" as the most impactful external factor.
Why do you view Coronavirus as the most impactful external
factor on the sales cycle?
You chose "Economy" as the most impactful external factor.
Why do you view the economy as the most impactful external
factor on the sales cycle?
You chose "Market Size" as the most impactful external factor.
Why do you view market size as the most impactful external
factor on the sales cycle?
You chose "Return on Investment (or inability to measure
ROI)" as the most impactful external factor. Why do you view
ROI as the most impactful external factor on the sales cycle?
You chose "Team performance" as the most impactful external
factor. Why do you view team performance as the most
impactful external factor on the sales cycle?
You chose "Timing" as the most impactful external factor.
Why do you view timing as the most impactful external factor
on the sales cycle?
You chose "Budgetary issues" (sponsorship is too expensive)
as the least impactful external factor. Why do you view
budgetary issues as the least impactful external factor on the
sales cycle?
You chose "Competitors" as the least impactful external factor.
Why do you view competitors as the least impactful external
factor on the sales cycle?
You chose "Coronavirus" as the least impactful external factor.
Why do you view Coronavirus as the least impactful external
factor on the sales cycle?
You chose "Economy" as the least impactful external factor.
Why do you view the economy as the least impactful external
factor on the sales cycle?
You chose "Market size" as the least impactful external factor.
Why do you view market size as the least impactful external
factor on the sales cycle?
You chose "Return on investment" (or unable to measure ROI)
as the least impactful external factor. Why do you view ROI as
the least impactful external factor on the sales cycle?
You chose "Team performance" as the least impactful external
factor. Why do you view team performance as the least
impactful external factor on the sales cycle?
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Open Ended

Open Ended

Open Ended

Open Ended

Open Ended

Open Ended

Open Ended

Open Ended

Open Ended

Open Ended

Open Ended

Open Ended

Open Ended

Open Ended

Open Ended

Table 9 (Continued)
You chose "Timing" as the least impactful external factor. Why
do you view timing as the least impactful external factor on the
sales cycle?
Internal factors are those factors that occur within the
organization but are out of direct control of the salesperson and
can impact the sales cycle. Please drag and drop the internal
factors below and order them from most impactful (1) to least
impactful (8) on what internal factors you feel currently have
the biggest impact on the sales cycle.

You chose "Category exclusivity" as the most impactful
internal factor. Why do you view category exclusivity as the
most impactful internal factor on the sales cycle?
You chose "Internal process of proposal approval" as the most
impactful internal factor. Why do you view the internal process
of proposal approval as the most impactful internal factor on
the sales cycle?
You chose "Not having enough assets" as the most impactful
internal factor. Why do you view not having enough assets as
the most impactful internal factor on the sales cycle?
You chose "Not enough human capital" as the most impactful
internal factor. Why do you view the not enough human capital
as the most impactful internal factor on the sales cycle?
You chose "Not having the correct assets to present to the
client" as the most impactful internal factor. Why do you view
not having enough physical assets as the most impactful
internal factor on the sales cycle?
You chose "Off-the-field issues" as the most impactful internal
factor. Why do you view off-the-field issues as the most
impactful internal factor on the sales cycle?
You chose "Organizational alignment" as the most impactful
internal factor. Why do you view organizational alignment as
the most impactful internal factor on the sales cycle?
You chose "Too many internal people involved in the process"
as the most impactful internal factor. Why do you view too
many internal people involved in the process as the most
impactful internal factor on the sales cycle?
You chose "Internal process of proposal approval" as the least
impactful internal factor. Why do you view internal process of
proposal approval as the least impactful internal factor on the
sales cycle?
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Open Ended

Category exclusivity (1)
Internal process of proposal approval
(2)
Not having enough assets (3)
Not enough human capital (4)
Not having the correct assets to present
to the client (5)
Off-the-field Issues (Conduct of
players, coaches, executives & owners)
(6)
Organizational alignment (Internal
teams are not aligned in the sales
process) (7)
Too many internal people involved in
the process (8)
Open Ended

Open Ended

Open Ended

Open Ended

Open Ended

Open Ended

Open Ended

Open Ended

Open Ended

Table 9 (Continued)
You chose "Not having enough assets" as the least impactful
internal factor. Why do you view not having enough assets as
the least impactful internal factor on the sales cycle?
You chose "Not enough human capital" as the least impactful
internal factor. Why do you view the not enough human capital
as the least impactful internal factor on the sales cycle?
You chose "Not having enough physical assets" as the least
impactful internal factor. Why do you view not having enough
physical assets as the least impactful internal factor on the sales
cycle?
You chose "Off-the-field issues" as the least impactful internal
factor. Why do you view off-the-field issues as the least
impactful internal factor on the sales cycle?
You chose "Organizational alignment" as the least impactful
internal factor. Why do you view organizational alignment as
the least impactful internal factor on the sales cycle?
You chose "Too many internal people involved in the process"
as the least impactful internal factor. Why do you view too
many internal people involved in the process as the least
impactful internal factor on the sales cycle?
What is your age?

Open Ended

What is your gender?

Male (1)
Female (2)
Non-binary (please specify) (3)
Prefer not to answer (4)
White (1)
Hispanic or Latino (2)
Black or African American (3)
Native American or American Indian
(4)
Asian / Pacific Islander (5)
Other (Please specify) (6)
Open Ended

What is your ethnicity?

How many years have you been employed by your current
team?
How many years have you been a sales professional for a North
American sports team?
League which professional sports league are you employed by?

Team Which MLB team are you employed by? (Choose One)
Team Which MLS team are you employed by? (Choose One)
Team Which NBA team are you employed by? (Choose One)
Team Which NFL team are you employed by? (Choose One)
Team Which NHL team are you employed by? (Choose One)
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Open Ended

Open Ended

Open Ended

Open Ended

Open Ended

Open Ended

Open Ended
MLB (1)
MLS (2)
NBA (3)
NFL (4)
NHL (5)
All MLB Teams
All MLS Teams
All NBA Teams
All NFL Teams
All NHL Teams

Participant Selection for Survey
The author asked multiple people within his network of the North American professional
sports industry if they would be willing to receive emails to participate in the survey. The author
created a spreadsheet of 828 people within the sponsorship sector. For MLB, there were a total of
167 people in the sponsorship sample. For MLS, there were a total of 121 people in the
sponsorship sample. For the NBA, there were a total of 177 people in the sponsorship sample.
For the NFL, there were a total of 179 people in the sponsorship sample. For the NHL, there
were a total of 184 people in the sponsorship sample. Table 10 illustrates the number of people
within the sampled population.

Table 10
Chart of Participants Within the Population Sampled
League
Major League Baseball
Major League Soccer
National Basketball League
National Football League
National Hockey League
Total

Number of Teams
30
26
30
31
32
149

Sponsorship Population
167
121
177
179
184
828

Study Invitation
The survey involved one round of data collection. The first set of emails were sent on
March 12, 2021, then a follow up email was sent on March 24, 2021. Data collection lasted 17
days and closed on March 24, 2021. Per the COVID-19 pandemic, many people within the North
American professional sports industry were furloughed or laid off. Many sports organizations let
employees go because fans were not entering the stadiums, thus decreasing causing team
revenue. If a sponsorship seller or manager was no longer with the sports organization, the
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author found the person and asked if they would be willing to complete the survey. Per the
relationships of the other they can hopefully connect with the person in the survey.

Data Analysis
A goal of this dissertation was to create a baseline of findings that identified and defined
which internal and external factors shape the selling cycle of sponsorships in professional sports
in North America. Hence, it was necessary to collect pertinent data from the most appropriate
sources (i.e., a sample of sponsorship executives, managers, and sellers) and then analyze that
data to provide meaningful insights to practitioners and researchers. Pilot study results strongly
suggested the internal and external factors should be explored in two different ways. The ranking
of the responses (e.g., frequency in which participants endorsed a response) created descriptive
statistics used to organize the survey response data. The qualitative part of the survey allowed
participants to type their perceptions of the most and least important internal and external factors.
The researcher used a thematic analysis and code themes from participants. Because North
American sports sponsorship deals are all different from one another.
The survey contained a mixed method of qualitative and quantitative measurements.
Participants ranked the order from the most to the least important external and internal factors.
Additionally, participants listed why they selected those external and internal factors as the most
and least important. Finally, participants completed the following demographic information:
work experience, demographics based on North American professional sports league, North
American professional sports organization, geographic market, work experience, sponsorship
size experience, age, gender, and ethnicity. Thematic analysis was used to code, group, and
synthesize participants’ answers to open-ended questions. Thematic analysis was selected
because of its flexibility as a content analysis method, its independence from an identified theory
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for application, and its ease of use for researchers who may not have extensive qualitative
research training. Braun and Clarke (2006) argued “Through its theoretical freedom, thematic
analysis provides a flexible and useful tool, which can potentially provide rich and detail, yet
complex, account of data” (p. 78). Table 11 provides an overview of the six phases of thematic
analysis applied to this research.

Table 11
Phases of Thematic Analysis by Braun and Clarke (2006)
Six Phases of Thematic Analysis
1. Familiarizing yourself with
the data

Description of the Process
Transcribing data (if necessary), reading and re-reading the
data, noting down initial ideas.

2. Generating initial codes

Coding interesting features of data om a systematic fashion
across the entire data set, collating data relevant to each code.

3. Searching for themes

Collating codes into potential themes, gathering all data
relevant to each potential theme.

4. Reviewing themes

Checking if the themes work in relation to the coded extracts
(Level 1) and the entire data set (Level 2), generating a
thematic “map” of the analysis.

5. Defining and naming themes

Ongoing analysis to refine the specifics of each theme, and the
overall story the analysis tells, generating clear definitions and
names for each theme.

6. Producing the report

Selection of vivid, compelling extraction examples, final
analysis of selected extracts, relating back of the analysis to the
research question and literature, producing a scholarly analysis.

The researcher coded the data for efficient analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006). The
Qualtrics data were imported into an Excel document. The data were divided into four separate
sheets: external factors ranked as the most important, external factors ranked as the least
important, internal factors ranked as the most important, and internal factors ranked as the least
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important. Data were then categorized by each individual sport of MLB, MLS, NBA, NFL, and
NHL and analyzed for possible themes.
The next step of the thematic analysis was code generation (Braun & Clarke, 2006). Data
were coded by Budgetary Issues, Competitors, Coronavirus, Economy, Market Size, Return on
Investment, Team Performance, and Timing. Internal factors were coded by Category
Exclusivity, Internal Process of Approval, Not Having Enough Assets, Not Having Enough
Human Capital, Not Having the Correct Assets to Present to the Client, Off-The-Field Issues,
Organizational Alignment, and Too Many People Involved With the Process. Based on these
emerging themes, the researcher generated an initial list of ideas about what is in the data and
what is interesting about them (Braun & Clarke, 2006).
The third phase of the thematic analysis focused on the broader levels of potential themes
derived from the codes and the collection of relevant coded data extraction within identified
themes (Braun & Clarke, 2006). During this process, the researcher generated themes within
each area: external factors ranked as the most important, external factors ranked as the least
important, internal factors ranked as the most important, and internal factors ranked as the least
important. The researcher color coded each participant response and generated themes from the
data. Each theme was color coded. The researcher generated separate categories for solitary
themes.
The fourth step of the thematic analysis was a final review of all themes for validation
(Braun & Clarke, 2006). Four spreadsheet tabs were labeled ‘Final Review 1’ by each category.
Excel sheets were labeled as the following: Final Review 1 – EF-MI (i.e., external factors/most
important), Final Review 1 – EF-LI (i.e., external factors/least important), Final Review 1 – IFMI (i.e., internal factors/most important), and Final Review 1 – IF-LI (i.e., internal factors/least
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important). The researcher then combined the codes to consolidate them into themes. The
researcher collated all data within the Excel sheets to consolidate themes (Braun & Clarke,
2006).
For the next step, the researcher defined and named themes by defining and refining the
themes according to their core content (Braun & Clarke, 2006). The researcher created four new
Excel sheets, with each sheet labeled ‘Final Review 2’ next to each category. The Excel sheets
were labeled as the following: Final Review 2 – EF-MI (i.e., external factors/most important),
Final Review 2 – EF-LI (i.e., external factors/least important), Final Review 2 – IF-MI (i.e.,
internal factors/most important), Final Review 2 – IF-LI (i.e., internal factors/least important).
The researcher then combined the codes to consolidate them into themes. The researcher collated
all data within the Excel sheets to consolidate themes (Braun & Clarke, 2006). The researcher
had a fresh look at the data and further consolidated the data for more concrete and defined
themes. This phase helps in identifying the story of each theme embedded in the data (Braun &
Clarke, 2006).
The final report was the final step of the thematic analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006). Data
were entered into a final Excel sheet labeled ‘Data Overview and Key Points.’ Across all four
sheets there was one final report. Each theme was labeled as the following: ‘EF-MI,’ ‘EF-LI,’
‘IF-MI,’ and ‘IF-LI.’ Each theme was color coded within Excel and the theme supporting details
were based on the coded data throughout the process. The final report tells the full story of the
data, providing sufficient evidence that can be tied back to the research question (Braun &
Clarke, 2006).
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Summary Statistics
For this study, basic summary statistics on findings of the rank order of internal and
external factors will be conducted. Specifically, tests of central tendency, mean, mode, medium,
interquartile mean, skewness, kurtosis, standard deviation, variance, range, and interquartile
range will be conducted. This study will use univariate analysis.

Next Chapter
The next chapter of this dissertation will examine pilot interview results of North
American professional sports sponsorship sellers and managers, qualitative data from the survey
on North American professional sports sponsorship sellers and managers, and quantitative data
analysis from the same survey.
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CHAPTER FIVE:
QUANTITATIVE SURVEY FINDINGS

Overview
This dissertation is an exploratory investigation into factors that reduce the sales cycles
when selling professional sponsorships within North America. Statistical analyses break down
results of quantifiable survey responses. Factors include most and least important external and
internal factors. Summary statistics explain the relationships between each variable.

Quantitative Analysis
For the quantitative analysis of this study, I first examined the descriptive statistics of the
variables of interest and demographic variables (e.g., market size), including the minimum,
maximum, means, and standard deviations. Also, means were compared across each league for
internal and external factors through analysis of variance (ANOVA). Finally, post hoc tests were
conducted for internal and external factors with significant differences in means between sports
leagues and market size. One-way ANOVAs were conducted on each external and internal factor
to examine whether there were differences between the teams from different market size on how
they responded to the importance of each external and internal factor. Below are the external and
internal factors with significant differences between participants from different market size
teams.
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Independent Variables
There were 16 internal and external variables measured in this study. External factors are
the following: budgetary issues (e.g., sponsorship is too expensive), competitors (e.g., other
sports entities, media companies, performance marketing), coronavirus, economy, market size,
return on investment (or inability to measure ROI), team performance, and timing (i.e., timing in
the year of the respective sports season). Internal factors are category exclusivity, internal
process of proposal approval, not having enough assets, not enough human capital, not having
the correct assets to present to the client, off-the-field issues (e.g., conduct of players, coaches,
executives, and owners), organizational alignment (e.g., internal teams are not aligned in the
sales process), and too many internal people involved in the process.

Descriptive Statistics—Selling Cycle Performance
In an effort to conduct better future research, I examined what size sales deals my
participants had conducted in the past. I found of the 212 participants, 115 (54.25%) had sold
naming rights sponsorship deals, 149 (70.28%) sold cornerstone/founding deals, 205 (96.70%)
sold exclusive deals, 211 (99.53%) sold nonexclusive deals, and 195 (91.98%) sold media deals.
Participants were asked to report on the size of the last deal they made pre-COVID 19 pandemic
and how long that sponsorship deal took to complete all five stages of the sponsorship cycle. The
overall average time to complete their last deal pre-COVID was 8.03 months (M = 8.03, SD =
5.66), with a minimum of 2 weeks to complete the deal and a maximum of 3 years for the deal to
complete. When breaking down the length for each sized deal (e.g., naming rights), a one-way
ANOVA was conducted and showed a significant difference in how long the deal took to
complete depending on the size of the deal: F(3,206) = 5.91, p < 0.01. A Tukey’s post hoc test
showed a statistically significant difference between cornerstone/founding deals and both
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exclusive and nonexclusive deals (see Table 12). Of note, there were only two media deals that
each took 6 months to complete. Because there was no variance, these were removed from
ANOVA analysis.

Table 12
Selling Cycle Performance—Post Hoc Tests Standard
Post Hoc Comparisons—Size Latest
M Difference
SE
Naming Rights
Cornerstone
1.99
1.96
Exclusive
2.02
1.84
Nonexclusive
2.33
1.84
Cornerstone
Exclusive
4.01
1.09
Nonexclusive
4.32
1.10
Exclusive
Nonexclusive
0.31
0.86
Note. p-value adjusted for comparing a family of four. **p < .01, ***p < .001.

t
-1.01
1.10
1.27
3.68
3.91
0.36

p
0.74
0.69
0.59
0.002**
< .001***
0.98

For the question: How strong are your internal relationships within your sports
organization?, participants selected response options between 1 and 5, with 1 = not strong at all
to 5 = extremely strong. The average response was 3.74 (M = 3.74, SD = 0.97), equating to a
“very strong” average response.

Selling Cycle Stage
Within the five stages of the sponsorship selling cycle, all 212 participants reported
which part of the sponsorship selling cycle they believed takes the longest. The five stages were
prospecting, initial contact, analysis and qualifying time, information sharing time, and closing
time. Three participants reported prospecting took the longest time in the sale cycle, accounting
for 1.43% of the total sample. Nine participants reported initial contact took the longest time in
the sale cycle, accounting for 4.29% of the total sample. Additionally, 42 participants reported
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analysis and qualifying time took the longest time in the sale cycle, accounting for 20% of the
total sample. Similarly, 42 participants reported information sharing took the longest time in the
sale cycle, accounting for 40.48% of the total sample. Finally, 71 participants reported closing
time took the longest time in the sale cycle, accounting for 33.81% of the total sample (see Table
13).

Table 13
Selling Cycle Stage
Stage
Prospecting
Initial Contact
Analysis and Qualifying Time
Information Sharing Time
Closing Time
Missing
Total

Frequency
3
9
42
85
71
0
210

%
1.43
4.29
20
40.48
33.81
0
100

Valid %
1.43
4.29
20
40.48
33.81

Cumulative %
1.43
5.71
25.71
66.19
100

External Factors
The perceived importance of how external factors affect the sales cycle were analyzed.
Factors were derived from pilot interviews and included budget, competitors, coronavirus,
economy, market size, return on investment (ROI), team performance, and timing. Table 14
illustrates results for external factors.
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Table 14
Results from Survey of Selling Cycle Performance—External Factors

Budget
Competitors
Coronavirus
Economy
Market Size
ROI
Team Performance
Timing

N
212
212
212
212
212
212
212
212

Descriptive Statistics
Min
Max
1
7
1
8
1
8
1
8
1
8
1
8
1
8
1
8

M
2.04
4.75
2.58
4.07
5.39
4.88
6.27
6.03

SD
1.20
1.80
1.81
1.75
2.15
1.78
1.82
1.90

Budget
There was a minimum ranking of 1 and maximum ranking of 7 for budget, such that no
participants rated budget as the least important factor. The mean ranking for budget was 2.04 (M
= 2.04, SD = 1.20). Budget produced the lowest mean of all factors, therefore this sample rated
budget as the most important factor affecting the sales cycle. A couple of reasons for this could
be the sponsorship salesperson did not ask and probe with questions. Another reason could be the
sponsorship salesperson had delusions of grandeur and did not qualify the seller. Another factor
could have been the external environment with the coronavirus pandemic, resulting in marketing
budgets that were cut or put on hold.

Competitors
There was a minimum ranking of 1 and maximum ranking of 8 for competitors, such that
participants rated budget as the least important factor. The mean ranking was 4.75 (M = 4.75, SD
= 1.802). Competitors produced the fourth mean out of all factors, therefore this sample rated
competitors as the fourth most important factor affecting the sales cycle.
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Descriptive statistics were conducted on means and standard deviations for small,
medium, and large markets (see Table 15). As shown in Table 16, a one-way ANOVA was
conducted and showed a significant difference in how participants rated the importance of
competitors depending on their team’s market size: F(2,182) = 14.80, p < 0.01. A Tukey’s post
hoc test revealed a statistically significant difference between those who responded from large
market teams and those from medium and small market teams; however, there was no difference
between medium and small market teams in how they rated the importance of competitors (see
Table 17). One potential reason why competitors were rated as the fourth highest factor could
have been based on the participant. Many markets have multiple competitors within the
marketplace. For example, the New York metropolitan market has 11 professional sports teams
within the marketplace. Thus, there is competition within the marketplace. However, the
Memphis Grizzlies or Oklahoma City Thunder are the only professional sports teams in their
market. The data showed small markets had a lower ranking than medium and large markets.
Larger markets were rated higher because there are more competitors within the local market.

Table 15
ANOVA—Descriptives for Competitors
Market Size
Large
Medium
Small

M
4.22
5.52
5.60

SD
1.64
1.76
1.45
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N
109
46
30

Table 16
ANOVA for Competitors
Cases
Sum of Squares
Market Size
79.612
Residuals
489.39
Note. Type III Sum of Squares.

df
2
182

MS
39.81
2.69

F
14.80

p
< .001

SE
0.29
0.34
0.39

t
-4.51
-4.08
-0.20

p
< .001
< .001
0.98

Table 17
Post Hoc Tukey Tests for Competitors
M Difference
Medium
-1.30
Small
-1.38
Medium
Small
-0.08
Note. p-value adjusted for comparing a family of three.
Large

Coronavirus
There was a minimum ranking of 1 and maximum ranking of 8 for coronavirus, such that
participants rated budget as the least important factor. The mean ranking was 2.58 (M = 2.58, SD
= 1.81). Coronavirus had the second lowest mean out of all the factors, therefore this sample
rated it as the second most important factor affecting the sales cycle. The survey was completed
in the middle of the coronavirus pandemic where the world was shut down for the first time in
this generation. Many companies were trying not to furlough their employees because the
economy shut down. Marketing and sponsorships were not the priority of their business, so many
participants stated businesses were trying to keep afloat.

Economy
There was a minimum ranking of 1 and a maximum ranking of 8 for economy, such that
participants rated budget as the least important factor. The mean ranking was 4.07 (M = 4.07, SD
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= 1.75). Economy had the third lowest mean out of all the factors, therefore this sample rated it
as the third most important factor affecting the sales cycle. Potential reasons for this ranking
could be tied to the coronavirus. Many participants stated the economy and coronavirus were tied
together. Like coronavirus, the economy was a factor where sports sponsorships were not a
priority for their businesses; rather, businesses were simply trying to keep afloat and not furlough
employees.

Market Size
There was a minimum ranking of 1 and maximum ranking of 8 for market size, such that
participants rated budget as the least important factor. The mean ranking was 5.39 (M = 5.39, SD
= 2.147). Market size had the sixth lowest mean out of all the factors, therefore this sample rated
it as the sixth most important factor affecting the sales cycle.
Descriptive statistics (see Table 18) and a Kruskal-Wallis test (see Table 19) were
conducted on market size for means and standard deviations. A one-way ANOVA was
conducted to examine if there was a significant difference in how participants rated the
importance of market size depending on their team’s market size. Perhaps not surprisingly, there
was a statistically significant difference: F(2,182) = 52.74, p < 0.01 (see Table 20). A Tukey’s
post hoc test revealed a statistically significant difference between those who responded from
large market teams and those from medium and small market teams and a significant difference
between how medium and small market teams rated the importance of market size, such that the
smaller the market size, the more important participants found it impacted the sales cycle (see
Table 21). Many survey participants were from top tier markets, so their responses suggested
they did not find their market size was an issue. Many participants answered from the New York,
Los Angeles, Chicago, San Francisco Bay, Boston, Houston, Dallas, and Philadelphia
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metropolitan markets. Based on the data, small markets were ranked higher than medium and
large markets. Larger markets rated market size lower because there are more important factors
that help shorten the sales process.

Table 18
ANOVA—Descriptive Statistics by League: Market Size
Market Size
Large
Medium
Small

M
6.53
4.41
3.30

SD
1.60
2.00
1.75

N
109
46
30

df
2

p
< .001

Table 19
ANOVA—Kruskal-Wallis Test for Market Size
Factor
Market Size

Statistic
66.30

Table 20
ANOVA for Market Size
Cases
Sum of Squares
Market Size
315.59
Residuals
544.59
Note. Type III Sum of Squares.

df
2
182

MS
157.80
2.99

F
52.74

p
<.001

SE
0.30
0.36
0.41

t
6.97
9.06
2.74

p
< .001
< .001
0.02

Table 21
ANOVA—Post Hoc Tukey Tests for Market Size
M Difference
Medium
2.12
Small
3.23
Medium
Small
1.11
Note. p-value adjusted for comparing a family of three.
Large
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Return on Investment
There was a minimum ranking of 1 and maximum ranking of 8 for return on investment,
such that participants rated budget as the least important factor. The mean ranking was 4.88 (M =
4.88, SD = 1.78). Return on investment had the fourth lowest mean out of all the factors,
therefore this sample rated it as the fourth most important factor affecting the sales cycle.
Potential reasons for this ranking for return on investment are important because marketers and
buyers need to measure how sports sponsorships perform. Often, sports organizations do not set
expectations on what is considered success with the potential sponsor. Another factor is sponsors
may not have activated it correctly on their end to measure their goals. Examples could be app
downloads, bottom line sales, traffic, driving to their physical location, or website.

Team Performance
There was a minimum ranking of 1 and maximum ranking of 8 for team performance,
such that participants rated budget as the least important factor. The mean ranking was 6.27 (M =
6.27, SD = 1.82). Team performance had the highest mean out of all the factors, therefore this
sample rated it as the eighth and least important factor affecting the sales cycle.
Descriptive statistics for team performance (i.e., means and standard deviations) are
shown in Table 22. There were also differences in how participants from the leagues rated team
performance: F(4,203) = 3.30, p = 0.012 (see Table 23). A Tukey post hoc test showed those in
the MLS rated team performance as a less important external factor than MLB, NBA, and NFL
participants (see Table 24). With team performance, many sponsorship salespeople and
managers whose teams were not doing well they and managers do not sell wins and losses but
solutions. While team performance is more helpful for well-performing teams, the focus of the
job is to sell sponsorships. The data showed team performance for MLS was the least important
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factor. Therefore, the researcher concluded there are more important issues than team
performance. MLS sports sponsorship sellers and managers are more focused on how soccer in
North America can connect with fans for an experience.

Table 22
Descriptive Statistics by League: Team Performance
League Name
MLB
MLS
NBA
NFL
NHL

M
5.82
7.52
6.06
6.18
6.37

SD
1.89
0.81
1.93
1.83
1.76

N
28
21
36
85
38

Table 23
ANOVA for Team Performance
Cases
League Name
Residuals

Sum of Squares
41.40
636.43

df
4
203

MS
10.35
3.14

F
3.30

p
0.01

t
-3.33
-0.53
-0.92
-1.24
3.02
3.12
2.40
-0.34
-0.76
-0.56

p
0.01**
0.99
0.89
0.73
0.02*
0.02*
0.12
1.00
0.94
0.98

Note. Type III Sum of Squares.

Table 24
Post Hoc Tests for Team Performance
M Difference
SE
MLS
-1.70
0.51
NBA
-0.23
0.45
NFL
-0.36
0.39
NHL
-0.55
0.44
MLS
NBA
1.47
0.49
NFL
1.35
0.43
NHL
1.16
0.48
NBA
NFL
-0.12
0.35
NHL
-0.31
0.41
NFL
NHL
-0.19
0.35
Note. p-value adjusted for comparing a family of five. *p < .05, **p < .01.
MLB
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Timing
There was a minimum ranking of 1 and maximum ranking of 8 for timing, such that
participants rated budget as the least important factor. The mean ranking was 6.03 (M = 6.03, SD
= 1.898). Timing had the seventh highest mean out of all the factors, therefore this sample rated
it as the seventh most important factor affecting the sales cycle.
Descriptive statistics (i.e., means and standard deviations) were conducted on timing (see
Table 25). A one-way ANOVA was conducted to examine if there was a significant difference in
how participants rated the importance of the timing of the season depending on their team’s
market size. Results showed a statistically significant difference: F(2,182) = 3.07, p = 0.05 (see
Table 26). A Tukey’s post hoc test revealed none of the comparisons were significant when
accounting for a familywise comparison, though there was a marginal difference between the
large and small market teams (see Table 27). Timing was less important than factors, likely
because seasons are already long for MLB, NBA, and NHL participants, specifically. NFL
sponsorship salespeople and managers stated the NFL is year-round because of the tentpole
events such as playoffs, free agency, drafts, and training camps. Larger market teams ranked
timing higher than medium and smaller market teams. Based on the data, it appeared smaller
market teams felt there were more important issues than timing.

Table 25
Descriptive Statistics by League for Timing
Market Size
Large
Medium
Small

M
5.76
6.24
6.63

SD
1.93
1.70
1.67
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N
109
46
30

Table 26
ANOVA for Timing
Cases
Sum of Squares
Market Size
20.78
Residuals
615.13
Note. Type III Sum of Squares.

df
2
182

MS
10.39
3.38

F
3.07

p
0.05

SE
0.32
0.38
0.43

t
-1.48
-2.30
-0.91

p
0.30
0.06
0.63

Table 27
Post Hoc Tukey Tests for Timing
M Difference
Medium
-0.48
Large
-0.87
Medium
Large
-0.39
Note. p-value adjusted for comparing a family of three.
Small

Internal Factors
All internal factors of the sales cycle were analyzed. The factors were category
exclusivity, internal process of proposal approval, not having enough assets, not enough human
capital, not having the correct assets to present to the client, off-the-field issues, organizational
alignment, and too many people involved in the process. Table 28 displays descriptive statistics
for all internal factors including the minimums, maximums, means, and standard deviations.
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Table 28
Results from Survey of Selling Cycle Performance—Internal Factors
Category Exclusivity

N
212

Min
1

Max
8

M
3.35

SD
2.22

Internal Process of Proposal Approval

212

1

8

4.04

2.06

Not Having Enough Assets

212

1

8

4.69

1.95

Not Having Enough Human Capital

212

1

8

4.47

2.04

Correct Assets in Proposal

212

1

8

4.78

1.91

Off Field Issues

212

1

8

6.77

1.91

Organizational Alignment

212

1

8

3.28

2.05

Too Many People in the Sales Process

212

1

8

4.62

2.29

Category Exclusivity
There was a minimum ranking of 1 and maximum ranking of 8 for category exclusivity,
such that participants rated budget as the least important factor. The mean ranking was 3.35 (M =
3.35, SD = 2.22). Category exclusivity had the second lowest mean out of all the factors,
therefore this sample rated it as the second most important factor affecting the sales cycle. A
likely reason for this ranking was many partners had subcategories blocking sponsorship
salespeople and managers from attracting new business. Additionally, when sports organizations
negotiate deals, they include other categories that might not be in direct competition with them.
For example, a life insurance company might block out any other insurance companies such as
automotive or renter’s insurance.

Internal Process of Proposal Approval
There was a minimum ranking of 1 and maximum ranking of 8 for internal process of
approval, such that participants rated budget as the least important factor. The mean ranking was
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4.04 (M = 4.04, SD = 2.06). Internal process of approval had the third lowest mean out of all the
factors, therefore this sample rated it as the third most important factor affecting the sales cycle.
Based on data from the survey, some organizations endure a long internal process of approval if
they have to create a proposal. This happens often when there are customized assets within the
proposal and other departments are involved. Another factor is the larger the sports sponsorship,
the longer the internal approval process because it affects the bottom line for the sponsorship
department.

Not Having Enough Assets
There was a minimum ranking of 1 and maximum ranking of 8 for not having enough
assets, such that participants rated budget as the least important factor. The mean ranking was
4.69 (M = 4.69, SD = 1.95). Not having enough assets had the fifth highest mean out of all the
factors, therefore this sample rated it as the fifth most important factor affecting the sales cycle.
Two primary reasons for this ranking not were some participants did not have enough digital and
social assets to keep up with the market’s demands. Additionally, sports organizations might not
control other assets, such as their radio or television networks. Thus, sponsorship salespeople and
managers were limited in assets prospect needed to complete their goals.

Not Enough Human Capital
There was a minimum ranking of 1 and maximum ranking of 8 for not enough human
capital, such that participants rated budget as the least important factor. The mean ranking was
4.47 (M = 4.47, SD = 2.04). Not enough human capital had the fourth highest mean out of all the
factors, therefore this sample rated it as the fourth most important factor affecting the sales cycle.
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Descriptive statistics (i.e., means and standard deviations) for not having enough human
capital are shown in Table 29. Not having enough human capital was the only internal factor that
demonstrated a significant difference: F(2,182) = 3.33, p = 0.04 (see Table 30). A Tukey’s post
hoc test revealed small market teams rated not having enough human capital as more important
than those in larger markets (see Table 31). The data showed smaller market teams had a lower
mean, suggesting it was a higher priority because these teams were leaner within their
departments and needed more people. Generally, smaller market teams have smaller
organizations because of the revenue they bring in based on their sport and market size.

Table 29
Descriptive Statistics by Market Size—Not Enough Human Capital
Market Size
Large
Medium
Small

M
4.64
4.76
3.67

SD
1.99
2.07
1.79

N
109
46
30

Table 30
ANOVA for Not Enough Human Capital
Cases
Sum of Squares
Market Size
26.13
Residuals
714.08
Note. Type III Sum of Squares.

df
2
182

MS
13.07
3.92

F
3.33

p
0.04

t
-0.34
2.39
2.35

p
0.94
0.05
0.05

Table 31
Post Hoc Tukey Comparisons for Not Enough Human Capital
M Difference
Medium
-0.12
Small
0.98
Medium
Small
1.09
Note. p-value adjusted for comparing a family of three.
Large
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SE
0.35
0.41
0.47

Not Having the Correct Assets to Present the Client
There was a minimum ranking of 1 and maximum ranking of 8 for not having the correct
assets to present the client, such that participants rated budget as the least important factor. The
mean ranking was 4.78 (M = 4.78, SD = 1.91). Not having the correct assets to present the client
had the seventh highest mean out of all the factors, therefore this sample rated it as the seventh
most important factor affecting the sales cycle. The data suggested this internal factor was less
important within the sponsorship sales cycle. Many sports sponsorship salespeople and managers
can be creative in presenting the correct assets to the prospective sponsor.

Off-the-Field Issues
There was a minimum ranking of 1 and maximum ranking of 8 for off-the-field issues,
such that participants rated budget as the least important factor. The mean ranking was 6.77 (M =
6.77, SD = 1.907). Off-the-field issues had the eighth and highest mean out of all the factors,
therefore this sample rated it as the least important factor affecting the sales cycle. Many
sponsorship sellers feel they have good owners, executives, coaches, and players within their
organization and that they are good partners within their local community. This likely would
have been a less important factor during the time the survey was completed compared to when
people were kneeling for the national anthem. Also, participants from the NHL stated hockey
players usually do not have off-the-ice issues, but when they have, it has not affected the sports
sponsorship sales cycle.

Organizational Alignment
There was a minimum ranking of 1 and maximum ranking of 8 for organizational
alignment, such that participants rated budget as the least important factor. The mean ranking
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was 3.28 (M = 3.28, SD = 2.05). Organizational alignment had the lowest mean out of all the
factors, therefore this sample rated it as the most important factor affecting the sales cycle. The
theme derived from the survey was there were sales-oriented and less sales-oriented sports
organizations. Other departments less focused on sales did not aim to bring in revenue. Rather,
they had other goals they concentrated on that were not associated with revenue. These other
departments would consider sponsorship as additional work to their workload. A way to alleviate
this problem is to promote organizational alignment where everyone is rowing in the same
direction.

Too Many People Involved in the Process
There was a minimum ranking of 1 and maximum ranking of 8 for too many people
involved in the process, such that participants rated budget as the least important factor. The
mean ranking was 6.77 (M = 6.77, SD = 1.907). Too many people involved in the process had
the fifth highest mean out of all the factors, therefore this sample rated it as the fifth most
important factor affecting the sales cycle. The data suggested this factor was less important than
other internal factors. Compared to other organizations, this was more important for sports
organizations with too many individuals interfering with and complicating the process.
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CHAPTER SIX:
QUALITATIVE SURVEY FINDINGS

Overview
This dissertation is an exploratory investigation into factors that reduce the sales cycles
when selling professional sponsorships within North America. The results are broken down into
a thematic analysis of the written responses to a survey. Factors include most and least important
internal and external factors. Summary statistics explain the relationships between each variable.

Thematic Analysis
Following the interviews, a survey was generated to rank themes captured in the
interviews. The survey was sent to 884 contacts in the North American professional sports
industry. Out of those 884, 212 responded to the survey within the active response window. The
North American professional sponsorship sellers’ and managers’ responses were broken into
subcategories: external factors ranked as the most important, external factors ranked as the least
important, internal factors ranked as the most important, and internal factors ranked as the least
important. Table 32 displays internal and external factors assessed in the survey.
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Table 32
List of Internal and External Factors from Survey
Internal or
External Factor
External Factor
External Factor
External Factor
External Factor
External Factor
External Factor
External Factor
External Factor
External Factor
External Factor
External Factor
External Factor
External Factor
External Factor
External Factor
External Factor
Internal Factor
Internal Factor
Internal Factor
Internal Factor

Most Important or
Least Important Factor
Most Important
Most Important
Most Important
Most Important
Most Important
Most Important
Most Important
Least Important
Least Important
Least Important
Least Important
Least Important
Least Important
Least Important
Least Important
Least Important
Most Important
Most Important
Most Important
Most Important

Internal Factor
Internal Factor
Internal Factor
Internal Factor
Internal Factor
Internal Factor
Internal Factor
Internal Factor

Most Important
Most Important
Least Important
Least Important
Least Important
Least Important
Least Important
Least Important

Factor
Budget Allocation into other Marketing Channels
Cannot Control the Budget & Impact of External Events
Multiple Competitors within Marketplace
National vs Regional Companies
Sports Organization Perception
Timing is Important
Tracking Money/ROI
Cannot Control Team Performance
Customized Partnerships & Flexibility
Business Still Going Well
Market Size Not a Factor
Limited Competitors in Market/Region
Long Season
ROI in the Sales Process
Selling year round
Show Value Proposition
Off the Field Issues has Affected Deals
Assets need to Fit to the Prospect
Need More People in Support Staff
New Business, Prospecting, Carve Out, Category
Protection & Sub-Categories
Sales vs Not Sales
Too Many Cooks in Kitchen
Control only what you can control
Enough Human Capital
Internal Process is streamlined
Not having Exclusive Sponsorships
Off-The-Field Issues are not a Factor & Good Stewards
Sales Process/Other

External Factors Analysis: Most Important
All 212 participants provided qualitative response to why they chose the external factor
as the most important factor. Next, a thematic analysis of all responses was conducted. Themes
for the most important external factors included: budget allocation into other marketing channels,
cannot control budget and impact of external events, multiple competitors within marketplace,
national versus regional companies, perception, timing is important, and tracking money/roi.
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Budget Allocation into Other Marketing Channels
North American sports sponsorship sellers and managers agreed budgetary issues were
the most important external factor. Of the 212 participants, 90 rated budgetary issues as the most
important external factor (see Table 33 for a summary of responses on budgetary issues). Some
participants reported budget was being allocated to other areas. For example, one participant
report “budgets are being allocated elsewhere—other teams, OOH marketing, Facebook/Google,
etc.” Additionally, another participant reported:
Sports sponsorship budgets are being scrutinized more than ever before. TV media isn't
worth what it once was. A new generation of brand marketing leaders are being tasked
with evaluating what is most effective. With so much cross channel noise and choice,
premium sponsorship budgets are very difficult to justify.
Another participant stated “CMOs and marketing teams are being held accountable and, at times,
feel more comfortable with certain investments that can be defended/measured/tracked more
efficiently.” North American sponsorship sellers and managers prospect for new sponsorship
categories; often, these new companies or brands have not been involved in sponsorship and is
therefore not allocated in their budget. Marketers are generally comfortable with spending
marketing budget in traditional channels they have experience in. One North American sports
sponsorship professional stated:
A lot of brands who have not traditionally spent time in sports don't have a budget for
sponsorship, so they see it as a significant investment that they aren't prepared for
internally. It can be a challenge for brands to understand the value of sponsorship
compared to a campaign they can track immediately. It is a learning curve for budget and
the value sponsorship provided over the long run. Many marketers have a bias on sports
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sponsorships and look at them as nice to have but not a need to have; sometimes, even a
luxury item and sponsorships are the first ones to get cut from a marketing budget.

Table 33
Budget Allocation Into Other Marketing Channels
Theme
External Factors

Budget Allocation into other Marketing Channels
Budgetary Issues and Return on Investment

Data
Overview/Quotes

Budgets being allocated elsewhere - other teams, OOH marketing, Facebook, Google,
Television, Performance Marketing/CMO's & marketing teams are held accountable
and, at times, feel more comfortable with certain investments that can./ Brands who
haven’t traditionally spent in sports don’t have a budget for sponsorship/ Sponsorships
are a Luxury and no one needs a sponsorship/Sponsorships are not needed for every
brand.

1

Asset Allocation into OOH, Facebook, Google, TV & Performance Marketing

2

CMO & Marketers being accountable with quantifiable metrics in marketing assets

3

Buyers are comfortable with what they have done in the past; might not understand
sponsorships
Sponsorships Not allocated within budget or added within the budget & first to get cut
in Marketing Budget
Sponsorships are luxury item; no one needs a sponsorship; sponsorships are not needed
for every brand

4
5

Cannot Control the Impact of External Events
While North American sports sponsorship sellers and managers agreed budgetary issues
were the most important external factor, the second most important factor was the impact of
external events that teams have no control over, such as coronavirus. Of the 212 participants, 86
stated they cannot control the impact of external events or how they relate to the prospect’s
budget.
Participants elaborated marketing budgets and its allocation for sports sponsorships were
out of their control because of the effects and impact of coronavirus. Participants stated due to
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the pandemic, budgets were slashed, they lost multiple new deals, and business shut down.
Another factor participants stated they could not control was how companies or industries were
recovering and staying afloat during the pandemic, as they strategized how to survive one day at
a time. Many of these companies decided sports sponsorships were not a priority for their
business or industry. Instead, they focused on internal marketing programs and promotions
dealing with corporate social responsibility or community relations. These internal marketing
programs were more pressing for the company than a sponsorship.
Another factor participants reported was out of their control was how the economy was
affected and how the North American sports sponsorship market came to a halt. Many states and
provinces experienced an economic recession. More industries were affected in sponsorship than
others. For example, the tourism, airline, restaurant, and transportation industries were shut down
because of the pandemic. Table 34 summarizes participant responses concerning lack of control
over the impact of external events.

Table 34
Cannot Control the Budget and Impact of External Events
Theme
External Factors
Data
Overview/Quotes

1
2
3
4
5

Cannot Control the Budget and Impact of External Events
Coronavirus and Economy
Budgets have been slashed due to the pandemic./The impact has been far greater
than a typical 'down year' and many companies are still recovering./Lost multiple
deals during COVID-19/Pretty much shut down our new business sales last season/
/City/Province is in an economic recession /Companies were only focused on
strategizing how to survive one day at a time. /Organizations are focused on
"staying a float"/Most of their marketing, community, promotions, etc. budget has
been allocated towards more pressing internal resources.
Budgets slashed due to the pandemic
Sales have been shut down and companies must maintain business; companies
'staying afloat'
Regions/Cities/States/Provinces still recovering from the Pandemic
Certain industries we're effected by the pandemic more than others
A company's budget has been focused on internal marketing, community, etc.
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Multiple Competitors Within Marketplace
Within the North American sports industry, there were multiple competitors within the
marketplace. Specifically, the larger markets had more competitors than the smaller markets.
Participants stated there were over 26-30 arenas and 120-130 other teams to consider. The
competitors in direct competition were NFL, NBA, NHL, professional golf, NASCAR, NCAA,
and MLB. Aside from other sporting competitors, there are also other media outlets that compete
with professional sports organizations.
Some participants stated sports organizations and teams with a bigger fan base and reach
were chosen over smaller properties within the marketplace. According to NFL participants, this
was more of an issue for NHL and MLS teams within the market. Another factor was some new
teams either relocated or were part of the expansion process that disrupted the selling cycle.
Many of these sports organizations had constructed new stadiums and arenas which took
precedence and might have allocated sports sponsorships within the local market. Based on
participants’ answers, this caused some turbulence within the selling cycle. Table 35 summarizes
participant responses to concerning multiple competitors within the marketplace.
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Table 35
Multiple Competitors Within Marketplace
Theme
External Factors
Data
Overview/Quotes

1
2
3
4
5
Data
Overview/Quotes

Multiple Competitors Within Marketplace
Competitors and Budgetary Issues
26-30 arenas and 120-130 other teams to consider. /Our market has a large number
of highly competitive professional and college teams as well as large media
outlets. /Teams with bigger fan bases and reach have consistently been chosen
over our property. /Saturated sports and entertainment market, where there is direct
competition from NFL, NBA, NHL, professional golf, NASCAR, NCAA, and
another MLB team. /In our region there has been quite a bit of buzz around new
teams/stadiums/arenas that has caused some turbulence in the sales cycle
26-30 arenas and 120-130 other teams to consider within North America
Media outlets, highly competitive professional and collegiate teams within the
marketplace/Saturated sports and entertainment market
Sports properties with larger fan bases have a competitive advantage over other
teams with smaller fan bases
Been quite a bit of buzz around new teams/stadiums/arenas that has caused some
turbulence in the sales cycle
NFL, NBA, NHL, professional golf, NASCAR, NCAA, and another MLB team
within the marketplace to compete over a dollar
26-30 arenas and 120-130 other teams to consider. /Our market has a large number
of highly competitive professional and college teams as well as large media
outlets. /Teams with bigger fan bases and reach have consistently been chosen
over our property. /Saturated sports & entertainment market, where there is direct
competition from NFL, NBA, NHL, Professional Golf, NASCAR, NCAA, and
another MLB Team. /In our region there has been quite a bit of buzz around new
teams/stadiums/arenas that has caused some turbulence in the sales cycle

National Versus Regional Companies
The third most important factor participants endorsed was market size. Of the 212
participants, 11 explained a strong brand with a massive market share was important to attracting
more nationally recognized companies than regionally recognized companies. Participants stated
more regional companies simply did not spend very much. Additionally, participants specified
smaller market teams would lose out too much larger teams within the market. Similar to the
multiple companies within the marketplace theme, many sports organizations constructed new
stadiums and arenas which could have taken precedence and might have allocated sports
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sponsorships within the local market but have also attracted national brands within the market.
Table 36 summarizes participant responses concerning national versus regional companies.

Table 36
National Versus Regional Companies
Theme
External Factors
Data
Overview/Quotes

1
2
3
4
External Factors
Data
Overview/Quotes

1
2
3
4

National Versus Regional Companies
Budgetary Issues and Market Size
Strong brand and have a massive market share but are in a relatively small media
market. Tougher to bring in national brands, and more regional companies simply don't
spend very much./ I/We're one of the smaller markets in the NBA and while some
organizations have a strategic priority on South/Central Texas, it's not uncommon for
them to focus on larger Texas markets first. /There has been more consistency in
national/regional brands evaluating multiple opportunities at the same time. In our
region, there has been quite a bit of buzz around new teams/stadiums/arenas that has
caused some turbulence in the sales cycle.
Smaller media market tougher to bring in national brands
Sports organization in much larger markets within the same state attack national brands
New teams/stadiums/arenas that have caused national brands to make partnership deals
Regional companies do not have a budget as big as a national company
Budgetary Issues and Market Size
Strong brand and have a massive market share but are in a relatively small media
market. Tougher to bring in national brands, and more regional companies simply don't
spend very much./ I/We're one of the smaller markets in the NBA and while some
organizations have a strategic priority on South/Central Texas, it's not uncommon for
them to focus on larger Texas markets first. /There has been more consistency in
national/regional brands evaluating multiple opportunities at the same time. In our
region there has been quite a bit of buzz around new teams/stadiums/arenas that has
caused some turbulence in the sales cycle.
Smaller media market tougher to bring in national brands
Sports organization in much larger markets within the same state attack national brands
New teams/stadiums/arenas that has caused national brands to be doing partnership
deals
Regional companies do not have a budget as big as a national company

Timing is Important
The eighth most important factor participants endorsed was timing. Of the 212
participants, two stated it was always about timing with prospects in the sponsorship selling
cycle. One participant stated companies and brands constantly changed their marketing and
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sponsorship salespeople’s timing when starting the conversation at the right time and being
patient could increase a sports sponsorship. Table 37 summarizes participant responses
concerning timing as an important factor.

Table 37
Timing is Important
Theme
External Factors
Data Overview/Quotes

1
2

Timing is Important
Timing
With prospects it is always about timing. Brands have plans in the
marketing strategy that constantly change so it is really about getting
the conversation going at the right time and being patient.
Timing is critical of with brands and budgets
Timing and patience are essential when starting the conversation with
the brand

Sports Organization Perception
Sports organization perception was rolled into two different external factors: budgetary
and team performance. Team performance was the seventh most important factor participants
endorsed. Of the 212 participants, three felt team performance was included in sports
organization perception as an aspect of the sponsorship product on the field that affected the
North American sports sponsorship business. If a sports organization performed better on the
field, turf, pitch, court, or ice, then sponsorship metrics often increased. Some examples include
television ratings and social media metrics like Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter where a better
story was told with a justifiable ROI. A sports organization’s perception enhanced companies
and brands intention to work with them because they were winners. Perception significantly
decreases when a team is performing poorly, leading to decreased reach and engagement in the
sports organization.
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Concerning sports organization perception, there was a bias where sports sponsorships
were perceived as expensive. That is, brands and companies often did not want to work with
them because they perceived it would be too expensive. Sellers did not ask the right questions to
qualify prospects. When the seller did not engage in a discussion with the prospect, they could
not define a baseline for budget, resulting in unmet expectations of the perceived value of the
sports sponsorship. If the baseline was not set, the prospect often experienced sticker shock, or
refusal to move forward with the sponsorship selling process. Sometimes marketers of
companies and brands did not have a budget and without qualifying their prospects, a
sponsorship seller or manager pitched and put a proposal together. As a result, sports
organizations’ and sponsorship sellers’ time and resources were used. To alleviate this bias, this
process requires time for brands and companies to become comfortable and the salesperson to
build rapport, trust, ask the right questions, and qualify the prospect to address all perceptions in
order to move forward with the sports sponsorship selling process.
There was also an internal perception that North American sports sponsorships were
expensive. Sponsorship thresholds in North American sports organizations needed a minimum
investment for a prospect to become a partner. The partnership budget dictated these thresholds,
consisting of a minimum of 6 to 7 figures a year. Also, each sports sponsorship had multiyear
terms, usually between 3 to 5 years. Given these personal perceptions of price, many North
American sports sponsorship sellers or managers stated there were few businesses that could do
sports sponsorships.
Other personal perceptions were that sponsorships were the least efficient way for a
company or brand to spend their marketing and advertising budgets. Also, some sponsorship
sellers felt their sports organization was the most expensive in the country. Some sponsorship
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professions felt there were multiple factors that increased the price of sponsorship. Some factors
were the size of the fan base, number of impressions, and awareness to the sponsor. Table 38
summarizes participant responses concerning sports organization perceptions.

Table 38
Sports Organization Perception
Theme
External Factors
Data
Overview/Quotes

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
9

Perception
Budgetary Issues and Team Performance
The problem is that 99.9% of brands have a budget, they have just decided not to
let you peak behind the curtain because you will just make the proposal for that
amount./ Without a defined baseline, you leave the door open to overwhelming
your contact with a price or you don't include assets that the partner may have been
looking for because you didn't want to give them sticker shock. Many initial
conversations will end as soon as a prospect sees the dollar signs and decides it’s
too much to invest. /Because it may take time for companies to get comfortable
with the investment level, or if the salesperson is asking the right questions, it can
significantly reduce the time necessary to flesh out whether or not a prospect is
viable./We have a high cost of entry for our partnerships. /Most expensive sports
property in our city and one of the most expensive in our country. Due to the size
of our fan base our benefits deliver high levels of awareness, impressions, etc., and
there’s a cost to deliver that./Sponsorship are often the least efficient way for a
brand to spend a dollar/Price is always a factor. There's only a small percentage of
companies that can afford to work with a professional sports team, especially ones
that have entry thresholds. /Minimum investment; term of deals we require/Our
partnerships start with a 6-figure investment and a multi-year deal, without much
flexibility. As brands look to have inventory inside the game (e.g., in-game
features), our spend threshold increases. /We position ourselves as a premier sports
brand so often ask for 7-figure annual investment with 5-year terms/The product
on the field affects all aspects of the business. If the team is doing well, all the
metrics go up (TV ratings, social metrics, etc.) and thus provide a better story and
justifiable ROI. If the team is doing poor, the reach and influence of your brand
(team) goes down. Brands want to associate themselves with winners.
Buyers/marketers do not tell the truth to sellers
Sellers do not qualify the prospect and the buyer/marketer gets sticker shock
Sellers are not asking the right questions to flesh out whether or not a prospect is
viable
Perceived cost of high partnerships within the market
Perceived perception that sponsorships are the least efficient way for a brand to
spend a dollar
Perceived notion of that a small percentage of companies can afford a sponsorship
Sports organizations have a threshold for prospective for price and term
If sports organization is going well all metrics go up; TV ratings, social metrics,
etc.
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Tracking Money/Return on Investment (ROI)
Tracking money/ROI was connected to three different external factors: budgetary,
competitors, and ROI. ROI was the sixth most important factor participants endorsed. Of the 212
participants, five stated many companies and brands had strict marketing budgets and every
dollar was scrutinized. Many marketers evaluated ROI for any marketing assets such as
traditional media, television, radio, digital, OOH, and social media. This also made it harder for
North American sports organizations to fight for marketing budgets. Within sports sponsorships,
it could be more difficult to track ROI, return on capital, or return on objective (ROO).
Some participants believed certain companies realized the benefits of a sports
sponsorship. Examples of a sports sponsorship were association and brand alignments of the
sports organization and alignment of brands. However, there was a bias where companies and
brands who did not understand how to activate a sponsorship would turn away if they could not
prove a direct ROI from the sponsorship. The other bias companies and brands possessed was
that a previous sponsorship did not convert ROI, so an appetite for the sponsorship was lessened.
Table 39 summarizes participant responses concerning tracking money and ROI.
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Table 39
Tracking Money/ROI
Theme
External Factors

Data Overview/Quotes
1
2
3
4
5

Tracking Money/ROI
Budgetary Issues, ROI, and Competitors
Brands are experts at tracking where their dollars are being spent and
how much each dollar is providing in return. With more marketing and
advertising options, fighting for brands budgets are more competitive. /It
takes a certain company to realize that the benefits of sports sponsorship
(i.e. association and alignment) are not truly measurable. That said, when
something is not measurable, companies tend to turn away if they cannot
prove the ROI of the sponsorship. /Our job is to ask CMO's for a lot of
money for something that is very hard to show ROI for, especially in a
time where everything is being measured. Marketing teams are often
given strict budgets and every dollar is being scrutinized. It makes it hard
for us as salespeople when sports sponsorship measurement falls far
behind other marketing options, such as digital, OOH, and social. /So,
brands can understand return on capital or ROO/Challenging to measure
the ROI of a sponsorship, especially compared to more traditional media/
Teams with bigger fan bases and reach have consistently been chosen
over our property. With over 12 professional teams within the NY
market, it is difficult to convince a brand to choose us as a marketing
partner. By the time the brand considers our property, their market
strategy has either changed, budget no longer exists, or ROI was not met
in previous deal so their appetite for partnership is lessened.
Brands are tracking their dollars and establishing a ROI; competitive
landscape harder with more marketing and advertising options available
Sports organizations needs to prove an ROI; Marketing dollars are being
scrutinized and need to show an ROI
Marketing dollars are being scrutinized and need to show an ROI, return
on capital, or ROO
Sponsorships are challenging to measure compared to traditional media
Previous partnerships did not show ROI so there is a bias toward them

External Factors Analysis—Least Important
All 212 participants provided qualitative answers explaining why they chose the least
important factor. Then, a thematic analysis was conducted for all responses. The least important
external factor themes were the following: cannot control team performance, customized
partnerships and flexibility, business still going well, market size not a factor, limited
competitors in market/region, long season, ROI in the sales process, selling year-round, and
show value proposition.
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Cannot Control Team Performance
One external factor theme that North American sports sponsorship sellers and managers
ranked as the least important was lack of control over team performance. Of 212 participants, 70
rated this as the least important factor. Many participants stated they could not control the
product on the field, pitch, court, or ice. Additionally, many participants elaborated they had
never experienced partners state that they would not move forward with the sports sponsorship
selling cycle because of poor team performance. They felt they had created platforms to adapt to
the prospect through digital, social, community initiatives, and camera-friendly television visible
signage. Some examples were signage on the pitch, courtside rotational signage, basketball
stanchion signage, ice hockey dasher boards, and behind home plate signage in baseball.
Participants explained even with poor past performance, the sports organization had a sold out
building and strong television rating, digital rating, and social numbers.
Other participants clarified they sold experiences, not team wins or losses. To clarify,
sponsorship sellers and managers wanted companies and bands to align with their sports
organization. Sports organizations had avid fans who watched, listened to, and engaged in sports.
Sports fans engaged through multiple ways such as going to a game, tailgating at an event, and
enjoying a game at a sponsor’s location, such as a restaurant or bar. Fans were able to experience
enjoying their team perform on the field, pitch, court, or ice. Due to the pandemic, many fans
participated in homegating, a new term used to describe how fans enjoyed the game at their
house with their friends and family. Finally, some sports organizations had some success in
winning and eliminated this theme. They either transitioned from a losing record or winning their
respected championship in their sport. Table 40 summarizes participants responses concerning
the inability to control team performance.
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Table 40
Cannot Control Team Performance
Theme
External Factors

Data Overview/Quotes
1
2
3
4
5
6

Cannot Control Team Performance
Team Performance and Competitors
We can't control that product/I have never had a partner directly state team
performance as the reason they will not move forward. /Super Bowl winning
season has eliminated this component /For our organization we have been
blessed with very good team performance, so this has been a non-issue for
us/You sell an experience, not wins and losses. /It's never been a concern for
partners, as we've been able to adapt our platform to withstand bad team
performance, whether it be digital, social, community initiatives, and camera
friendly signage/Even with poor performance in the past, we have had a sold
out building and strong TV, digital, and social numbers
Cannot control the product on the field, ice, court, etc.
Prospect has never stated team performance is not the reason they will not
move forward
Team has been blessed with good team performance/winning super bowl
Sellers sell experiences, not wins and losses
Sellers can create value proposition with digital, social, community
initiatives, camera friendly signage, etc.
Even with poor performance in the past we have had a sold out building and
strong TV, digital, and social numbers

Customized Partnerships and Flexibility
Another external factor theme ranked as the least important was timing and competitors
within the marketplace. Of 212 participants, 60 endorsed timing as the second least important
factor. Nineteen participants endorsed competitors as the fourth highest least important factor. It
was ranked lowest because participants felt each sports sponsorship was customized to achieve
partner company goals to create differentiation from competitors. Some participants stated
because their sports organization had a strong digital reach, they could be distinguished from
competitors in the marketplace. Partnership customization helped move forward the selling cycle
of sports sponsorships. Another participant reported companies and brands saw value in sports
organizations delivering within their perspective season and off-season. Participants stated one
reason why timing was one of the least important factors was due to a certain amount of
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flexibility. Sports organizations worked with prospective sponsors to create programs that could
initially begin with a partial season then transition to a full season sponsorship as part of a
multiyear agreement. Table 41 summarizes participants responses concerning customizes
partnerships and flexibility.

Table 41
Customized Partnerships and Flexibility
Theme
External Factors

Data Overview/Quotes
1
2
3
4
5

Customized Partnerships and Flexibility
Competitors and Timing
Each of our partnerships are so customized to achieve our partners goals
using the tools we can offer that it has created a major differentiator from our
competitors./Due to our strong digital reach, we have ways for brands to
successful connect with our fans all year long so this hasn't seemed to be as
big of a challenge as other factors/We have a good idea of timing and our
sales cycle. We also try to be as flexible as possible with a partner - whether
the deal comes in prior to the season or in-season, we work to create the
correct value/We do partial season deals often, so when we pitch is not as
important. /Because if a company sees the value in our property, there are
always ways to make an impact even beyond the traditional "season"
Partnerships are customized to achieve partner goals
Strong digital reach and using the tools can offer a differentiator from
competitors
Be as flexible as possible with partner & create the correct value
Do partial sponsorship deals
If a company sees value in the property then sports organization will make an
impact beyond the traditional season

Business Still Going Well
One theme that emerged was that despite the 2020 pandemic, business was still going
well over the course of the year. Salespeople said coronavirus was temporary and in due time
sponsorships would return and fans could visit the arenas and stadiums. Others reported their
sports organization had still closed multiple multiyear sports sponsorships. Sponsorship sellers
added their local economy was strong and even thriving.
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Additionally, sellers and managers reported when marketers attributed the impact on their
business to the economy as a reason not to agree to a sponsorship, they were often using this
excuse to suppress the real reason why they did not want to move forward with the sponsorship
selling cycle. Sports sponsorship sellers and mangers also stated the economy was always
changing but companies and brands had allocated their budget for marketing programs.
Sponsorship professionals stated national brands had cash to spend on sports sponsorships.
Participants also illustrated that marketing helped end users spend their income. Participants
added sports had always been used as an experiential platform and a way for attendees to ‘forget’
their problems and use it as a form of escapism.
Finally, some companies and industries excelled during the pandemic. Consumer buying
habits changed from working in the office to working from home. Some categories thrived, like
video communications, contract management software, cleaning products, and pet product
companies. Examples of sponsorship categories that did not perform well were travel, tourism,
hospitality, restaurants, amusement parks, or hotels. Sponsorship professionals avoided
prospecting because these industries were decimated from the pandemic. Table 42 summarizes
participant responses concerning business still going well.
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Table 42
Business Still Going Well
Theme
External Factors

Data Overview/Quotes
1
2
3
4
5

Business Still Going Well
Economy, Coronavirus, and Market Size
In my experience when you hear "economy" from a client it is often a cover
for their real reason for not proceeding. /The economy always changes. If you
are a blue-chip brand marketing budgets may be impacted more substantially
by the economy but COVID aside most companies have a good idea of what
they can commit to base on economic conditions and planning/Yes, economy
matters however, even in a bad economy certain brands do well and national
brands still usually have cash to spend. In a bad economy, marketing helps to
influence people to spend money. In a bad economy, sports have always been
something people turn to as a way to "forget" their problems. /We typically
prospect and engage with companies that are doing well financially. If the
economy is impacting their business - i.e., travel, hospitality, etc. - we look
elsewhere. /We have closed multi deals throughout the pandemic. /Because it
is a temporary factor /Our metro area is a thriving part of the country right
now. /Economy is strong in our market.
Sellers hear "economy" from a client it is often a cover for their real reason
for not proceeding.
The economy always changes; brands always have money to spend
There are always companies and industries doing well during the pandemic;
deals have been closed during the pandemic
Coronavirus is temporary
Our metro area is a thriving part of the country right now and economy is
strong in our market.

Market Size Not a Factor
Another theme participants endorsed was that market size was not an external factor in
the sports sponsorship selling cycle. Participants from major markets such as Boston, Los
Angeles, Chicago, Dallas, and San Francisco Bay stated because they were a top market in terms
of population, market size did not hinder the sponsorship selling cycle. Major markets added
they receive more attention from national brands because of their market size. Survey
participants from the New York market reported their market was the biggest in the country with
many different demographics to target and the spending potential was high.
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Survey participants also remarked that while market size was not as important, the
national following of the sports organization would also not affect the selling cycle. The national
following was illustrated through television ratings, social media following, and other
quantifiable metrics. Finally, some participants stated market size was not a factor because every
market had a unique story to make a case for why a potential sponsor should consider sponsoring
their sports organization. Table 43 summarizes participant responses concerning the perception
that market size was not a factor.

Table 43
Market Size Not a Factor
Theme
External Factors

Data Overview/Quotes

1
2
3
4

Market Size Not a Factor
Market Size
Boston/LA, CHI, etc./Dallas/Silicon Valley/NY is the most impactful
market in the country. That is generally a driving force to help us get deals
done versus a hinderance. /NYC is the biggest market in the country./ It’s a
very diverse market and spending potential is high./every market has a
unique story to demonstrate a business case on why a potential sponsor
should consider/properties who have invested and developed in a national
following.
Major markets Boston/LA/Chicago/Dallas/SF/NY are the most impactful in
the country been driving force to get deals done. For teams in these markets,
they are not a problem and rated this low.
More people within marketplace & more diverse demographics
Sports organizations who have invested and developed a national following
are more successful
Every market has a unique story to demonstrate a business case on why a
potential sponsor should consider

Limited Competitors in Market/Region
Based on team locations, there were limited competitors within the market or region.
Participants stated there are limited competitors within their market. For example, Pegula Sports
and Entertainment, the ownership group of the Buffalo Bills and Buffalo Sabres, essentially
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experienced a monopoly within their market because they were the only ownership group that
owned all the sports organizations within their region. Other participant examples were that the
only professional team within the market were the Jacksonville Jaguars, an NFL team based in
Jacksonville, Florida, and the Memphis Grizzlies, an NBA team based in Memphis, Tennessee.
If companies had a strong regional presence with employees, customers, or other stakeholders,
they sponsored the local team and leveraged the partnership that fit their business. Another factor
was the middle market. Participants felt market size was not a factor because their market was in
the middle of the United States. This applied to markets like Oklahoma City, St. Louis,
Memphis, and Kansas City.
Further, there might be multiple sports teams within a market that do not necessarily
overlap. This happens for MLB, MLS, and NFL teams. Some examples include Baltimore,
Seattle, Kansas City, and Cincinnati. Each of these markets had either an MLB and NFL team or
all three teams (i.e., MLB, MLS, and NFL).
Finally, some sports organizations thought their brand was the strongest brand in the
market and did not feel other teams were competitors in their market. They felt their brand could
provide more value to prospective sponsors. Along with a strong brand, they had a ‘rabid
fanbase,’ excellent customer service, and the largest reach of any competitor. Some examples
came from NFL teams, who illustrated other sports organizations were ‘lower level competitors.’
Table 44 summarizes participant responses concerning limited competitors in the market and/or
region.
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Table 44
Limited Competitors in Market/Region
Theme
External Factors

Data Overview/Quotes
1
2
3

4
5

Limited Competitors in Market/Region
Market Size and Competitors
Our season doesn't have much overlap with other major sport seasons/one
team town/Limited competitors in the marketplace/Our market size is
neither too small or exceptionally big. We have a secure position in the
middle part of the country with very few big markets nearby. /We are
fortunate to be in a region where many view our product as the most
impactful, and, although more expensive, we are able to provide value to
our clients. /We have a quality brand, and rabid fanbase (win or lose),
excellent customer service and the largest reach of any competitor. /Unique
opportunity of the NFL is not affected by lower level competitors.
Only team within the marketplace
There are not a lot of competitors within the market and not a lot of overlap
within the market
Location of sports organization with very few big markets nearby
Brand is strong within the marketplace and they have an advantage over the
competition; Quality brand with strong fanbase and biggest reach of any
competitor
NFL is the strongest brand and is not affected by other competitors

Long Season
Survey participants stated one of the least important factors derived from timing was that
seasons were long and they could forge sponsorships. Many of these participants were from
MLB, NBA, and NFL teams and all provided different answers. MLB sponsorship professionals
reported they had a long season that covered the majority of the calendar year, which spanned
from February through the end of September. Participants stated because of a long MLB season,
sponsorship salespeople were in a position to close deals in the off-season and during this season.
NBA participants stated the NBA and WNBA seasons cover the year, much like MLB.
They created sponsorships anytime throughout the season and felt prospect planning and budget
timing was more impactful than season timing. The regular NBA season lasted for a 6-month
period between October and April, not including playoffs for qualifying NBA teams. Another
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property the NBA organization owned was the NBA 2K league, an e-sports league with
integrated sponsorships and the ability to target different demographics with year-round
opportunities. Also, the NBA season crossed over 2 fiscal/calendar years in which NBA
organizations worked with prospective sponsors on timing.
NFL participants endorsed following the same timing as the NBA. NFL programing was
unique because the season was in the third, fourth, and first quarters. This was important for NFL
sponsorship sellers because it allowed deals to be made in the current year or to get ahead for the
upcoming year. Also, NFL sponsorship sellers reported the NFL season was pertinent to the
holiday season when brands and companies spend money in advertising.
Other sponsorship salespeople stated timing was not an issue because sports
organizations worked with sponsors on partial or mid-season partnerships for multiyear
agreements. Also, if sports organizations created a good opportunity for a potential sponsor, it
surpassed timing in the sponsorship selling cycle. Table 45 summarizes participant responses
concerning long seasons.
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Table 45
Long Season
Theme
External Factors

Data Overview/Quotes
1
2
3
4
5

Long Season
Timing
Our season runs Feb (spring training) through the end of September. With a
season that covers most of the year, we are in a position to close deals in the
off-season, but also add new partners throughout the year. 162 games are a big
plus. /The MLB season covers the majority of the calendar year//The length of
our season provides brand marketers ample time to develop campaigns to
support organizational initiatives over the course of the year. /NBA / WNBA
seasons encapsulate all year; we can talk year-round with not much issue.
Prospect planning/budget timing is more impactful than our season timing.
/Our season lasts for 6 months (NBA schedule October - April, before
playoffs). So, while we may miss out a few brands that have a very specific
summer marketing cycle, the vast majority of brands will have need to
advertise during the 6 months we play. With the launch of the NBA 2K League
(e-sport), which plays during the 6 months the NBA season doesn't, we have
nearly year-round opportunities. /Unique nature of Q3/Q4/Q1 NFL
programming allows for deals in the current year or to get ahead for the
upcoming year. /Holiday Season/Timing has never been an issue for me
personally. There are different ways to work around this depending on when a
partner is potentially coming on board. In some cases, it can be advantageous
for them to sign mid-season. /Good opportunities overcome timing.
The MLB season is long from February-September and has 162 games; it
covers the majority of the calendar year
Length of season provides marketers to develop multiple campaigns for the
brand
NBA/WNBA/NBA 2K encapsulates the entire year; prospect planning, budget
timing more impactful; year-round opportunities
NFL programming is Q3, Q4 and Q; holiday season; tent-pole events yearround
Good opportunities overcoming timing

ROI in the Sales Process
Survey participants reported ROI and timing were the least important factors, such that
ROI was less important in sports sponsorships for multiple reasons. The first reason was sports
sponsorships were more focused on the relationship-building aspect of the sports organization
instead of hard data. Another factor of sponsorship decision making participants shared was
sports sponsorships were often based on emotion and intuition. They added performance metrics
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and KPI’s helped the partnership but a connection between the brand or company and the sports
organization was more important.
Participants added sports organizations can effectively measure sponsorships for their
clients. Activation teams ensured they could deliver KPI’s to their client. Some participants
believed they had the right tools to measure sponsorship, like GumGum, surveying, Repucom,
and/or attendance. Other participants said most major brands used their own methods, so it did
not present as an issue.
Finally, participants felt ROI did not become relevant until the partnership launched.
Participants reported clients could not measure potential ROI until at least 1 year after
establishing a baseline for the sponsorship or until the sponsorship had a presence in the
marketplace. Others stated ROI was not a factor in the beginning of the selling cycle, but it
impacted the ability to renew a partner. Table 46 summarizes participants responses concerning
ROI in the sales process.
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Table 46
ROI in the Sales Process
Theme
External Factors

Data Overview/Quotes
1
2
3
4
5
6

ROI in the Sales Process
Timing and ROI
Value in the partnership and will generally accept there are some aspects of
the relationship that will require intuition instead of hard data.
/Performance metrics/KPI's certainly help but sports partnerships are often
an emotional decision/ in most cases we are able to effectively deliver and
measure ROI for a client/Show ROI through GumGum, surveying, etc./
most major brands have their own methodologies so it doesn't present an
issue/ Our activation team is awesome and always ensure we got certain
KPI’s/ A client really won't be able to measure potential ROI until at least 1
year of the deal has been completed/ but ROI doesn't come until the deal
has been in existence in the marketplace./It’s the most talked about at start
of sales cycle but only impacts ability to renew a partner.
Partnerships are part relationship and require intuition instead of hard data
Sports sponsorships are often an emotional decision
Sports properties can effectivity deliver ROI through tools such as
GumGum, surveying, attendance, Repucom, etc.
Major brands have their own methodologies
Sponsorship activation team is superb and ensures KPI's to clients
ROI is important when renewing a partner or at least 1 year after the deal
has been completed

Selling Year Round
Participants reported North American sports sponsorship sellers and managers sold yearround. This theme was derived from participant reports that timing was the least important
external factor in the sponsorship selling process. Sponsorship sellers discussed qualifying
timing early in the sales process to determine the sponsorship selling cycle. If timing was an
objection during the initial needs analysis and fact finding meeting, the company or brand was
likely a poor fit. Qualifying timing effectively maximized the sponsorship seller’s time and
internal resources. The up-front conversation enhanced the sponsorship selling process where a
sponsorship seller planned the process.
As previously mentioned, sports organizations were better equipped to work with
prospective sponsors on timing because some sports seasons span across 2 fiscal/calendar years.
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Many NBA and NFL participants stated the seasons last 12 months a year, so they leveraged
sponsorships year-round. NFL sponsorship sellers and managers in particular activated
sponsorships through tentpole events, off-season programming, Combine, Draft, and organized
team activities (OTAs). Sponsorship sellers also stated they could create impactful platforms 24
hr a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year, irrespective of when the season ended. Because
sponsorship sellers forged sponsorships, they always sold and cultivated relationships. Table 47
summarizes participant responses concerning selling year-round.

Table 47
Selling Year-Round
Theme
External Factors

Data Overview/Quotes
1
2
3
4
5
6

Selling Year-Round
Timing
You qualify timing early on in the sales process, or it’s one of the first
questions asked in the fact find. If timing is an objection, then the brand is
likely not a fit, so resources can be spent elsewhere. /Up front conversation
on this helps assess timing which is easier to plan against. /Should know the
brands timing prior to prospecting them/Our season falls across two fiscal
years- which tends to be a positive for most partners/If people want to do a
deal in the NFL, they are going to do it regardless of their fiscal. It's also our
job to help our partners leverage the partnership 12 months out of the year.
/most sponsorships are activating 365 these days, no matter when the season
plays out/we're 24/7/365 in ability to create impactful platforms/ always
selling and cultivating relationships/Brands are pretty up front in the process
and/or your know from your research if they are investing in your sport. The
NFL and NBA have worked to become a year-round platform with their
tentpole events, so we can typically get around this objection based on our
off-season programming/we are always open for business, have a long
season and typically have a year-round process
Qualifying timing in the sales process; having an up-front conversation
within the process
Show brands timing prior to prospecting them
Sports season falls under 2 calendar years which helps timing of most
partners
NFL season is 12 months a year from in-season; tentpole events; off-season
programming; Combine, Draft & OTAs
Most sponsorships are activating 365 these days, no matter when the season
plays out/we're 24/7/365 in ability to create impactful platforms
Sellers are always selling and cultivating relationships and have a long
season and typically have a year-round process
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Show Value Proposition
Sports sponsorship sellers and managers ranked timing, competitors, market size, and
team performance as the least important factors. A general theme showed sponsorship sellers
concentrated on factors such as the partnership story, philosophy, programming, and
service/activation rather than the internal factors listed above. If sponsorship sellers
demonstrated a strong value proposition during a prolonged season, partners invested.
Sponsorship sellers stated even if their market was not in a top tier population center, they still
had a unique story to demonstrate a business case on why a potential sponsor should consider
them. Another way sponsorship sellers illustrated a strong value proposition was through a
passionate, loyal, regional and national fan base, along with a decades-long winning culture to
demonstrate the fan base was highly engaged year-round. The value proposition also showed
even poor performing teams have passionate fans, which allowed the sponsorship sellers the
opportunity to create a customized solution to solve the sponsor’s problem.
Sponsorship sellers and managers completed a client needs analysis (CAN) to solve a
sponsor’s problem on the front end. CNAs are also often referred to as a fact find or needs
analysis. Through the CNA, a sponsorship seller sets appropriate expectations and explains their
decision-making process. The sponsorship seller reads body language and nonverbal cues to
discern what the prospective sponsor is presenting, allowing sponsorship sellers and managers to
establish strong KPIs. A CNA improved the efficiency of the sponsorship selling cycle,
regardless of sports organizations’ team performance. A strong CNA can add a meaningful value
proposition tailored to the prospect. Table 46 summarizes participant responses concerning the
showing of value propositions.
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Table 48
Show Value Proposition
Theme
External Factors

Data Overview/Quotes
1
2
3
4
5
6

Show Value Proposition
Timing, Competitors, Market Size, and Team Performance
Focusing on improving our partnership story, philosophy, programming,
service/activation, etc. is so important/every market has a unique story to
demonstrate a business case on why a potential sponsor should consider
them//It does not become an issue if you've done your CNA on the front end.
This helps to keep a clean sales funnel. /Because I can mitigate timing
through CNA. Setting appropriate expectations and understanding their
decision-making process. /If you set strong KPIs, it doesn't matter whether
you're good or bad; people watch & listen/While team performance can make
some conversations easier/more difficult, we ultimately are selling the
connection to the passionate fans. Even poor performing teams have
passionate fans. It's ultimately about the custom solution that can be created
to solve the sponsor's problem/ If you have a good product and sales
proposition, not to mention span a season that covers a prolonged period of
time partners will invest./The team is supported by a passionate loyal fan base
regionally and nationally and we have been very fortunate to maintain a
winning culture for decades. These two factors keep our fan base highly
engaged year-round.
Sellers focus on improving our partnership story, philosophy, programming,
service/activation, etc. is so important
Every market has a unique story to demonstrate a business case on why a
potential sponsor should consider them
Sports properties emphasis on digital assets in sponsorship programs and
invested and developed in a national following.
Sponsorship sellers must develop a needs analysis to see if prospect is a fit
Sponsorship sellers and managers must set strong KPI's
Sports organizations must develop a custom solution to solve the sponsor's
problem; create a good product and sales proposition

Internal Factors Analysis—Most Important
All 212 participants provided qualitative responses on why they chose the most important
factor. Then, a thematic analysis was conducted for all responses. The most important internal
factors themes included: Off the Field Issues Affected Deals, Assets Need to Fit the Prospect,
Need More People in Support Staff, New Business, Prospecting, Carve Out, Category Protection
and Subcategories, Sales Versus No Sales, and Too Many Cooks in Kitchen.
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Off the Field Issues Affected Deals
One internal factor theme North American sports sponsorship sellers and managers
ranked as the most important was Off-the-Field-Issues within the marketplace. Of the 212
participants, seven rated Off-The-Field issues as the least important factor. Some participants
clarified in some instances, off-the-field issues enabled companies to view their brand as toxic or
less valuable. This also caused internal stakeholders to negatively respond to the marketplace on
pricing. Sports organizations’ executive teams set the rate cards for assets in sponsorships.
However, certain nontraditional categories was worth an ‘X’ rate but the sports organization was
viewed as ‘Y’ rate. Higher rates than the actual market caused disconnection from the
marketplace and internal tension and difficulties with finalizing sports sponsorships. Excessive
negative ‘noise’ about the sports organization created significant challenges in overcoming
negative perceptions that had been created.
Participants stated they could only control what they could control. Sponsorship sellers
and managers added they could not control what athletes or members of the organization say or
do. Some examples from participants included political statements from leadership, like coaches
and ownership, that have directly impacted the sports sponsorship selling cycle. Brands and
companies sought sports organization partnerships with common core values. Participants added
these values start from the top down with owners, coaches, presidents, and players and played an
important role in the story sponsorship sellers tell. Therefore, participants reported poor
leadership, public relations, and core values all led to a more challenging story for sellers. Table
47 summarizes participant responses concerning off-the-field issues that have affected deals.
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Table 49
Off-the-Field Issues Have Affected Deals
Theme
Internal Factors

Data
Overview/Quotes
1
2
3
4
5
6

Off-the-Field Issues Have Affected Deals
Off-the-Field Issues
Brand is viewed as toxic by brands and therefore less valuable there may be a
disconnect with internal stakeholders who have a differing opinion. For example,
your executive team may be dug in on rates, feel a certain category is worth x
and brand equity is on the rise of sponsorship, but may be disconnected from
what the market is saying. incredibly difficult to finalize deals./There's a lot of
"noise" surrounding my team right now and it's challenging to overcome the
negative perceptions that have been created. Off-field issues are detrimental to
the strength of our brand. Brand association is the prevailing sponsorship value
proposition./We simply can't control if athletes on our team are going to say
something or do something that impacts our organization or the entire league in a
negative way./Brands want to partner with teams/properties who align on core
values. It starts top down. The most visible leaders in the organization have the
greatest impact. Owners, coaches, president, players play a huge role in the story
sponsorship sellers tell. Whether it’s bad leadership, poor PR, poor core values
all leads to a more challenging story for sellers./political statements of leadership
(i.e. coaches, ownership) have directly impacted this
Brand is viewed as toxic by brands and therefore less valuable there may be a
disconnect with internal stakeholders
There's a lot of "noise" surrounding my team right now and it's challenging to
overcome the negative perceptions that have been created.
Off-field issues are detrimental to the strength of our brand. Brand association is
the prevailing sponsorship value proposition
We simply can't control if athletes on our team are going to say something or do
something that impacts our organization or the entire league in a negative way.
Brands want to partner with teams/properties who align on core values.
Ownership, coaches, president, executives, players, etc.
Political statements of leadership (i.e., coaches, ownership) have directly
impacted this

Assets Need to Fit the Prospect
One internal factor theme that emerged was assets need to fit the prospect. Multiple
internal factors were derived for this theme: not having the correct assets, not having enough
assets, not having enough human capital, and too many internal people involved in the proposal
process.
Out of 212 participants, 19 rated not having the enough assets as the third most important
internal factor. Out of 212 participants, nine rated not having enough assets as the sixth most
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important internal factor. Out of the 212 participants, 25 rated not enough human capital as the
third most important internal factor. Of the 212 participants, three rated not having the correct
assets as the seventh most important internal factor. Finally, of the 212 participants, 18 rated too
many internal people involved in the proposal process as the fifth most important internal factor.
Multiple participants stated some sports sponsorship assets were not in high demand
because of the coronavirus pandemic. Other participants said traditional assets quickly lost value
and were not replaced with new opportunities. Brands and companies prioritized digital content,
social engagement, and impressions. Some sports organizations were close to selling out of all
three with very little plan to create new opportunities within the digital space.
Another theme derived from participant reports was sports organizations did not have
customized assets for the prospective sponsor. The market changed from how end users
consumed and engaged with brands. This theme was one of the biggest challenges and most
impactful internal factor on the sales cycle. Some participants said there was a surplus of
traditional media but more innovation was required within the digital space to keep up with
market demand.
Some participants claimed they did not have the ability to own assets. Sports
organizations did not have rights to television which companies had prioritized during the
coronavirus pandemic. Other examples were when sports organizations sold their radio rights to
media companies for them to sell their inventory. This allowed sports organizations a guaranteed
value coming from the media company, but they lost control to sell inventory within their live
broadcasts. Also, some participants stated their sports organizations did not control their venue
or they used an old building with dated technology and limited activation space. Both reasons
created limited sports sponsorship inventory to sell or place within a sports sponsorship.
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The final theme was related to human capital and technology issues. Due to new trends
and digital opportunities, teams needed more resources to manage assets and capital investment
in new technology. Sports organizations had their budgets allocated for these opportunities;
without having already generated the dollars, it was difficult to receive internal approval. Table
48 summarizes participant responses concerning assets needing to fit the prospect.

Table 50
Assets Need to Fit the Prospect
Theme
Internal Factors

Data
Overview/Quotes
1
2
3
4
5
6

7

Assets Need to Fit the Prospect
Hot Having the Correct Assets to Present to the Client, Not Having Enough Assets, Not
Having Enough Human Capital, and Too Many Internal People Involved in the Process
Significant assets to sell and assets we have aren't necessarily in high demand,
particularly during the time of COVID /we don't have ability to sell TV which many
brands have prioritized during COVID./We don't own our venue, so we're very limited
on what we can sell at the venue and a number of categories are off limits. /Old building
without dated technology and limited activation space. /Everyone wants digital content,
social engagement, and impressions. We are close to being sold out of all three with
very little plan to create new opportunities within digital space. /The ability to customize
an asset that works best for both the client and the organization is the biggest challenge
and the most impactful internal factor on the sales cycle. /The ability to customize an
asset that works best for both the client and the organization is the biggest challenge and
the most impactful internal factor on the sales cycle. / Many traditional assets are
quickly losing value and are not being replaced with new opportunities. / not having
enough innovative assets. We have a surplus of traditional media but need more
innovation (especially in the digital space) with the resources to produce. /It's a
combination of human capital and technology. With new trends and digital opportunities
to leverage you need more bodies to manage assets and capital investment in the new
technology. Both can be difficult without the dollars already generated to get approval
internally.
Significant assets to sell and assets we have aren't necessarily in high demand,
particularly during the time of COVID.; we don't have ability to sell TV
Not owning the building is very limited inventory and old building with outdated
technology and limited activation space
Prospects are looking for digital content, social engagement, impressions. Properties
don't have a plan to create new opportunities within digital space.
Sports organizations need to customize and asset that works for the client and
organization
Traditional assets are quickly losing value and are not being replaced with new
opportunities
Not having enough innovative assets. We have a surplus of traditional media but need
more innovation with the resources to produce.
It's a combination of human capital and technology. With new trends and digital
opportunities to leverage you need more bodies to manage assets and capital investment
in the new technology.
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Sales Versus Non-Sales
A theme derived from participant responses was whether a sports organization was sales
focused or not sales focused. Many sports sponsorships customized partnerships and needed
multiple, internal departments to work together to solve solutions for the prospective sponsor.
Some examples of internal departments were marketing, marketing analytics, digital, social,
content, community relations, game operations/game entertainment, and others. There were
organizational alignment issues depending on whether a sports organization was sales- oriented
or not sales-oriented. Some sports organization did not have documented, efficient processes or
their KPIs and goals were misaligned, so teams did not share the same priorities. These
departments acted in siloes. One participant stated sports organizations needed to streamline the
process and achieve alignment. The internal sale cannot be more difficult than the external sale.
When increasing revenue was not viewed as the most important factor in an organization,
creating internal buy-in on a partnership package became more difficult, as each team silo only
protected their best interests.
Prospective partners wanted fully integrated solutions and unique storytelling
opportunities to accomplish their goals. Participants stated far too often, other internal groups
created roadblocks for asset creation, involving elements in control of their division and not
prioritizing revenue. Each department was focused on their own goals. A participant stated
working with the community relations team was difficult. The participant added it took multiple
people to execute a community program. The ability to execute the program agilely was
important, because multiple prospective partners desired involvement with the community and to
participate in community events. There were limited resources to add more community programs
within the market. Another participant stated marketing and analytics departments did not
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prioritize sponsorships. Another participant reported the social, digital, and content departments
did not deliver solutions or assets in a timely fashion to the sponsorship seller to share with the
prospective sponsor. A final example was a business back integration into a sports sponsorship.
Sponsorship salespeople and managers had to work with internal departments to integrate their
business. The process worked alongside with those departments to integrate their product or
service. There was some friction within the organization stemming from fear of switching
vendors and integrations.
Participants stated when they sought input from internal stakeholders, custom
opportunities were viewed through the lens of “why we cannot do it” compared to “here is what
we can try,” burdening and delaying the sponsorship selling cycle process. Another participant
stated their sports organization did not collaborate much on a case-by-case basis. The participant
added the approach favored a “here is what we have, let's find a sponsor for it” strategy for
solving their issue.
Participants shared part of the inefficiencies of the process came from proposal building.
Ideally, proposals take at least 1 week to generate, 1 week to ideate, and 1 week for internal
approvals. However, one participant stated transitions from the final proposal stage to the full
execution of contract stage typically took 2 to 8 weeks for complicated partnerships and an
excess of steps to fully execute a contract. Many sponsorship sellers and managers felt this
process last too long.
Some participants stated the length of the internal sales process could jeopardize a
sponsorship because the sponsorship seller could lose momentum with the prospect or something
else could happen to cause them to change their mind. The internal process could lead to partners
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backing out of the deal due to the duration and strain of the approval process. Table 49
summarizes participant responses concerning sales versus non-sales.

Table 51
Sales Versus Not Sales
Theme
Internal Factors
Data
Overview/Quotes

Sales Versus Not Sales
Internal Process of Approval, Not Having Enough Human Capital, Organizational
Alignment, and Too Many Internal People Involved in the Process
Any deal that includes business back or integration into our business process needs
to work in conjunction with those departments. that can be limiting and create fear
of switching vendors and integrations. /We don't have a real process and KPIs are
viewed much differently on the marketing side. We are not aligned from the top
down. /Other departments aren't prioritizing monetizing content/assets and aren't
collaborating in a timely fashion./i.e. Community programs: its takes a lot of people
to execute a community program and having the ability to do this is
important/Partners are wanting to get more involved in Community Programs and
we are still working through how they can be involved and have limited resources to
put on more Community events/ Far too often other groups can create roadblocks
for asset creation involving elements within control of their division (social media,
game ent., etc.)/Sponsorship as a concept is not respected or prioritized by the
marketing or analytics departments. Nobody seems motivated or excited to help our
partners achieve their goals. /Many times, as an organization we don't "row" in the
same direction. While we've done a better job of this over the years, it's still evident
that each department has its own goals and objectives. /The sense of urgency varies
from department to department. Some departments view partnership opportunities
as "just more work" so do not prioritize it. /Sports teams need to streamline the
process. The internal sale cannot be more difficult than the external sale. /When
increasing revenue is not viewed is the most important factor in an organization,
creating internal buy-in on a partnership package becomes more difficult, as each
silo of the team can get in the mind set of only protecting their best interests.
/Mismanaged processes and variation in views/values/Too often, as we seek input
from internal stakeholders, custom opportunities are thought of through the lens of
"why we can't do it" vs. "maybe we can't do it exactly like you're proposing, but
here's how we can" and it bogs down the process. battling a negative perception of
what "Partnerships" was defined as in the past. We operate in separate silos and
perpetually feel behind on organizational initiatives and communication. Lack of
leadership creates a lack of communication and understanding, the trickle down
being a lack of willingness to work collaboratively together. Partners want fully
integrated solutions and unique storytelling opportunities - too many departments
look at partnerships as more work vs. unique ways to grow our brand and reach. /
We don't collaborate much on a case-by-case basis. It is more of "here is what we
have let's find a sponsor for it" approach. /We build custom proposals that are very
brand centric. They take at least 1 week to build, 1 week to ideate, 1 week for
internal approvals. It just takes time to get them off the ground and out the door.
This process has many layers of approval for the FINAL proposal. This is also
accompanied with organizational alignment on proposed assets. From final proposal
to full execution of contract can take 2 weeks (at best) to 8 weeks for complicated
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Table 51 (Continued)

1
2

3

4

5

6

8

9

partnerships/takes a ton of steps to get a contract fully executed./ lack of
communication internally in the organization between our sales group/The internal
process can be quite elaborate if all parties don't completely understand what the
prospect is trying to accomplish and we don't have the resources to make an
activation happen without a large amount of financial support/I've seen the extra
time internal processes takes can kill a deal because you lose momentum with the
prospect or they get cold feet or something else happens that causes them to change
their mind. /internal approval isn't important, and our organization has worked to
improve this, but the amount of time from a client's verbal commitment to getting a
signed contract takes forever. /At a previous employer, the internal process was very
lengthy and directly led to multiple partners backing out due to the duration and
strain of the approval process.
Working with other departments to get business back and integration can create fear
of other departments of switching vendors.
Sponsorship sales departments and other departments on not aligned of getting
sponsorship; community relations, marketing analytics, marketing, content/digital,
etc.; Partners want community programs, digital assets and other departments are
not collaborating in a timely fashion.
Organization alignment is not aligned because each department has their own goals;
other goals will add more work to their department; sports teams need to streamline
the process. The internal sale cannot be more difficult than the external sale.
When increasing revenue is not viewed is the most important factor in an
organization, creating internal buy-in on a partnership package becomes more
difficult, as each silo of the team can get in the mind set of only protecting their best
interests.
Mismanaged processes and variation in views/values/too often, as we seek input
from internal stakeholders, custom opportunities are thought of through the lens of
"why we can't do it" vs. "maybe we can't do it exactly like you're proposing, but
here's how we can" and it bogs down the process.; Not a sales first organization; We
don't collaborate much on a case by case basis. It is more of "here is what we have
let's find a sponsor for it" approach.
We build custom proposals that are very brand-centric. They take at least 1 week to
build, 1 week to ideate, 1 week for internal approvals. It just takes time to get them
off the ground and out the door.
The lack of communication between sales and non-sales group cause friction of
getting a proposal to the client; Lack of communication internally in the
organization between sports sponsorship groups
The internal process can be quite elaborate if all parties don't completely understand
what the prospect is trying to accomplish, and we don't have the resources to make
an activation happen without a large amount of financial support

Need More People in Support Staff
There was a general theme that sports sponsorship departments needed more human
capital and support staff within their department. Participants stated sports partnerships were
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broader and more robust partner relationships were labor intensive. Participants reported people
who could perform the following sports sponsorship tasks were needed: proposal ideation,
proposal building, contract writing, contract review, digital content creators, strategy, and
graphic designers. If sponsorship sales departments had these components, sports sponsorship
sellers could devote time to the sales cycle and engage more companies and brands. Another
participant said he would have greater sales success if he had more resources to prospect, sell,
and support. Another participant believed this was an important issue because the sports
organization only had one employee who created proposals for four sellers. This participant was
dissatisfied with this because the sports organization prided themselves on creating extremely
customized proposals which took longer to create, generating a bottleneck of proposals.
Another theme was that because of the coronavirus pandemic, many sports organizations
made cuts and thus more stress was placed on the organization. Other sports organizations also
operated with an extremely lean support staff. This also caused internal strain withing the sports
organization and external expectation setting with the sponsor. Table 50 shows participant
responses concerning needing more people in support staff.
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Table 52
Need More People in Support Staff
Theme
Internal Factor
Data Overview/Quotes

1
2
3
4
5
6

7

Need More People in Support Staff
Not Having Enough Human Capital
Broader and more robust partner relationships are more labor
intensive/Challenging in an environment where staff cuts have
happened/COVID layoffs has led to overworked staff across all
departments/ /There are many "new ideas" that we'd like to present but often
times don't have the manpower to do so. /We operate with an extremely lean
support staff considering the information potential partners require
nowadays. /If we had more bodies to prospect, sell, and support, we'd make
more sales. /more human capital will expedite any process; if people didn't
have other responsibilities they would be able to devote to the sales cycle
and make it more timely and efficient/Ideation/Proposal building/contract
writing or review/prospecting is usually slowed down due to limited staff
limiting time to increase prospects in the pipeline/Right now, our
organization is lacking in strategy and creative people to build the proposals
we need./digital/content creation area/strategy/graphic design/More people
equals more leads/ We can’t get proposal into the market fast enough. This
is due to only having one employee who create proposals for 4 sellers. It's a
bit self-imposed because we pride ourselves on create extremely customize
proposals which take longer to create, hence creating a bottleneck of
proposals.
Broader and more robust partner relationships are more labor intensive
Challenging in an environment where staff cuts have happened and COVID
layoffs has led to overworked staff across all departments
We operate with an extremely lean support staff considering the information
potential partners require nowadays.
If we had more bodies to prospect, sell, and support, we'd make more sales,
and more people equals more leads
prospecting is usually slowed down due to limited staff limiting time to
increase prospects in the pipeline
Right now, our organization is lacking in strategy and creative people to
build the proposals we need./digital/content creation area/strategy/graphic
design
We can’t get proposal into the market fast enough. This is due to only
having one employee who create proposals for 4 sellers. It's a bit selfimposed because we pride ourselves on create extremely customize
proposals which take longer to create, hence creating a bottleneck of
proposals.

New Business, Prospecting, Carve Out, Category Protection, and Subcategories
One internal factor theme ranked the most important was the limited ability to prospect
for new categories or close new business in categories. Out of 212 participants, 66 ranked
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sponsorship category exclusivity as the most important internal factor in the sponsorship selling
process. One participant stated exclusivity was at the heart of every sports sponsorship because
of either a plethora or limited number of categories. Participants stated in the beginning of each
sponsorship selling cycle, they conducted an analysis of key categories for the upcoming season.
Each sponsorship selling cycle was different from one another.
Category exclusivity was a double-edged sword. For exclusivity, a prospective sponsor
must meet the sports organizations’ internal thresholds and net a large amount of money in that
category. A participants reported their internal philosophy was to yield more money within a
category, have fewer sponsors, and create exclusivity. The sports organization wanted fewer
exclusive partners willing to pay a premium to keep their competitors out. The sports
organization could lock up long-term, exclusive deals in many categories if they focused new
sponsorship business on nontraditional categories. Sports organizations tended not to ‘shop’ out
categories because the sponsor had been a long-term partner and the relationship had been
developed. A participant reported there were ‘key’ categories such as carbonated beverages or
beer with several subcategories within those deals that the partner had exclusive rights to. For
example, sports organizations aimed to add water to any carbonated beverage and isotonic or any
other complementary nonalcoholic beverage. Beer partners added hard seltzer or any other
alcoholic beverage. The participant also stated that even if a category was not exclusive, the
sports organization could protect a partner by bypassing a deal in that category if the current
partner was important enough. The sponsorship seller said exclusive categories typically
represent the highest grossing opportunities. A participant stated the sports organization
evaluated which sports sponsorship categories were open and closed during the sports
sponsorship selling process. The sports organization conducted an evaluation to ensure any new
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partner would not invade other exclusivity commitments to avoid negatively affecting another
partner in the same space. Other sports organizations stated they had 7-figure, long-standing
annual partners. The participant stated their category was defined in their agreement, but they
worked with the current sponsor and often allowed them to color outside of those lines of their
category definition. This also deterred new business from sports sponsorship sellers vetting new
sponsorship categories, but they took care of the current partners. Many of these relationships
had been established for 10 or more years.
A participant stated they were a victim of their success because they had captured over
90% of available categories for exclusive rights. Another participant stated too many "big
budget" categories, naming rights partners or cornerstone/founding partners locked up
categories, which limited sports organizations to work with only one in each category.
Some sponsorship sellers and managers believed category exclusivity hindered getting
less paths to complete sports sponsorships deals and difficult to new business because many
sponsorship categories are locked up. Within the negotiation process of the agreement, there
were broad contracts that did not define an exact category or the category definition was broad
and caused friction for potential company competitors and limited the sports organizations’
ability to increase their revenue. Referencing the previous example of the carbonated beverage
category, this category could include several subcategories within those deals that the partner had
exclusive rights in and could be carved out and excluded from the sponsorship agreement. Using
the carbonated beverage example, a sponsorship salesperson and manager could include other
categories such as energy drinks, water, isotonic, orange juice, milk, or other complementary
nonalcoholic beverages. Sports organizations should be more strategic in positioning during
these negotiations to allow organization to leverage revenue across more categories and create
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more sports sponsorships. A participant stated sports organizations often surrendered categories
that were not direct competitors. While this may be an effective short-term strategy to conduct
business with the potential sponsor, it could affect the long-term strategy if the sponsorship
category was eliminated. A participant stated when sponsorship categories open from not being
renewed or they were in the renewal process, sports organizations could reevaluate those
exclusivities when the agreements emerge and change the parameters to allow more revenue in
the category. Table 51 demonstrates participant responses concerning new business, prospecting,
carving out, category protection, and subcategories.

Table 53
New Business, Prospecting, Carve Out, Category Protection, and Subcategories
Theme
Internal Factors
Data
Overview/Quotes

New Business, Prospecting, Carve Out,
Category Protection, and Subcategories
Hot Having the Correct Assets to Present to the Client and Category Exclusivity
An exclusive partner can not only eliminate their specific category but also similar
categories. If they are paying top dollar for exclusivity, often times teams are willing
to give up categories that aren't direct competitors. /Previous partnership negotiations
include a wide variety of categories that limit our organization on who we can and
cannot partner with. More strategic positioning during these negotiations would allow
our organization to leverage revenue more categories. /Our naming rights partner and
foundational partners have exclusivity in MANY categories as they pay to have this
right and it closes us out to many conversations/Broad contracts that exclude
categories are a problem/Category exclusivity has blocked us from sizeable
partnerships in the past. Reevaluating those exclusivities when the agreements come
up and changing the parameters has allowed us to garner more revenue in the
category./Many of our "key" categories (carbonated beverage/beer etc.)have several
"sub" categories within those deals that the partner has exclusive rights to. We've tried
to right-side some of those deals as they've come to term (beer being one) but have a
ways to go in others. i.e., Soda partners looking to add water, beer partners looking to
add seltzer, etc.); Even if a category isn't exclusive, we will protect a partner by not
doing a deal in the category if the current partner is important enough. Furthermore,
the categories that are exclusive typically represent the highest grossing opportunities.
/I feel that once a category becomes exclusive, we kind of always stay with that longterm partner for renewals. We don't really shop categories if it has been a long-term
exclusive partner. /It's the first question we have to ask ourselves, by signing this
partner are we invading any other exclusivities we may have already committed to or
will it negatively affect another partner who exists in the same space. /Our sales cycle
begins with an analysis of key categories for the upcoming season. Current category
exclusivities are a major driving force of this right off the bat because there will be a
number of categories there is no opportunity for and some categories that will most
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likely only be available for one sales cycle./We have 200+ partners and some who pay
a great premium to be exclusive who have also been partners for 10+ years./We have
7-figure partners that have been long-standing partners of the organization. Their
category is defined in their contract, but we often allow them to color outside of those
lines of their definition. Which blocks the new business team from vetting new
categories/opportunities, although they aren't covered in current deals./Categories that
are exclusive give us less paths to get deals done./Exclusivity and logo rights are at
the heart of every partnership/A number of our current partners have exclusivity and it
makes it difficult for new business/Too many "big budget" categories are locked up,
limiting us to only work with one in each category. /Our internal philosophy to sell
more to fewer. We want exclusive partners willing to pay a premium to keep their
competitors out. As a result, we are locking up long term deals in many categories,
which prevent internal challenges to drive new biz in non-traditional
categories./Clients have to meet threshold's in order to become exclusive/We are a
victim of our own success. We've been successful in capturing over 90% of the
available categories for exclusive rights.
Exclusivity and logo rights are at the heart of every partnership.
Exclusive Categories that are exclusive give us less paths to get deals done. A number
of our current partners have exclusivity and it makes it difficult for new business; Too
many "big budget" categories are locked up, limiting us to only work with one in each
category. We are a victim of our own success. We've been successful in capturing
over 90% of the available categories for exclusive rights.
Internal philosophy to sell more to fewer. We want exclusive partners willing to pay a
premium to keep their competitors out. Clients have to meet thresholds in order to
become exclusive; Current category exclusivities are a major driving force of this
right off the bat because there will be a number of categories there is no opportunity
for and some categories that will most likely only be available for one sales cycle.
Clients have to meet thresholds in order to become exclusive
An exclusive partner can not only eliminate their specific category but also similar
categories. If they are paying top dollar for exclusivity, often times teams are willing
to give up categories that aren't direct competitors.
Broad contracts that exclude categories are a problem; Many of our "key" categories
have several "sub" categories within those deals that the partner has exclusive rights:
Ex: Carbonated beverage to add water, milk, etc.; Beer trying to add seltzer, hard
alcohol, malt beverage, etc.; Our naming rights partner and foundational partners have
exclusivity in MANY categories as they pay to have this right and it closes us out to
many conversations
Category exclusivity has blocked us from sizeable partnerships in the past.
Reevaluating those exclusivities when the agreements come up and changing the
parameters has allowed us to garner more revenue in the category.
Even if a category isn't exclusive, we will protect a partner by not doing a deal in the
category if the current partner is important enough.
I feel that once a category becomes exclusive, we kind of always stay with that longterm partner for renewals. We don't really shop categories if it has been a long-term
exclusive partner. It's the first question we have to ask ourselves, by signing this
partner are we invading any other exclusivities we may have already committed to or
will it negatively affect another partner who exists in the same space
We have 7-figure partners that have been long-standing partners of the organization.
Their category is defined in their contract, but we often allow them to color outside of
those lines of their definition. Which blocks the new business team from vetting new
categories/opportunities, although they aren't covered in current deals. Sports
organizations have partners and some who pay a great premium to be exclusive who
have also been partners for 10+ years.
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Too Many Cooks in Kitchen
Another theme was some sports organizations had too many people involved in the
process, creating process paralysis, analysis paralysis, or too many cooks in the kitchen.
Sponsorship sellers and managers felt it was not beneficial when too many people were involved
in the sponsorship process, especially when unaware of the client’s objectives and strategies.
One participant stated everyone wanted their fingerprints on the partnership and believed there
was too much internal red tape. Another participant stated their sports organization felt the need
to be involved and express their opinion on a potential partnership, especially larger level
sponsorships with a significant investment and term. The same participant illustrated in many
instances, the amount of time it took to get internal feedback and strategies ultimately stalled and
abated the sales process. The internal sponsorship selling process was elaborate, and one
participant illustrated checking all the boxes took a significant amount of time and the initial
outreach and discovery conversation curtailed momentum. However, one participant believed the
process should be streamlined and based on the size of the prospective sponsor. If the sponsor
was going to be a larger long-term partner, then the right amount of internal resources and
human capital should be involved in the sponsorship selling process with clear roles and
responsibilites. The respondent used the example that the amount of people working on a 6figure pitch cannot be the same as the amount of people working on a 7-figure pitch and vice
versa. The participant concluded their sports organization struggled with empowering their sports
sponsorship sellers.
If internal teams did not understand what the prospect was trying to accomplish and the
sports organization did not have the resources for an activation without a large amount of
financial or human capital support, friction in the sports organization resulted. This process could
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involve a lack of internal communication in the organization between the sponsorship sales
group and other internal departments. Additionally, strong internal relationships can influence
the process. Sponsorship sellers and managers could hold opposing viewpoints but should
nevertheless work with internal stakeholders to organize a sponsorship through a clear
understanding of what the prosect wishes to accomplish. However, too many opinions can be
detrimental to securing necessary buy-in among the larger staff. Differently personalities can
influence each other to combat the client’s objective and thus delay the sponsorship selling cycle.
Table 52 illustrates participant responses concerning the issue of having too many cooks in the
kitchen.

Table 54
Too Many Cooks in Kitchen
Theme
Internal Factors
Data Overview/Quotes

1
2

Too Many Cooks in Kitchen
Internal Process of Approval, Organizational Alignment, and Too Many
Internal People Involved in the Process
Everyone wants to put their fingerprints /Way too much red tape internally.
Maybe people need to show their worth. Trust your ppl/The delay with our
internal process getting all the boxes checked takes a significant amount of
time and loses the momentum created by the initial outreach and discovery
conversation. /organization feels the need to be involved and have an opinion
on a potential partnership, especially larger ones. In many instances, the
amount of time it takes to get internal feedback and strategies aligned
ultimately stalls and slows down the sales process. /Having opposing
viewpoints diversifies a seller’s approach. However, too many opinions can
be detrimental to getting the necessary buy-in among the larger staff. Certain
personalities can influence others that go against the objective of what the
client is trying to achieve. / There needs to be a balance, based on size of
prospect, that dictates amount of man hours behind a pitch. A 6-figure pitch
cannot have the same amount of people working on the process as a 7-figure
pitch and vice versa. At times, our organization struggles with empowering
its sellers./We have a strong collaboration network within our organization
and that is a good thing but it can slow us down at times unnecessarily so
when we are trying to secure deals in a timely period.
Too much red tape internally; everyone wants to put their fingerprints; too
many cooks in the kitchen
The delay with our internal process getting all the boxes checked takes a
significant amount of time and loses the momentum created by the initial
outreach and discovery conversation
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Table 54 (Continued)
3

4
5

6

7

8

Organization feels the need to be involved and have an opinion on a potential
partnership, especially larger ones. In many instances, the amount of time it
takes to get internal feedback and strategies aligned ultimately stalls and
slows down the sales process.
Certain personalities can influence others that go against the objective of
what the client is trying to achieve.
There needs to be a balance, based on size of prospect, that dictates amount
of man hours behind a pitch. A six-figure pitch cannot have the same amount
of people working on the process as a seven-figure pitch and vice versa. At
times, our organization struggles with empowering its sellers.
We have a strong collaboration network within our organization and that is a
good thing, but it can slow us down at times unnecessarily so when we are
trying to secure deals in a timely period.
The process gets in analysis by paralysis & too many people get involved
with the process; commitment to getting a signed agreement; This process has
many layers of approval for the final proposal. This is also accompanied with
organizational alignment on proposed assets.; The process gets in analysis by
paralysis & too many people get involved with the process; Long process
from client's verbal to signed agreement
The lack of communication between sales and non-sales group cause friction
of getting a proposal to the client; Lack of communication internally in the
organization between our sales group; The internal process takes too long and
can kill a deal with the prospect; Often times there is paralysis by process and
too many folks get involved, especially those who are not fully aware of the
clients objectives and strategies.

Internal Factors Analysis—Least Important
All 212 participants provided qualitative responses on why they chose the most important
factor. Then, a thematic analysis was conducted on all responses. The most important internal
factor themes were the following: Control Only What You Can Control, Enough Human Capital,
Internal Process is Streamlined, Not Having Exclusive Sponsorships, Off-The-Field Issues are
Not a Factor and Good Stewards, and Sales Process/Other.

Control Only What You Can Control
Overwhelmingly, off-the-field issues were ranked as the highest internal factor with 125
out of the 212 reporting it as the least important internal factor of the sponsorship selling process.
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The first theme was sponsorship sellers can only control what they can control. Multiple
participants stated they cannot control what happens on the field, court, ice, or pitch. Sponsorship
sellers and managers do not sell wins and losses. Participants’ extended losing is the only real
component making sports sponsorship salespeople roles more challenging. Table 53 displays
participant responses concerning their ability to only control what they can control.

Table 55
Control Only What You Can Control
Theme
Internal Factor
Data Overview/Quotes

1
2
3

Control Only What You Can Control
Off-The-Field Issues
Control the controllable. In sports there is always something that pops
up. Nature of the beast/We control what we can control. We don't sell
wins and losses. Brands know the risks of working with teams (which
is really no different than attaching your messages to a celebrity or
influencer). Extended losing is the only real component that would
make our roles harder.
Control the controllable. /We can control what we can control
We don't sell wins and losses
Extended losing is the only real component that would make our roles
harder.

Not Enough Human Capital
Of the 212 participants, 12 rated not enough human capital as the fifth highest least
important ranked factor. Participants reported their sports organization found ways to close
sports sponsorships from a human capital perspective. Another participant stated if the sports
sponsorship was large enough, they hired enough people to ensure the sponsorship was activated.
The participant shared they hired game day staff to operate a partner booth in the fan area in their
stadium. Other sports organizations increased size and head count. They had the right number of
people in positions to help facilitate a sports sponsorship. The participant stated the challenge
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was the degree and quality of communication between internal departments within their sports
organization. Table 54 shows participant responses concerning having enough human capital.

Table 56
Enough Human Capital
Theme
Internal Factor
Data Overview/Quotes

1
2
3
4

Enough Human Capital
Not Enough Human Capital
My organization will always find a way to get it done from a human side if
there is a deal to be made. If we need more human capital, we will budget it
into the deal. For example, hiring game day staff to operate a partner booth
in fan area is something we have done in the past./Organization has the
right number of people in positions to help facilitate a sale/We have
increase staff size/We have the resources, head count, etc. It's not an issue.
The challenge is communication amongst the departments and managing
the various perspectives on a deal/activation/concept being pitched.
Organization will always find a way to get it done from a human side if
there is a deal to be made.
If we need more human capital, we will budget it into the deal.
Organization has the right number of people in positions to help facilitate a
sale
We have increase staff size, resources, etc.

Internal Process is Streamlined
Of the 212 participants, 12 rated not enough human capital as the fifth highest least
important ranked. Participants stated their approval process for the proposal was quick and
streamlined. Other participants stated one individual approved the internal process of a sports
sponsorship proposal in a turnkey-style approach. Their vice president of partnership sales was
the only person who needed to approve the proposal after he received approval from the CRO on
investment/terms. Other participants stated their sports organization had eliminated all
unnecessary steps and set clear standards to help reduce this process. They had a disciplined
process that limited the number of individuals to weigh in on decisions, increasing review and
approval efficiency. Another participant stated their sports organization’s internal processes were
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built on full transparency and communication from the beginning to the end of the sponsorship
selling process. Another participant stated their sports organization never slowed down the
internal sale in getting a pitch out the door. The participant also explained when necessary, the
process was developed in parallel with other approvals with the ability to sort out other internal
pieces and details throughout the negotiation window. Table 55 outlines participant responses
concerning streamlined internal processes.

Table 57
Internal Process is Streamlined
Theme
Internal Factor
Data
Overview/Quotes

1
2

3
4

5
6
7

8

Internal Process is Streamlined
Internal Process of Approval and Too Many Internal People Involved in the Process
Our approval process for getting out a proposal is very quick and streamlined./Our
approval process is quite easy - there is one individual who approves all proposals./We
also never let the need for the internal sale slow us down in getting a pitch out the door.
We get the pitch out asap and do so with ambiguity when necessary then sort out the
other internal pieces/exact details throughout the negotiation window./We have cut out
all of the unnecessary steps and set clear standards to help reduce this process. The VP
of partnership sales is the only person who needs to approve the proposal after he
receives approval on investment/terms with the CRO. /We have a disciplined process for
vetting and approving deals. There are a limited number of individuals that weigh in on
these decisions making it more efficient to review and approve./We have a team
environment and multiple people are involved in almost every detail/We've set-up a
turnkey process to ensure the key stakeholders are partaking while being efficient./We
have a set internal process that is built on full transparency and communication from
start to finish - which allows for all parties to be aligned, prior to a deal getting to the
finish line/We have a solid internal culture that is generally supportive of our initiatives
and needs.
Our approval process for getting out a proposal is very quick and streamlined.
Our approval process is quite easy, there is one individual who approves all proposals.
/The VP of partnership sales is the only person who needs to approve the proposal after
he receives approval on investment/terms with the CRO.
We get the pitch out asap and do so with ambiguity when necessary then sort out the
other internal pieces/exact details throughout the negotiation window.
We have a disciplined process for vetting and approving deals. There are a limited
number of individuals that weigh in on these decisions making it more efficient to
review and approve.
We have a team environment and multiple people are involved in almost every detail
We've set-up a turnkey process to ensure the key stakeholders are partaking while being
efficient.
We have a set internal process that is built on full transparency and communication from
start to finish - which allows for all parties to be aligned, prior to a deal getting to the
finish line
We have a solid internal culture that is generally supportive of our initiatives and needs.
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Not Having Exclusive Sponsorships
Another factor within category exclusivity was that some sports organizations
intentionally avoided exclusivities except in rare circumstances. Another factor was a lack of
demand for specific partnership categories; the participant stated they found limited
opportunities to leverage an exclusive partnership category. Another participant stated their
strategy for their sports organization was to be as inclusive as possible with sponsorships. The
same participant stated they yielded more revenue with multiple partners in a category rather
than exclusivity. Table 56 illustrates participant responses to not having exclusive sponsorships.

Table 58
Not Having Exclusive Sponsorships
Theme
Internal Factor
Data Overview/Quotes

1
2
3

4

Not Having Exclusive Sponsorships
Category Exclusivity
We intentionally avoid exclusivities except in rare circumstances so this is
doesn’t come into play much/Due to the lack of demand for specific
partnership categories, we have found limited opportunities to leverage an
exclusive partnership category./Our organization rarely offers category
exclusivity. We find it best to be as inclusive as possible and finds that at
times you will actually yield more revenue with multiple partners in a
category rather than just one. Now a counter to that would be that it’s easier
to have one partner at a lower spend then two partners at a hire spend. That
really just depends on the department head decision. /we don't have many
category exclusive partners
We intentionally avoid exclusivities except in rare circumstances so this is
don’t come into play much
Due to the lack of demand for specific partnership categories, we have found
limited opportunities to leverage an exclusive partnership category.
Our organization rarely offers category exclusivity. We find it best to be as
inclusive as possible and finds that at times you will actually yield more
revenue with multiple partners in a category rather than just one.
We don't have many category exclusive partners
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Off-The-Field Issues are Not a Factor and Good Stewards
Off-the-field issues were the prominent least important factor from survey participants.
One participant stated he never experienced any team-related issues significant enough to impact
sponsorship selling cycle. Another participant reported their sports organization did not have any
issues and was unlike other sports organization with these issues. Another participant stated they
have a strong code of conduct in place, reducing off-the-field issues and thus minimizing their
impact on them. One participant stated player kneeling was once an issue, but that issue has since
passed. The same participant stated if they felt strongly about the deal, language was typically
inserted that protected both them and the team in boiler plates of contract.
Another theme was a sports organization performed well on the field, was a leader in the
community, and had good stewards who represent the sports organization. One survey
participant stated the sports organization had a strong reputation and leadership-ownership group
that was extremely supportive, with great coaching and players.
A theme that emerged across multiple NHL participants was off-the-ice issues rarely
affected the sponsorship selling cycle. A participant stated their NHL organization did not have
any off-the-ice issues; however, the reputation of their owner and organization would outweigh
any one athlete if an issue arose. Another participant stated hockey players and coaches were the
least dramatic and controversial in professional sports. The participant said they were almost
never in the spotlight and never experienced issues that delayed the sponsorship selling cycle.
One participant stated their NHL team had off-the ice issues that had not been addressed in
internal meetings. Table 57 illustrates participant responses to off-the-field issues and good
stewardship.
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Table 59
Off-The-Field Issues are Not a Factor and Good Stewards
Theme
Internal Factor
Data
Overview/Quotes

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Off-The-Field Issues are Not a Factor and Good Stewards
Off-The-Field Issues
Have not experienced any team related issues significant enough to impact
cycle/We have a strong code of conduct in place, where we rarely have any off the
field issues, so this does not impact us whatsoever. /Even though we have off-the
ice issues, they haven't been brought up in my meetings. /Players kneeling was
once, and it came and went. If a client has a strong feeling about deal usually
language is inserted to protect both them and the team in boiler plates of contract.
/Brand is bigger than the on-field success in any given year. Also, win a lot./Team
has performed well on the field and in the community/Specific to our sales
organization, we don't have any off-the-field issues to deal with. We're not the
Washington Football Team/In all my years I've only seen off-the-field issues
impact a deal a couple of times and it was usually as an excuse. Players kneeling
was once, and it came and went. If a client has a strong feeling about deal usually
language is inserted to protect both them and the team in boiler plates of
contract./Strong reputation in the community and the players are seen positively as
to not be a hinderance./We don’t typically have those issues in the NHL. If we did,
the reputation of our owner and organization would outweigh any one athlete/great
owner/ We have a very strong leadership-ownership group that is extremely
supportive/great coaching & players./ Off-the-field issues are actually pretty rare in
the NHL especially for our specific organization./Hockey players and coaches are
the least dramatic, controversial in sports. They are 'boring' and almost never in the
spotlight. /We don’t typically have those issues in the NHL. If we did, the
reputation of our owner and organization would outweigh any one athlete. /Even
though we have off-the ice issues, they haven't been brought up in my meetings.
Have not experienced any team related issues significant enough to impact cycle
We have a strong code of conduct in place, where we rarely have any off the field
issues, so this does not impact us whatsoever
Even though we have off-the ice issues, they haven't been brought up in my
meetings.
Players kneeling was once, and it came and went. If a client has a strong feeling
about deal usually language is inserted to protect both them and the team in boiler
plates of contract.
Brand is bigger than the on-field success in any given year.
Team has performed well on the field and in the community
If a client has a strong feeling about deal usually language is inserted to protect
both them and the team in boiler plates of contract.
Strong reputation in the community seen positively as to not be a hinderance.
We have a very strong leadership-ownership group that is extremely supportive,
great coaching & players.
Off-the-field issues are actually pretty rare in the NHL especially for our specific
organization.
Hockey players and coaches are the least dramatic, controversial in sports. They
are 'boring' and almost never in the spotlight.
Even though we have off-the ice issues, they haven't been brought up in my
meetings.
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Sales Process/Other
Other themes were allocated to a miscellaneous category defined as Sales Process and
Other. For the first theme, on participant stated category exclusivity was prevalent in the NFL.
Many sports sponsorship sellers were used to working around it and living among it. The same
participant stated it could stunt growth if a partner had a category that was too locked up or with
a definition too broad, but generally sellers worked around it. Another participant stated their
sports organization enforced a policy on how they evaluate category exclusivity, so it rarely
became an internal obstacle. With the internal factor of not enough human capital, one
participant reported technological advancements enabled faster and simpler proposal and
presentation creation. With organizational alignment, a participant illustrated sports
organizations found a way to close sponsorships if big money was involved. With internal
process of approval, a participant stated proposals that were hurdles for the sports organization
often signaled an existing leadership problem and a need to find new leadership. Another
participant stated with internal process of approval, their sales-driven sports organization was
rarely delayed by any internal process. With enough assets to sell, one participant reported they
sold multiple franchises and had a solution to fit almost any brand. A few participants said they
did not have an internal approval process or seek approval for a proposal. With too many internal
people involved in the process, one participant said they did not experience issues with too many
people getting involved. Table 58 displays participant responses concerning the sales
process/other.
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Table 60
Sales Process/Other
Theme
Internal Factor

Data
Overview/Quotes

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Sales Process/Other
Category Exclusivity, Not Enough Human Capital, Organizational Alignment,
Internal Process of Approval, Not Having Enough Assets, Too Many Internal
People Involved in the Process
Category exclusivity is fairly prevalent in our league, so we have all grown used to
working around it and living among it. It can stunt growth if a partner has too
much of a category locked up, or if their category definition is too broad, but
generally you learn to live with it and work around it./We have a set policy in how
we look at category exclusivity, so it rarely becomes an obstacle
internally./Generally, technological advancements have made the ability to create
proposals and give presentations simpler and faster. /When big $$$ is involved, we
always find a way to make it work. /If internal process of proposals was a hurdle
for our team, we should find new leadership. That would be a leadership problem.
/Our team is very sales driven. We are rarely held up by any internal processes that
could cause a delay. /Given that we have two franchises (Saints & Pelicans), we
generally have a solution to fit almost any brand. I don't really have to go through
an internal approval process/Rarely do I need to seek approval on a proposal. / I
currently do not experience issues with too many people getting involved.
Category exclusivity is fairly prevalent in our league, so we have all grown used to
working around it and living among it.
Category definition is too broad, it could affect potential sales
Sports organizations have a set policy in how we look at category exclusivity, so it
rarely becomes an obstacle internally.
Technological advancements have made the ability to create proposals and give
presentations simpler and faster.
When big money is involved, then sports organizations will find a way to make it
work.
If internal process of proposals was a hurdle for our team, we should find new
leadership. That would be a leadership problem.
Our team is very sales driven. We are rarely held up by any internal processes that
could cause a delay.
Multi-property sports organizations can generally have a solution to fit almost any
brand.
I don't really have to go through an internal approval process
Rarely do I need to seek approval on a proposal
I currently do not experience issues with too many people getting involved
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CHAPTER SEVEN:
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

Overview
The final chapter of this dissertation provides possible solutions for professional sports
organizations to improve the selling cycle performance for sponsorships. The goal is to
implement these solutions into professional sports organizations. These solutions are derived
from the qualitative and quantitative survey results from participants.
For external factors, there was a general overview, a solution for Budgetary Issues, ROI,
Economy, Timing, Competitors, Coronavirus, Market Size, and Team Performance. For internal
factors, there was a general overview, a solution for Category Exclusivity, Internal Process of
Proposal Approval, Too Many People Involved in the Process, Not Having Enough Assets, Not
Having the Correct Assets to Present to the Client, Not Enough Human Capital, Off-The Field
Issues, and Organizational Alignment.
A discussion of study limitations and opportunities for future research is provided.

Practitioner Implication of External Factors for North American Sports
Organizations Overview
All professional sports organizations experience challenges in revenue generation for
sponsorship selling cycles. Based on the research, two options may provide potential solutions to
external factors: controlling the sales process and building long-term relationships. Within each
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theme, every external factor will be addressed on how it could shorten the sponsorship selling
cycle process.

Control the Sales Process
Within the research, many participants stated Budgetary Issues, Coronavirus, and
Economy were tied to one another. Of the 212, 190 (89%) believed these three factors were the
most important. These factors were all interrelated with one another due to the coronavirus
pandemic of 2020. In many cases, because of the coronavirus pandemic, marketing budgets
either froze or were cut depending on the industry.
A sponsorship salesperson can only control what they can control. Since coronavirus
drove some of the findings of this study, participants stated their prospective sponsors received
‘sticker-shock’ from the sponsorship presentation or they were told they were ‘too expensive’
and therefore could not afford a sports sponsorship. Salesperson error is responsible for this
outcome; specifically, one of the following issues could have occurred:
•

The salesperson did not adequately prepare for the company or industry.

•

The salesperson did not ask the right questions concerning the prospective sponsor’s
issues and opportunities.

•

The salesperson did not ask about their marketing or sponsorship budget.

•

The salesperson did not ask about the timing of their marketing or sponsorship
budget.

•

The salesperson did not ask about the decision-making process of the prospective
sponsor.

•

The salesperson did not ask about the sponsorship’s launch timing.

•

The salesperson did not qualify or disqualify the prospective sponsor.
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The process explained below would help solve many of the issues stated above and could assist
with budgeting, coronavirus, economy, and timing issues thus reducing salesperson error,
maximizing time, increasing efficiency, and maximizing internal resources for information
sharing.

Preparation Before the Meeting
The sponsorship salesperson should always be prepared for phone calls, video calls,
meetings, and events. Preparation is fundamental. Often, a sponsorship salesperson can only
make a first impression with any prospective sponsor. During preparation for an initial fact find
or CNA introductory meeting, the sponsorship salesperson should gather the following
information to maximize their time: market understanding, personal information of all people in
the initial meeting, a prepared agenda and statement that sets meeting expectations, a SWOT
analysis, news, press releases, and investment and stock news if it is a publicly traded company
(Sandler, 2015).
Also, a line of questioning that covers the brand or company’s challenges, budgeting
process, decision-making process, and timing process should be prepared in advance. Questions
should be geared toward the client’s issues and opportunities and how a sponsorship with the
sports organization would help solve them (Sandler, 2015). Sponsorship salespeople should also
create a questioning tree based on how the buyer answers the question. With each question, the
salesperson should be ready to address any questions or concerns from the prospective sponsor
company, such as demographics, case studies of other sponsorships, or any other pertinent
information. Table 59 lists documents and sources that should be prepared in advance.
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Table 61
List of Preparation Documents and Sources
Topic
Background Information of
Company and Industry
Background Information of
Company and Industry
Background Information of
Company and Industry
Background Information of
Company and Industry
Background Information of
Company and Industry
Background Information of
Company and Industry
Background Information of Buyer
Background Information of Buyer
Background Information of Buyer
Other Sponsorship the prospective
sponsor has done
Other Sponsorship the prospective
sponsor has done
Other Sponsorship the prospective
sponsor has done

Resource
10K (Public Company)

Instrument
Prepared Internal Document

Business News

Prepared Internal Document

Industry News

Prepared Internal Document

Company Website

Prepared Internal Document

Company Social Media
Channels
LinkedIn

Prepared Internal Document

Information Search via Internet
Salesperson's Network
LinkedIn
SponsorUnited

Prepared Internal Document
Prepared Internal Document
Prepared Internal Document
Prepared Internal Document

Winmo

Prepared Internal Document

SponsorPitch

Prepared Internal Document

Prepared Internal Document

Questioning and Listening to the Prospective Sponsor
Questioning and listening could be the most important skillset to exercise during the
sports sponsorship sales process. Sports sponsorship salespeople should view themselves as
detectives trying to solve a case or a doctor diagnosing a patient’s illness. Salespeople have
access to many external resources to research the industry, company, and external people that
work for the prospective sponsors. However, the sponsorship salesperson only knows as much as
they know and must learn more from the prospective sponsor because they are the expert on their
product or service.
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Salespeople should have a natural curiosity of wanting to ‘dig deeper’ and learn as much
as they can about the prospective sponsor’s business. Some topics to address with the prospect
are the following: products or services they provide, customers, suppliers, vendors, competitors,
other partnerships, marketing channels they engage with, competitive advantage(s), selling
channels on how they sell their product/service, or any additional pertinent information needed to
learn more about the prospect.
After learning more about the business, there are four lines of questioning the
sponsorship salesperson should ask the prospect: their issues and opportunities, budgeting
process, decision-making process, and timing process (Sandler, 2015). Learning about a
prospective sponsor’s issues and opportunities are essential to the sports sponsorship salesperson
solution (Sandler, 2015). Sports sponsorships are about offering efficient and engaging solutions
to a company’s issues (Sandler, 2015).
Some examples of company issues could include brand awareness, lost market share, or
new competitors within the market. Questions should be broken down quantitively and
qualitatively to help learn more about the company issues. Quantitative questions should focus
on the magnitude of the issue via decrease in new sales, decrease in customers, customer
retention percentage, average cost of a new customer, or any other numerical factor that can be
measured. Qualitative questions should focus on the challenges and goals of where they want to
be both short and long term. These questions should provide the sports sponsorship salesperson
with a clear strategy based on the issues and opportunities for the prospective sponsor.
After the salesperson learns more about the company's issues and opportunities, they
need to understand the possible budget and economics to provide a solution (Sandler, 2015).
Budget is a significant factor in qualifying or disqualifying prospects during the sales process. A
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sports sponsorship salesperson should examine the appropriate range for a marketing and
sponsorship budget. Sports sponsorship salespeople do not qualify them on this, they do not
bring up the money, they should always bring up the money to qualify or disqualify the
prospective sponsor (Sandler, 2015). The sports sponsorship salesperson must ensure the
prospective sponsor meets the sports organization’s thresholds. For example, if a sports
organization’s threshold was $250,000 for logo rights usage, the sports sponsorship salesperson
must qualify that to the prospective sponsor. From the research, some sports organizations will
not do sponsorship deals if they are under a certain threshold. In those cases, the sports
sponsorship salesperson must also qualify that to the prospective sponsor.
The sports sponsorship salesperson should learn more and question where the prospective
derives their budget from (Sandler, 2015). If the company provides a finite number during the
questioning process on budget (e.g., a representative from the prospective sponsor states they
have $1,000,000 U.S. dollars allocated for the sponsorship), the salesperson should determine
how the company derived that number. Using that example, the sponsorship salesperson should
understand where that number comes from within the marketing budget. For example, the
sponsorship salesperson should ask whether this number comes from an actual sponsorship
budget line item or whether the number was contrived or roughly estimated. The sponsorship
salesperson should ask if there are multiple factors that fund the sponsorship. For example,
funding could come from national campaign marketing funds, corporate funds, local market
funds, marketing, field marketing funds, sales operation funds, corporate social responsibility
funds, other lines of business, or incremental money from the CFO, CMO, president, principal,
or owner. Further, third party sponsorship funding may come from vendors/brands, franchisees,
distributors, retailers, dealer associations, or other internal stakeholders.
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Another important line of questioning is timing of the company’s budgeting cycle
(Sandler, 2015). Companies have different budgeting cycles, from calendar year to April 1, July
1, or September 1. The sports sponsorship salesperson should inquire about budget timing and
how the cycle impacts the way the budget would get funded.
Another line of questioning is the decision-making process of a sports sponsorship
(Sandler, 2015). Any business decision that is costly in time, human capital, and money requires
multiple people. Often, sports sponsorship salespeople assume the person they are talking to is
the decision maker but are often wrong. This questioning process usually results in one of three
outcomes. The first possible outcome is the buyer is transparent in the process and explains who
is involved. This is the best-case scenario for qualifying the prospect to move along the
sponsorship selling cycle. For example, they may share the names and titles of the people and
explain the valuation of the process. The second possible outcome is the buyer claims there are
people involved in the process but does not share any more information. In this case, the sports
sponsorship salesperson should dive more deeply with the questioning and ask, “Who exactly is
involved with the process?” and continue to inquire until there is greater clarity. If the buyer does
not provide clarity, they are not a qualified sponsorship prospect. The third possible outcome is
the buyer states they are the decision maker for all sports sponsorships. This scenario should cue
the sponsorship salesperson that he or she is not communicating with the correct person, unless
the company owner or executive often runs other stakeholders’ sports sponsorship. Otherwise,
the sports sponsorship salesperson should continue to clarify the decision-making process and
ask the following questions:
•

Do you sign the sponsorship agreement?
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•

Do you need to run the sponsorship by any other internal stakeholders within the
company?

•

How do you allocate money from the marketing budget?

•

Who is your supervisor or who do you report to?

Often, people are under the impression they have inflated importance in their roles. This
part of the process must unfold to move forward in the sports sponsorship process.
The final line of questioning is timing launch of the sponsorship. This is as critical as
budgeting because sports seasons are cyclical, and companies need a runway to activate and
launch the partnership. Companies have various decision-making processes for consideration of
sports partnership. The following figures could make partnership decisions: CEO/president,
owner, a board of trustees, CMO, vice president of marketing, regional marketing manager,
media agency, or another decision maker. This process involves proposal presentation,
negotiation of the sports sponsorship, contract process of sports sponsorship, execution of the
sports sponsorship agreement, initiating the launch of the sponsorship, and activating the
sponsorship. The sponsorship salesperson should make a timeline by working backwards with
the prospective sponsor, specifying how long it would take to launch and activate the partnership
so the prospective sponsor can agree to a partnership launch. Next, the sponsorship salesperson
and prospective sponsor would create a calendar and timeline to work backwards. If the
salesperson asks the right questions and listens to the prospective sponsor on issues and
opportunities, the decision-making process, sports sponsorship budgeting, timing of budgeting,
and timing of activation for the company, then a sponsorship salesperson can qualify or
disqualify the prospect to present ideas and a proposal.
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Qualify or Disqualify a Prospective Sponsor
Transparency builds trust, and sports sponsorship salespeople should not feel unclear
about the answers or make assumptions. Sports sponsorship salespeople need concrete
information to decide whether to continue the process of 'qualifying' (i.e., agreeing to move
forward) or 'disqualifying' (i.e., deciding not to move forward) after the initial meeting (Sandler,
2015). Salespeople may have optimistic beliefs that are misaligned with the reality of the buyer.
This scenario happens when prospective sponsorship buyers are untruthful with the sports
sponsorship salesperson due to multiple factors.
Before the sports sponsorship salesperson discusses and engages internally with sports
organizations’ internal stakeholders on a solution for the prospective sponsor’s issues or
opportunities, they must evaluate whether the prospect is worth investing the sports
organization’s time and resources. Sports sponsorship salespeople should have the mindset to
disqualify rather than qualify (Sandler, 2015). The concept of disqualifying is about critical
thinking rather than negativity. The sports sponsorship salesperson should ask themselves and
others the following questions in the initial fact-find meeting:
•

Do you have problems that we can really solve?

•

Do we have the assets or capabilities to solve this issue?

•

Is this worth the time of our sports organization?

•

Were you being transparent and truthful?

The sports sponsorship salesperson must be honest with themselves before moving
forward with the process. Often sports sponsorship salespeople ignore red flags because they are
focused on money, productivity within their sales funnel, staying employed, competing in sales
contests of most proposals pitched, or any other self-interest motivation. Unfortunately, these
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mistakes result in poor critical thinking and efficient use of their time and internal resources.
Table 60 illustrates how sports sponsorship salespeople should qualify a prospective sponsor.

Table 62
List of Red Flags to Not Qualify a Prospective Sponsor
Red Flags of Sponsorship Buyers
1. The prospective sponsor is not being realistic about the situation.
2. The prospective sponsor states budget is not an issue during the sponsorship selling process.
3. The prospective sponsor states there are no problems, and their business does not have any issues.
4. The prospective sponsor states they can do a long-term deal immediately.
5. The prospective sponsor is not the person who controls the budget.
6. The prospective sponsor does not want to give bad news to the sports sponsorship salesperson.
7. The prospective sponsor is excited to meet with a sports organization and wants to build a relationship
with someone from the sports organization.
8. The prospective sponsor states it is an easy decision-making process and decisions can be made
quickly.
9. The prospective sponsor states they will call back in 2 months, they say they are still interested but
continue to delay the process with the sport sponsorship salesperson.
10. The prospective sponsor does not have the decision-making power.
11. The prospective sponsor is not the person who signs the sponsorship agreement.

A sports sponsorship salesperson's job is to get the truth as quickly as possible rather than
make the sports sponsorship proposal as quickly as possible. Sometimes the salesperson must
take the prospective sponsor to a disagreement to move forward for greater time and resource
efficiency. The sports sponsorship salesperson must discover the criteria for favorable decision
making in advance within the sponsorship selling cycle. The sports sponsorship salesperson must
also know the who, what, how, when, where, and why of the process. If a sports sponsorship
salesperson is meeting with a stakeholder and not the ultimate decision maker, then the sports
sponsorship salesperson should involve the appropriate people. People may not always like the
truth, but the truth promotes time efficiency for the sports sponsorship salesperson (Sandler,
2015). Leading a prospective sponsor to a “no” is often the best use of time and resources for the
sports organization in the long term (Sandler, 2015).
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Build Long-Term Authentic Relationships
The sports sponsorship selling process is long and can take many years to forge. Sports
sponsorship salespeople often hear “no” in the sports sponsorship sales process. Many sports
sponsorships salespeople develop an authentic relationship with multiple stakeholders in the
company and develop sports sponsorships over time. Study results suggested sports sponsorship
is a relationship business. Through developing long-term authentic relationships, sports
sponsorship salespeople mitigate the following external factors: market size, competitors, team
performance, ROI, and timing.

Competitors
The study demonstrated larger population markets rated competitors as a more important
external factor than medium and small markets. If a market has more than one sports
organization in its geographic region, then each sports organization must differentiate itself from
one another. One way to differentiate from competitors is for the sports sponsorship salesperson
and other internal stakeholders to develop an authentic relationship with the prospective sponsor.
One way to build trust and transparency with the prospective sponsor is to introduce them to
more people within the sports organization. As the sports sponsorship salesperson moves along
the process and feels the prospective sponsor is qualified, they should continue to introduce them
to more people within the sports organization.
The goal is for the prospective sponsor to become familiar with at least four people
within the organization who do not come only from the sponsorship department of the sports
organization. Eventually, as both parties come closer to a term agreement, the sports sponsorship
salesperson should have the owner or executive of the prospective sponsor meet someone from
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the C-suite of the sports organization. By creating authentic, trustworthy relationships, a sports
organization can differentiate from their competitors within the marketplace.

Market Size
One issue participants reported about market size was that smaller geographic market
sports organizations struggled to get larger, national endemic sponsorship brands to become
potential sponsors of their sports organization. One strategy is to pursue national prospective
sponsors who are endemic to sponsorship but focus on building authentic relationships with
prospective sponsors based in their local geographic market or regional presence that are
nonendemic to sports sponsorship. Sports sponsorship salespeople can only control what they
can control. They cannot control the market size of their sports organization, but they could
control their actions, build authentic relationships, and create solutions to derive value to
prospective sponsors.

Team Performance
Building authentic relationships is key to sports sponsorships, despite what happens on
the field, ice, turf, pitch, or court. Many participants stated sponsorship agreements were not
about selling team wins and losses but solving solutions and building authentic relationships with
prospective sponsors even if a sports organization is unsuccessful with their performance on the
field, ice, turf, pitch, or court. The sports sponsorship salesperson and sports organization can
solve their issues and opportunities through their authentic relationship.

Return on Investment
For prospective sponsors, return on investment is a key factor of success for a sports
sponsorship. Sports sponsorship salespeople should be building an authentic relationship and
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establishing expectations of what the prospective sponsor considers a success. Sports
sponsorship salespersons should introduce other internal stakeholders within the sports
organization to the prospective sponsor as early in the process as possible. For example, a sports
sponsorship salesperson could introduce the prospective sponsor to their internal analytics team
on targeted messaging for a specific marketing campaign if the prospective sponsor wants to
target a specific demographic. Prospective sponsors goals change quarterly and yearly and a
sports sponsorship organization must have an authentic relationship to work with the perspective
sponsor. The prospective sponsor and sports organization establish a process to measure how the
prospective sponsor defines success, and this is accomplished by having an authentic relationship
with one another.

Timing
Timing is crucial within the sports sponsorship selling cycle and timing expectations
should be established early in the sports sponsorship selling process. There are many variables to
consider in the timing of the sports sponsorship. For example, a company may allocate their
budget for sponsorship but prefers to act next season or year. Another example is the prospective
sponsor’s management changes and they must delay sponsorship until they have a new strategy.
A sports sponsorship salesperson should be building an authentic relationship with the
prospective sponsor by setting realistic expectations for the partnership launch.
Sponsorships take time to form. That is, if a prospective sponsor says “no” one year, a
sponsorship salesperson should continue to foster that relationship in preparation for more
appropriate timing. I could take a couple of years to build authenticity, trust, and transparency
before a sports sponsorship is forged because long-term benefits are more important than shortterm. Additionally, people frequently move to different companies. If a prospect said “no” during
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their time at a previous company but then moves to a new company and trusts the sponsorship
salesperson, the probability of developing a sponsorship relationship is higher because the person
trusts the sponsorship salesperson.

Overview of Practitioner Implications of Internal Factors for North American Professional
Sports Organizations
All sports organizations experience challenges in revenue generation from sponsorship
selling cycles. The research suggested two solutions that may help resolve internal factors. These
solutions include creating an internal category strategy, internal motivation alignment, promoting
satisfaction among internal customers, and striving to be more than just a sports organization.
Within each theme, the remaining discussion addresses how internal factors encompassing each
theme could shorten the sponsorship selling cycle process.

Creation of an Internal Category Selling Strategy
Category exclusivity is a double-edged sword. Many sports sponsorships have category
exclusivity at the naming rights level, founding/cornerstone level, and exclusive partner level.
Logo rights, designation, and category exclusivity are all essential pieces within a sports
sponsorship. However, category exclusive has hindered sports sponsorship growth. More
specifically, some sports sponsorships have accumulated multiple subcategories where the
prospective sponsor does not have any products or services but want to protect themselves from
competitors. Also, some sports sponsorship sponsors with exclusivity have hindered long-term
growth in lieu of short-term growth. Sports sponsorship departments must either develop an
internal category selling strategy or update to ensure categories are open to pursuing new
sponsorship revenue.
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In the internal category selling strategy, sports organizations can enact multiple strategies
to maximize sponsorship revenue. During the negotiation process, sponsorship salespeople
should ensure they have defined both the category in which they have exclusivity and certain
competitors within the sponsorship agreement. For larger sponsorship categories, sports
sponsorship departments must push back on how many categories can be defined in the
agreement during the negotiation process to prospective companies. The sports organization
should consider establishing a number internally. For example, the carbonated beverage category
should exclude subcategories like energy drinks, orange juice, or milk. Sports sponsorship
departments should carve out these categories to maximize possible future revenue. However,
the sponsorship price should increase if a prospective sponsor advocates to increase categories.
Setting these expectations early in the sports sponsorship selling process will mitigate this issue.
Many sports organizations fall into the trap of giving away too many subcategories because they
are thinking about the short-term gain but neglecting long-term growth.
Another strategy sports organizations should consider is the future loss for emerging
categories. For example, in the payment process system categories, new ways for sports fans to
pay for merchandise, ticketing, and concessions could emerge. For example, with the emergence
of cryptocurrency and biometrics could not be maximized within the future because the payment
processer could have the rights for payment of products. Using category exclusivity for marks
and stadium signage is another strategy for maximizing sponsorship revenue. Sports sponsorship
departments should exclude rights to digital, social, content, television, radio, hospitality, and
other sponsorship assets.
For nonendemic sponsorship categories that are in nontraditional categories, a sports
sponsorship department could make the designation and exclusivity so niche that it would not
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affect business. For example, in the percussion instruments category, they could not own the
recovery category but be ‘an official recovery partner’ for the sports property. The same could
apply in the mobile fuel delivery and mobile electric vehicle (EV) charging category. Sports
organizations could exclude the following categories: automotive, energy, electric power supply,
residential energy solutions, oil companies, heating oil, gasoline, convenience store, and retail
gas.

Internal Motivation Alignment
Sports organizations should have internal alignment from revenue generating
departments and non-revenue generating departments. Revenue generating departments are
sponsorship sales, sponsorship activation, premium sales, premium service, season ticket sales,
and group sales. Non-revenue generating departments are digital, social, finance, events,
marketing, strategy, analytics, community relations, or any other non-revenue generating
department.
An incentive plan should be generated for everyone in the sports organization based on
net income each year. Incentivization programs could include a combination of financial and
nonfinancial opportunities. One financial opportunity could include each non-revenue generating
department receiving a percentage as the revenue departments achieves and stretches its goals. In
the short-term, the sports organization would incur costs but generate more revenue long-term
because everyone would be aligned and row in the same direction to maximize revenue.
Nonfinancial incentives could include more vacation time or special events such as a private
concert or sporting event. Another financial incentive is personal time off. To accomplish this, a
sports sponsorship department could make a barter deal with airlines and hotels. This principal
would apply to non-revenue generating departments having the opportunity to enjoy all paid for
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vacations as a result of sponsorship departments reaching their goals. Each person in the
department would receive two airline tickets, four nights in a hotel, and $1,000 in spending
money. The costs to the non-incentive would be the sponsorship assets given within the
partnership and the revenue not generated would pay off in organization alignment.
The goal is to promote alignment, break down departmental walls, and prevent
departments from silos that would encourage a sales-oriented sports organization. Rather, this
would encourage collaboration of ideas and new sponsorship platforms. Persons in the nonrevenue generating departments would become incentivized to assist the sponsorship
departments in closing more sponsorships. A communication plan for the entire organization
should be shared and leadership should meet to review the new plan to align everyone in the
sports organization.
Another factor of sports sponsorship is when brands want to integrate their products or
services with the team to tell the story of their company. Sports organizations must align with
revenue generating departments to leverage business. Departments that would be involved
include information technology, building operations, facilities operations, sport operations,
athletic training, equipment, human resources, and others. Sport organizations would need to
work together to leverage business by either paying for their services or trading them out for
barter. With organizational alignment, sports organizations must streamline the process. The
internal sale should not be more difficult than the external sale for generating revenue via new
sports sponsorships or leveraged business.

Internal Process of Proposal Approval
Internal motivation alignment suggests sport organizations are moving in the same
direction. A streamlined internal process of approval should maximize efficiency as
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organizations work toward increasing their net revenue year after year. If the sports organization
is aligned in having a sales-oriented culture, all internal stakeholders should work with sports
sponsorship departments to approve proposals and present them to the prospective sponsor. The
more qualified the proposals presented to prospective sponsorships, the higher the opportunity
for revenue generation. To maximize efficiency in the sports organization, the sponsorship
salesperson must qualify the prospective sponsor to make proper use of their time and preserve
internal resources.
Sponsorship salespeople must manage their timelines expectations internally and
externally because other departments have their roles. However, an incentivized process for nonrevenue generating departments would reduce internal friction and the proposal could be
approved in a timely fashion. The sports sponsorship salesperson must manage expectations to
facilitate the client’s decision-making process and timing to move forward with the sponsorship
selling cycle.

Too Many People Involved in the Process
One final aspect about internal motivation alignment is a sports organization should
create a streamlined process of having the correct people involved in the decision based on the
size of the sponsorship. For example, stakeholders should be in the naming rights and
founding/cornerstone level sponsorships. The investment level is much higher and must receive
executive approval because of the revenue. There should be multiple people involved in the
process, including exclusive partnerships based on investment level in endemic categories.
However, there should be less people involved in smaller sponsorships because it takes longer
for the sponsorship to be approved.
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The goal is to create less internal friction and align all departments. The sponsorship
salesperson and manger must manage expectations. If a prospect asks for assets that the
organization cannot deliver on, the sports sponsorship salesperson must be transparent. However,
the sponsorship salesperson must include the right people in the process to make sure
sponsorship assets are attainable. Unfortunately, other people in non-revenue sponsorships want
to be involved in the sponsorship but do not have a functioning role in the sponsorship. The
sponsorship manager needs to manage this.

Make Internal Customers Happy
Many survey participants reported needing more support staff in their sponsorship
department. Sports sponsorship salespeople should spend time in the market qualifying
prospective sponsors. They need more bodies to prospect, build, support, and activate. Some
examples of human capital sports sponsorship departments need to add include sponsorship
strategy, sponsorship proposal builders, graphic designers, prospectors looking for new business,
and activators fulfilling sports sponsorship agreements.
For example, sponsorship strategy and idea creators can join a call or meeting with the
sponsorship salesperson, take notes, and create solutions to address the prospective sponsor’s
issue or opportunity. Sponsorship proposal creators can manage projects and work with the
sponsorship strategy team to create sponsorship proposals. Graphic designers can help
sponsorship proposal writers generate proposals that are tailored to the prospective sponsor.
Sponsorship prospectors or junior sponsorship salespeople can investigate new companies for the
sponsorship salesperson. Finally, the sponsorship activation department should add more people
to fulfill sports sponsorship agreements. Using labor differentiation, the sponsorship salespeople
can spend time in the marketplace talking with more prospective sponsors. Stress levels will
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decrease, internal customers will be more satisfied, and there will be less turnover within the
sports organization.
Some participants stated they did not have enough assets to present to the prospective
sponsor because the valued sponsorship assets were sold out or they did not have control over
certain assets. Mainly within the digital and social space, sponsorship assets were sold out or not
created because there was no internal alignment. Because of marketplace demand, prospective
sponsors want digital, social, and customized content that is endemic to their product or service.
There has been some resistance from internal departments on not creating the content either
because they are focused on their own departmental goals or they did not want to do extra,
unincentivized work. This causes silos and increased internal friction due to lack of alignment.
The other issue was that some sports organizations do not control their media,
particularly radio and television. They have either sold their radio rights to another media
company who now controls those assets or they do not control their in-season in game television
because of media rights deals on the league level.
Some participants stated their sports organizations could not present the correct assets to
the prospective sponsor. The goal of a sponsorship salesperson is to question, listen, and solve a
prospective sponsor’s problem. Instead, some sports organizations attempted to force a
partnership though it did not accomplish what the sponsor wanted. This causes friction within the
sports organization. Still, the sports sponsorship salesperson must manage expectations with the
prospective sponsor and their requests cannot be fulfilled. For example, prospective sponsors
may want to participate in influencer marketing or direct consumer marketing, but those
marketing assets may not fit a sports organization’s philosophy. However, sports organizations
should innovate and create unique assets tailored to the client’s requests.
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Be More Than a Sports Organization
One way sports organizations can change their perception is to increase their involvement
with the community to be more than a sports organization. They can be a beacon for the local
market and get involved with different causes that are important to the market. For example, a
sports team can do a free clinic with their sport, such as provide equipment to a low-income
community. This was not a focus of the present study but is still worthy of addressing for teams
with off-the-field issues or a poor reputation.

Limitations
There were limitations in this study. The first limitation was the thematic analysis. A
doctor of business administration student conducted the thematic analysis and therefore only
involved the perspective of this student. No other practitioners or academics were involved in the
thematic analysis. The dissertation committee reviewed the thematic analysis but were far
removed from the phenomena.
The other limitation in the study is not all sports organizations are from the MLB, MLS,
NBA, NFL, and NHL. The study would have been more comprehensive if all North American
sports organizations were represented. The final limitation of the study was not all participants
reported on which sports organization they work with. Participants did report on the league they
worked for, but analysis would have been clearer if all participants completed the demographic
section of the survey.

Future Research
This study was foundational in examining internal and external factors contributing to the
sports sponsorship selling process. Results from the thematic analysis suggested scales on
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external and internal factors for the sponsorship selling cycles process could be generated.
Additionally, future research may consider a more in-depth analysis of external and internal
factors.
Academic researchers in psychology, advertising, hospitality, human resources, and other
field could collaborate on examining internal factors. More research is also needed on how to
improve the sponsorship selling cycle stages (i.e., prospecting time, initial contract time, analysis
and qualifying time, information sharing time, and closing time).
Other areas of future research could focus on other revenue for sports organizations. One
revenue source could include premium ticketing, particularly for club seating and luxury suites.
Scholars could investigate the internal and external factors affecting premium sales and
managers to shorten selling cycles and change behavior. A second revenue source could include
the season ticket selling cycle. Future research could focus on external and internal factors that
shorten season ticket selling cycles. Finally, further research could be conducted on group ticket
sales by testing the external and internal factors that shorten group ticket selling cycles.
Researchers may consider testing the sponsorship selling cycle for each level of a sports
sponsorship. This may include examining internal and external factors for naming rights
sponsorships, cornerstone/founding level sponsorships, exclusive level sponsorships, nonexclusive sponsorships, and media sports sponsorships. Further research may also benefit from
replicating findings with collegiate sports by examining media rights holders such as Learfield
IMG, Playfly, Van Wagner Sports, Legends, or other in-house collegiate sports sponsorship
departments. This study would also test internal and external factors.
Finally, future research could focus on external stakeholders within the sports
sponsorship selling process. Researchers could survey or interview chief marketing officers,
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marketing directors, media buyers, sports sponsorship marketing directors, advertising agencies,
and sports sponsorship agencies.

Conclusion
In conclusion, this study served as a foundation for further research on the sponsorship
selling cycle with a focus on internal and external factors. Findings suggested budgeting issues
and coronavirus were the two most important factors in the sports sponsorship selling cycle.
Budgeting issues can be minimized for salespeople with proper training in the prospect
qualification process. The salesperson should over qualify the prospect before he or she invests
in internal resources to maximize timing. When this study was conducted coronavirus impacted
sales in the selling cycle short-term which affected sales immediately; however, the economy
will improve and the North American sports sponsorship industry will recover.
The most highly rated issues for internal factors were category exclusivity and
organizational alignment. With category exclusivity, a sports sponsorship department must
develop a solid strategy for refraining from agreements with broad categories that do not hold
many subcategories because this will hinder the sponsorship sales department. The other is
organizational alignment where sports organizations have to be both sales focused to drive
revenue into the organization. Sports organizations should establish an incentive-based plan to
align all members within the organization. This is the first step of many in research to determine
how sports organizations can maximize revenue for their organization.
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APPENDIX A:
APPROVED RECRUITMENT EMAIL
Sent: Thursday, March 11, 2021
Subject: Request of Sports Sponsorships Survey for My Doctorate - Dan Kaufmann - New York
Jets

Hello, my friends:
I hope all is well; as you might have known, I have been working on my research
doctorate from the University of South Florida for the past couple of years. I am writing to you
to request your participation in a brief survey. This survey is for my dissertation, and the IRB
study number is STUDY 001713.
The theme of my survey is to examine how sales professionals and executives perceive
that organizations can improve their sales cycle within the professional sports industry and
examine what specific characteristics of a salesperson do sales professionals and executives
perceive to be the most useful during each stage of the sales cycle within the professional sports
industry. As a North American professional sports sponsorship seller or manager, you have been
selected to be in this survey. This participation's personal benefits are helping solve a possible
issue within the North American professional sports industry, determining the best characteristics
of hiring sponsorship sellers, and helping close sales quicker.
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Your responses to this survey will help us improve the sales process within sponsorship.
The survey is very brief and will only take about 15 min to complete. Please click the link below
to go to the survey website (or copy and paste the link into your internet browser).
Survey link: North American sports sponsorship sales cycle survey
Your participation in the survey is entirely voluntary, and all of your responses will be
kept confidential. No personally identifiable information will be associated with your responses
to any reports of these data. The USF Institutional Review Board has approved this survey.
Should you have any comments or questions, please feel free to contact me
at dkaufmann@jets.nfl.com or 201-953-6094.
Thank you very much for your time and cooperation. Insight from you is significant to
our industry.
Sincerely,
Dan Kaufmann
University of South Florida DBA Candidate
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APPENDIX B:
IRB APPROVED SCRIPT FOR OBTAINING VERBAL INFORMED CONSENT

Informed Consent to Participate in Research
Information to Consider Before Taking Part in this Research Study
Title: Characteristics Contributing to Shorter Sales Cycles
Study # 001713
Overview: You are being asked to take part in a research study. The information in this
document should help you to decide if you would like to participate. The sections in this
Overview provide the basic information about the study. More detailed information is provided
in the remainder of the document.
Study Staff: This study is being led by Dan Kaufmann who is a doctoral candidate in Muma
College of Business’ doctor of business administration program. This person is called the
principal investigator. He is being guided in this research by Andrew Artis, Ph.D. Other
approved research staff may act on behalf of the principal investigator.
Study Details: This study is being conducted at the Muma College of Business. The purpose
of the study is to examine what characteristics can contribute to shortening of sales cycles in
professional sports.
Participants: You are being asked to take part because you are currently employed as a sales
executive and/or professional for a sports team belonging to a major United States league
(i.e., MLB, MLS, NBA, NFL, or NHL).
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Voluntary Participation: Your participation is voluntary. You do not have to participate and
may stop your participation at any time. There will be no penalties or loss of benefits or
opportunities if you do not participate or decide to stop once you start. Your decision to
participate or not to participate will not affect your job status, employment record, employee
evaluations, or advancement opportunities.
Benefits, Compensation, and Risk: We do not know if you will receive any benefit from your
participation. You will not be compensated for your participation. This research is considered
minimal risk. Minimal risk means that study risks are the same as the risks you face in daily
life.
Confidentiality: Even if we publish the findings from this study, we will keep your study
information private and confidential. Anyone with the authority to look at your records must
keep them confidential.

Why are you being asked to take part?
You are being asked to take part because you are currently employed as a sales executive
and/or professional for a sports team belonging to a major United States league (i.e., MLB, MLS,
NBA, NFL, or NHL).
Study Procedures
If you take part in this study, you will be asked to complete an online Qualtrics survey
that should take approximately 10-15 min.
Alternatives/Voluntary Participation/Withdrawal
You do not have to participate in this research study. You should only take part in this
study if you want to volunteer. You should not feel that there is any pressure to take part in the
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study. You are free to participate in this research or withdraw at any time. There will be no
penalty or loss of benefits you are entitled to receive if you stop taking part in this study.
Benefits and Risks
You will receive no benefit from this study. This research is considered to be minimal
risk.
Compensation
There is no compensation for completing this research survey.
Privacy and Confidentiality
We will do our best to keep your records private and confidential. We cannot guarantee
absolute confidentiality. Your personal information may be disclosed if required by law. Certain
people may need to see your study records. The only people who will be allowed to see these
records are: Daniel Kaufmann, Andrew Artis, Ph.D. (major advisor), David Howard, M.A.
(statistician), and the University of South Florida Institutional Review Board (IRB).

Your information or samples collected as part of the research, even if identifiers are
removed, will NOT be used or distributed for future research studies.
It is possible, although unlikely, that unauthorized individuals could gain access to your
responses because you are responding online. Confidentiality will be maintained to the degree
permitted by the technology used. No guarantees can be made regarding the interception of data
sent via the internet. However, your participation in this online survey involves risks similar to a
person’s everyday use of the Internet. If you complete and submit an anonymous survey and later
request your data be withdrawn, this may or may not be possible as the researcher may be unable
to extract anonymous data from the database.
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Data collected for this research will be stored at the Muma College of Business, located at the
University of South Florida in the United States.
Contact Information
If you have any questions, concerns or complaints about this study, call Dan Kaufmann at
201-953-6094. If you have questions about your rights, complaints, or issues as a person taking
part in this study, call the USF IRB at (813) 974-5638 or contact the IRB by email at RSCHIRB@usf.edu.
We may publish what we learn from this study. If we do, we will not let anyone know
your name. We will not publish anything else that would let people know who you are. You can
print a copy of this consent form for your records.
I freely give my consent to take part in this study. I understand that by proceeding with
this survey, I am agreeing to take part in research and I am 18 years of age or older.
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Study Summary
Study Title
Study Design
Primary Objective/Purpose

Secondary
Objective(s)/Purpose
Research Intervention(s)
ClinicalTrials.gov NCT #
Study Population
Sample Size
Study Duration for individual
subjects
Study Specific Abbreviations/
Definitions

Characteristics Contributing to Shorter Sales Cycles

Cross-sectional Likert-type survey questions and
demographics questions.
Examining how sales professionals and executives
perceive that organizations can improve their sales
cycle within the professional sports industry.
N/A
N/A
N/A
Major League sports team (e.g., NFL, NBA, NFL)
sales executives
250
10-15 min
N/A

Objectives
2.1 Examining how sales professionals and executives perceive that organizations can improve
their sales cycle within the professional sports industry by looking at the characteristics they
think most contribute to shorter sales cycles. Pilot interviews were carried out with subject
matter experts (i.e., sports team sales professionals), and nine constructs were identified that
could possibly lead to shorter sales cycles in the sports industry.
2.2 Hypotheses
H1a: Researching skills are positively related to the prospecting time of the sales cycle.
H1b: Grit skills are positively related to the initial contact time of the sales cycle.
H1c: Listening skills are positively related to the analysis and qualifying time of the sales
cycle.
H1d: Knowledge skills are positively related to the information sharing time of the sales
cycle.
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H1e: Sales presentation skills are positively related to the closing time of the sales cycle.
Hf: Relationship skills are positively related to the closing time of the sales cycle.
H1g: Relationship skills are positively related to the closing time of the sales cycle.
H1h: Organizational skills are positively related to the initial contact time of the sales
cycle.
H1i: Internal factors are negatively related to the information sharing time of the sales
cycle.
Background
3.1 In sports, sponsorship sellers and management want to shorten their sales cycles to renew,
upsell, and close new business. Often, firms, companies, and government agencies engage when
the sports season is about to begin. All sports organizations have goals to raise revenue through
seats (season tickets, premium tickets and group tickets) suites and sponsorship every year.
Every year sales goals are increasing. Sellers and managers try to close business faster to achieve
their revenue goals and source more prospective companies to close, renew, and upsell business.
This study seeks to examine which characteristics sales professionals believe best lead to a
shorter sales cycle. I have been working in the sports industry for the past fifteen years, and the
length of sales cycles has been a problem within the North American professional sports industry
during this time. While this is not a new problem within the sports entertainment industry, a
literature review found there to be no primary studies on this topic in the extant literature. Thus, I
have conducted pilot interviews with professional sports sellers and management, and they have
verified that this is an issue. From my pilot interviews, I have derived that there are specific
constructs that will be tested as well, which are the constructs listed in the hypotheses in section
2.2.
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Study Intervention
4.1 N/A
Procedures Involved
5.1 This study will consist of soliciting Major League sports teams’ professionals through email
to participate in an online Qualtrics survey that measures individuals’ characteristics via Likerttype items and also collecting demographic information.
5.2
☐ Audio/Video Recording
☒ Behavioral Interventions
☐ Behavioral Observations and Experimentations
☐ Deception
☐ Focus Groups
☐ Interviews
☐ Investigational Device – Non-Significant Risk
(e.g. Mobile Applications)
☐Psychometric Testing

☐ Psychophysiological Recording
☐ Record Review - Educational
☐ Record Review - Employee
☐ Record Review- Medical
☐ Record Review - Other
☐ Specimen Collection or Analysis
☒ Surveys and/or Questionnaires
☐ Other Social-Behavioral Procedures

5.3 N/A
5.4 The survey items themselves are of no risk to the participants.
5.5 The data collected from the participants will include demographic questions: age, gender, and
the sports team the participant is currently employed. Additionally, Likert-type scale responses
will be collected for the following constructs (please see study documents for complete list of
items): research/prospecting skills, qualifying/questioning skills, sales presentation skills, closing
skills, relationship skills, internal factors, grit, sales style.
5.6 N/A
5.7 N/A
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Data and Specimen Storage for Future Research
6.1 Data will be stored in a locked room at 8 Lake Valley Rd., Morristown, NJ 07960 on an
encrypted hard drive for 5 years. It is not anticipated that this data collection will be used in
future research at this time.
6.2 N/A
6.3 N/A
Sharing of Results with Subjects
7.1 Individual results of assessments will not be shared with the participants.
Study Timelines
8.1 The Qualtrics study should take each participant approximately 10-15 min for participants to
complete. The participants will be solicited in November of 2020, with all data collection
expected to be finished by the end of December 2020.
Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
9.1 Participants must be currently employed as a sales professional with a team that is one of the
“big 5” sports leagues (e.g., NFL, NBA, NHL, MLB, MLS)
9.2 Exclusion criteria: Must be minimum age of 18.
9.3 There are no circumstances that would exclude someone from the study once they have
passed the inclusion criteria.
9.4 N/A
Vulnerable Populations
10.1 We are not recruiting vulnerable populations.
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Local Number of Subjects
11.1 250 participants solicited through the emails sent to workers’ official sports team-related
email address.
Recruitment Methods
12.1
☐ Email
☐ Flyer
☐ Letter
☐ News Advertisement

☐ Online/Social Media Advertisement
☐ Record Review
☐ SONA
☐ Other

12.2

Emails will be sent to major league sports teams’ official team email addresses. I have obtained
all email addresses from my internal network of people I work with within the sports industry.
Many of these people I have known for many years because of my work experience.

The content of the emails is as follows:
Hello [FIRST_NAME] [LAST_NAME],
I hope all is well; many of you know I have been working on my research doctorate for
the past couple of years. I am writing to you to request your participation in a brief survey. This
survey is for my dissertation.
The theme of my survey is to examine how sales professionals and executives perceive
that organizations can improve their sales cycle within the professional sports industry and
examine what specific characteristics of a salesperson do sales professionals and executives
perceive to be the most useful during each stage of the sales cycle within the professional sports
industry. Your responses to this survey will help us improve the sales process within
sponsorship.
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The survey is very brief and will only take about XX min to complete. Please click the
link below to go to the survey website (or copy and paste the link into your Internet browser) and
then enter the personal code to begin the survey.
Survey link: http://www.XXXXX.com Passcode: XXXXXXX
Your participation in the survey is entirely voluntary, and all of your responses will be
kept confidential. The access code is to remove you from the list once you have completed the
survey. No personally identifiable information will be associated with your responses to any
reports of these data. The USF Institutional Review Board has approved this survey. Should you
have any comments or questions, please feel free to contact me at dbkaufmann@usf.edu or 201953-6094.
Thank you very much for your time and cooperation. Insight from you is significant to
our industry.
Sincerely,
Dan Kaufmann
University of South Florida DBA Candidate

Withdrawal of Subjects
13.1 Participants are free to withdraw from the study at any time.
Risks to Subjects
14.1 There are no known risks above what one occurs in normal everyday life to participants as
they will only be participating in an online Qualtrics survey.
Potential Benefits to Subjects or Others
15.1 There are no known benefits other than the participants’ contribution to scientific inquiry of
sports sales professionals.
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Data Management and Confidentiality
16.1 All of the data will be collected through USF’s Qualtrics online study system. All data
collected will be anonymous and confidential. There will be no way to connect the data to any
one individual, though we are asking for team affiliation so we will be able to identify which
team the individual is employed.
16.2 All data collected will be stored on an encrypted hard drive located in 8 Lake Valley Road,
Morristown, NJ 07960 for a period of 5 years.
16.3 The data will be cleaned by the principal investigator and compared for accuracy with the
corresponding data collected directly through the USF Qualtrics system.
16.4 The only identifiable information being collected from the participants is their team
affiliation and their participation will be anonymous. The data will be stored for 5 years on an
encrypted hard drive on a computer located in 8 Lake Valley Road
Morristown, NJ 07960 on USF’s campus. The data will be destroyed after 5 years by formatting
the hard drive. There are no plans to share the data with anyone outside of the research group.
16.5 If you will review/access and/or collect/obtain Protected Health Information (PHI) during
recruitment or the main study, select all that apply: Not applicable

☐Obtaining Online or Verbal Authorization
(Alteration of HIPAA Authorization)

☐Waiver of HIPAA Authorization for
Recruitment/Screening Purposes Only
☐Waiver of HIPAA Authorization for Entire
Study

☐Data Use Agreement

☐Business Associate Agreement

☐Obtaining Signed Authorization

Provisions to Monitor the Data to Ensure the Safety of Subjects
17.1 N/A. This is an online survey administration through Qualtrics. Thus, there are no
additional safety measures need to be enacted.
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Provisions to Protect the Privacy Interests of Subjects
18.1 All research activities will be collected anonymously, and data kept confidential and only
privy to those individuals listed as study personnel.
18.2 Subjects will provide informed consent online. We will not access any previously existing
records.
Compensation for Research-Related Injury
19.1 N/A
Subject Costs and Compensation
20.1 There is no compensation offered for this study.
☒No Compensation
☐Financial Compensation (cash, gift cards)

☐Tokens (pens, food items, etc.)
☐Other

☐Course Credit (i.e. extra credit, SONA points)

Consent Process
21.1
☐Obtaining Signed Consent (Subject or
Legally Authorized Representative)
☐Obtaining Signed Parental Permission

☒Obtaining Consent Online (Waiver of Written
Documentation of Consent )
☐Obtaining Verbal Consent (Waiver of Written
Documentation of Consent)
☐Waiving Consent and/or Parental Permission
(Waiver of Consent Process)

☐Obtaining Signed Assent for Children
or Adults Unable to Consent
☐Obtaining Verbal Assent for Children or
☐Waiving Assent/Assent is Not Appropriate
Adults Unable to Consent

21.2 N/A
21.3 The informed consent form will be presented as the first block in the Qualtrics survey. To
proceed, the individual must click consent. Otherwise, they will be taken to the exit of the
survey.
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•

Where and/or how the consent process will take place: The first block in the Qualtrics
survey will be the online informed consent whereby clicking continue after reading
the informed consent block by the participant is giving informed consent.

•

Any waiting period available between informing the prospective subject and
obtaining the verbal or online consent. There is no wait.

•

The process to ensure ongoing consent (if applicable; e.g. for studies involving
multiple visits). N/A

•

The role of the individuals listed in the application as being involved in the consent
process. (Do not include names of the individuals.) The principal investigator is the
only person involved in the consent process, since I am the only one who has
access to the Qualtrics survey.

•

The time that will be devoted to the consent discussion. The participant has as long as
they like to read the consent block in Qualtrics.

•

Steps that will be taken to minimize the possibility of coercion or undue influence.
All steps in the study are voluntary.

•

Steps that will be taken to ensure the subjects’ understanding. The Qualtrics study
asks them to click continue for consent before presenting the survey questions.

Setting
22.1 The site for this project is USF’s Tampa campus in the Muma College of Business building
as far as where the study personnel will interact with the data. The study itself takes place online
through USF’s Qualtrics online survey website.
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APPENDIX D:
IRB EXEMPTION
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APPENDIX E:
CITI TRAINING CERTIFICATE
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APPENDIX F:
PILOT INTERVIEW QUESTION GUIDE
Q1:

What are the best practices of closing new, renewing and upselling
current business?
Q2: How long is your sales cycle for closing new, renewing and upselling
current business?
Q3: What skills sets do you excel at in closing new, renewing and upselling
current business?
Q4: What skills sets do you need to improve on in closing new, renewing
and upselling current business?
Q5: When is it the best time to start the process of new, renewing and
upselling current business?
Q6: When have you seen the best success of closing new, renewing and
upselling current business?
Q7: Where have you seen the pitfalls of closing new, renewing and
upselling current business?
Q8: Who have been the target person within an organization to close new,
renew and upsell current business?
Q9: What communication has been the best way to contact new business
prospects?
Q10: What reasons have your received from prospects where you have not
closed business?
Q11: What external factors have extended your sales cycles of closing new,
renewing and upselling current business?
Q12: What internal factors have extended your sales cycles of closing
new renewing and upselling current business?
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APPENDIX G:
SURVEY SPONSORSHIP PROFESSIONALS IN NORTH AMERICAN
Question
Size In sponsorship sales, each sponsorship is
different due to the size and complexity of the deal.
Please answer the level (size) of sales deals you
have personally been involved in the sales process.
(You can choose multiple answers below, so please
check all that apply.)
Size latest When considering the last sponsorship
deal you completed pre-COVID 19 pandemic, what
was the size of the deal you last completed?

How long did the sponsorship deal take to
complete? (From the "prospecting time" stage
through the "closing time" stage?)

Is this the stage that typically takes the longest?
In this deal, what factors caused this stage to take
longer than it typically takes?
How does your organization measure return on
investment to the client?
How has competition outside your sports
organization (e.g., other sports entities, media
companies, performance marketing, etc...) affected
your sales cycle?
How many people are typically involved in your
approval process for your presentation to a
prospect?
How strong are your internal relationships within
your sports organization?

External factors that are out of direct control of the
salesperson can impact the sales cycle. Please drag
and drop the external factors below and order them
from most impactful (1) to least impactful (8) on

Possible Choices
Naming Rights (1)
Cornerstone / Founding (2)
Exclusive (3)
Non-Exclusive (4)
Media (5)
Naming Rights (1)
Cornerstone / Founding (2)
Exclusive (3)
Non-Exclusive (4)
Media (5)
Prospecting Time (1)
Initial Contact Time (2)
Analysis & Qualifying Time (3)
Information Sharing Time (4)
Closing Time (5)
Yes (1)
No (2)
Open Ended
Open Ended
Open Ended

Open Ended

Not strong at all (1)
Slightly strong (2)
Strong (3)
Very strong (4)
Extremely strong (5)
Budgetary issues (sponsorship is too expensive) (1)
Competitors (e.g., other sports entities, media
companies, performance marketing, etc...) (2)
Coronavirus (3)
Economy (4)
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what external factors you feel currently have the
biggest impact on the sales cycle.

You chose "Budgetary issues" (sponsorship is too
expensive) as the most impactful external factor.
Why do you view budgetary issues as the most
impactful external factor on the sales cycle?
You chose "Competitors" as the most impactful
external factor. Why do you view competitors as
the most impactful external factor on the sales
cycle?
You chose "Coronavirus" as the most impactful
external factor. Why do you view Coronavirus as
the most impactful external factor on the sales
cycle?
You chose "Economy" as the most impactful
external factor. Why do you view the economy as
the most impactful external factor on the sales
cycle?
You chose "Market Size" as the most impactful
external factor. Why do you view market size as the
most impactful external factor on the sales cycle?
You chose "Return on Investment (or inability to
measure ROI)" as the most impactful external
factor. Why do you view ROI as the most impactful
external factor on the sales cycle?
You chose "Team performance" as the most
impactful external factor. Why do you view team
performance as the most impactful external factor
on the sales cycle?
You chose "Timing" as the most impactful external
factor. Why do you view timing as the most
impactful external factor on the sales cycle?
You chose "Budgetary issues" (sponsorship is too
expensive) as the least impactful external factor.
Why do you view budgetary issues as the least
impactful external factor on the sales cycle?
You chose "Competitors" as the least impactful
external factor. Why do you view competitors as
the least impactful external factor on the sales
cycle?
You chose "Coronavirus" as the least impactful
external factor. Why do you view Coronavirus as
the least impactful external factor on the sales
cycle?
You chose "Economy" as the least impactful
external factor. Why do you view the economy as
the least impactful external factor on the sales
cycle?

Market size (5)
Return on investment (or inability to measure ROI)
(6)
Team performance (7)
Timing (The timing in the year of your sports
season) (8)
Open Ended

Open Ended

Open Ended

Open Ended

Open Ended

Open Ended

Open Ended

Open Ended

Open Ended

Open Ended

Open Ended

Open Ended
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You chose "Market size" as the least impactful
external factor. Why do you view market size as the
least impactful external factor on the sales cycle?
You chose "Return on investment" (or unable to
measure ROI) as the least impactful external factor.
Why do you view ROI as the least impactful
external factor on the sales cycle?
You chose "Team performance" as the least
impactful external factor. Why do you view team
performance as the least impactful external factor
on the sales cycle?
You chose "Timing" as the least impactful external
factor. Why do you view timing as the least
impactful external factor on the sales cycle?
Internal factors are those factors that occur within
the organization but are out of direct control of the
salesperson and can impact the sales cycle. Please
drag and drop the internal factors below and order
them from most impactful (1) to least impactful (8)
on what internal factors you feel currently have the
biggest impact on the sales cycle.

You chose "Category exclusivity" as the most
impactful internal factor. Why do you view
category exclusivity as the most impactful internal
factor on the sales cycle?
You chose "Internal process of proposal approval"
as the most impactful internal factor. Why do you
view the internal process of proposal approval as
the most impactful internal factor on the sales
cycle?
You chose "Not having enough assets" as the most
impactful internal factor. Why do you view not
having enough assets as the most impactful internal
factor on the sales cycle?
You chose "Not enough human capital" as the most
impactful internal factor. Why do you view the not
enough human capital as the most impactful
internal factor on the sales cycle?
You chose "Not having the correct assets to present
to the client" as the most impactful internal factor.
Why do you view not having enough physical
assets as the most impactful internal factor on the
sales cycle?
You chose "Off-the-field issues" as the most
impactful internal factor. Why do you view off-thefield issues as the most impactful internal factor on
the sales cycle?

Open Ended

Open Ended

Open Ended

Open Ended

Category exclusivity (1)
Internal process of proposal approval (2)
Not having enough assets (3)
Not enough human capital (4)
Not having the correct assets to present to the client
(5)
Off-the-field Issues (Conduct of players, coaches,
executives & owners) (6)
Organizational alignment (Internal teams are not
aligned in the sales process) (7)
Too many internal people involved in the process
(8)
Open Ended

Open Ended

Open Ended

Open Ended

Open Ended

Open Ended
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You chose "Organizational alignment" as the most
impactful internal factor. Why do you view
organizational alignment as the most impactful
internal factor on the sales cycle?
You chose "Too many internal people involved in
the process" as the most impactful internal factor.
Why do you view too many internal people
involved in the process as the most impactful
internal factor on the sales cycle?
You chose "Internal process of proposal approval"
as the least impactful internal factor. Why do you
view internal process of proposal approval as the
least impactful internal factor on the sales cycle?
You chose "Not having enough assets" as the least
impactful internal factor. Why do you view not
having enough assets as the least impactful internal
factor on the sales cycle?
You chose "Not enough human capital" as the least
impactful internal factor. Why do you view the not
enough human capital as the least impactful
internal factor on the sales cycle?
You chose "Not having enough physical assets" as
the least impactful internal factor. Why do you
view not having enough physical assets as the least
impactful internal factor on the sales cycle?
You chose "Off-the-field issues" as the least
impactful internal factor. Why do you view off-thefield issues as the least impactful internal factor on
the sales cycle?
You chose "Organizational alignment" as the least
impactful internal factor. Why do you view
organizational alignment as the least impactful
internal factor on the sales cycle?
You chose "Too many internal people involved in
the process" as the least impactful internal factor.
Why do you view too many internal people
involved in the process as the least impactful
internal factor on the sales cycle?
What is your age?

Open Ended

What is your gender?

Male (1)
Female (2)
Non-binary (please specify) (3)
Prefer not to answer (4)
White (1)
Hispanic or Latino (2)
Black or African American (3)
Native American or American Indian (4)
Asian / Pacific Islander (5)
Other (Please specify) (6)
Open Ended

What is your ethnicity?

How many years have you been employed by your
current team?

Open Ended

Open Ended

Open Ended

Open Ended

Open Ended

Open Ended

Open Ended

Open Ended

Open Ended
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How many years have you been a sales professional
for a North American sports team?
League which professional sports league are you
employed by?

Team Which MLB team are you employed by?
(Choose One)
Team Which MLS team are you employed by?
(Choose One)
Team Which NBA team are you employed by?
(Choose One)
Team Which NFL team are you employed by?
(Choose One)
Team Which NHL team are you employed by?
(Choose One)

Open Ended
MLB (1)
MLS (2)
NBA (3)
NFL (4)
NHL (5)
All MLB Teams
All MLS Teams
All NBA Teams
All NFL Teams
All NHL Teams
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